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CHAPrER I 
TRODUCTION 
Statement of the problem. The problem which forms the 1 
core of this dissert tion is to design and construct an instru- 1/ 
ment for the measurement of certa in other-than-intellectual 
determinants of academic achievement among freshmen in women's 
colleges. 
Selection and justification £! ~ problem. ' hil 
serving on a junior college admissions committee the writer 
became aware of many problems concerned with prediction of 
scholastic success in college. High mortality r ate indio te 
the need for more reliable techniques of select ing stud ents 
who will successfully respond to the offerings of different 
types of educational i nstitutions. Consequently, any device 
which will improve the a cc ur acy of prediction of schol stic 
s uccess or failure will help eliminate educational waste and 
increase t h e efficiency of t he educative pr ocess. 
That there is educat ional waste and inefficiency seems 
indisputable i n view of the frequent publ icity given in both 
professiona l and l ay literature to the subject of scholastic 
1 
mortality. McNeeley , in a study of twenty-five universities 
1 John H. McNeeley, "College Student Mortality , " 
• s. Office of Education Bulletin , 1937 , 11:51. 
2 
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reported that 18.4 per eent withdrew because of scholastic 
failure alone. In an earlier study at the University of 
2 
Minnesota, West found that approximately one-third of thQ 
freshmen class withdrew during the first year and that less 
than 50 per cent eventually graduated. A similar figure is 
quoted by Pope whose study in liberal arts colleges concluded 
that "an average of 48 per cent of all entrants to the six 
colleges included in the study withdrew without obtaining a 
3 4 
degree." Of especial interest is Hanna's study of student 
retent i on in thirty-five junior colleges, in which he found 
that only 36 per cent of the students finished their courses 
in the regular two years. 
These earlier surveys, which may be considered 
representative of many others, indicated the seriousness of the-
situation and gave impetus to many related attempts to define, 
analyze and measure the elements of college success. Evidence 
that the problem still exists and is still relatively unsolved 
was recently published in a survey of the 655 liberal arts 
2 Rodney M. West, "Student Mortality, Student Survival 
and Student Discontinuing," Problems of College Education, 
1928, pp. 199-299. 
. 3 Ruth Vesta Pope, "Factors Affecting the Elimination 
of Women Students from Selected Coeducational Colleges of 
Liberal Arts," Teachers College Contributions 1£ Education, 
1931, 485: 21. 
4 Joseph V. Hanna, "Student Retention in Junior Colleges,' 
Journal of Educational Research, 1930, 22: l-8. 
-~=-====== 
colleges throughout the United States. In this disturbing 
5 
report, Dr. Archibald Macintosh, Vice President of Haverford 
college, reveals that the incidence of college mortality is 
as high or higher than the figures stated in the previously 
mentioned studies. This latest study maintains that 50 per 
cent of all students who enter college leave before they 
graduate, the large majority dropping out during their fresh-
man or sophomore years. A summary of the Macintosh data by 
6 
Benjamin Fine classifies the evidence as follows: 
Classification Percentage Loss 
Junior colleges 
Men's colleges 
Women's colleges 
Women's colleges 
Men's colleges 
Coed institutions 
Coed institutions 
(over 1000 students) 
(under 1000 students) 
(over 1000 students) 
{under 1000 students) 
(over 1000 students) 
(under 1000 students) 
32.1 
37.1 
45.2 
50.6 
55.5 
61.1 
55.7 
It goes without saying that such mortality figures as 
these represent en annual loss of millions of dollars , to 
say nothing of unmeasurable personal harm and inconvenience 
incurred by the thousands of men and women who have experience 
failure and at least tempora ry maladjustment. Macintosh, as 
did his predecessors in this particular field of interest, 
5 Archibald Macintosh, Behind the Academic Curtain, 
New York: Harper and Brothers, l94B, 'P"7'b5 
6 Editorial in The New York Times, September 5, 1948. 
II 
11 3 
found academic failure to be the chief cause of student 
mortality and blames the admissions directors, in part, "for 
failure to examine their own policies to find out what causes 
this huge difference in numbers between students who a re 
7 
admitted and those who are graduated . " 
Because academic failure seems to be the .main cause 
of college dropouts , attempts to alleviate the situation should 
seemingly be further directed toward analysis of the causes 
of academic f e. ilure a nd success, and the .more accurate predic-
tion of their probability, with the approach to the problem 
necessarily following that order . It is towards these ends 
that this study has been conducted a nd the instrument which 
is the product of the study ha s been designed i n relation to 
those purposes. 
Summary statement of Qurpose. This instrument , the 
r ationale , design and construction of which are described 
in detail in Chapter III , is intended to .measure cert ain 
motivationa l f actors assumed to be partially causative of 
academic achievement at the college level . Without f urther 
present definition of terms or defense of t he hypothesis i n-
volved, the specif'ic purposes of the study may be st ated a s 
follows : 
1. To determine the effectiveness of a number of test 
items designed to measure attitudes char acteristic of two 
types of student in the freshmen cla sses of certa i n New 
Ma ci ntosh p . 68 . 
England women's colleges, and to determine whether or not 
there are distinctive differences, according to this 
measure, between the two types. The colleges are essen-
tially liberal arts, campus institutions, including .seven junior colleges and two senior colleges. The two types 
of student include: 
a. those students who surpass ,: ~, to · a certain· degree, 
academic potential as .measured by a test of scholastic 
aptitude. 
b. those students who fail, to a certain degree, to 
realize their academic potential as .measured by the sa.me 
test of scholastic aptitude. 
2. To determine the degree to which the resulting 
composite instrument augments the efficiency with which 
a scholastic aptitude test predicts academic achievement 
of college freshmen. 
., 
s. 
CHAPI'ER II 
OVERVIEW OF APPROACHES To'' THE PREDICTION PROBLEM 
Intelligence tests. The traditional methods of 
predicting success and failure have relied heavily upon the 
use of tests of intelligence or scholastic aptitude. Useful 
as they ma~ be, they still provide a far from perfect prognosis . 
Logically, native intelligence or intellectual capacity is the 
sine-qua-non of successful academic performance, but it is 
apparently not in itself a guarantee of success. There have 
been many studies regar ding this relationship. 
1 
In 1932, Kinney summarized them and pointed out that the 
latest studies, at that date, even though using relatively 
refined instruments , f a iled to evidence an improvement over 
earlier techniques of academic prognostigation. It seems, 
according to Kinney ' dat a , t hat tests used prior t o the my 
Alpha (1917) showed a median c rrelation of .51 while os -
Al a in truments produced a .445 median correlation with 
2 
gr ades . A short time later Segel produced ·an almost ident · ca 
c rrela ion (.44) between the variables concernee. 
1 L. B. Kinney , "A Summary of the Literature on the Use 
of Intelligence Tests in Colleges and Universities " , ·University 
of Minnesota Committee on Educ ation Research, 1932 , (mimeo). 
2 David 1 Segel, " Prediction of Success in College" , 
U. s. Office of Education Bulletin , 1934 , 15:69. 
3 
n 1934 , Wagner m de her summary f research on scho-
l ast i c prediction and sta ted that t he r elationship between 
schola stic s uccess and mea sured intel i gence pr oduc ed c or-
4 
relation r ng i n near f .45. Borow, in a more rece t sur vey 
of the literature, found t he median of ma ny correl tions be-
tween intelligence tes t scores a nd college gr ades wa s similar 
to Wagner's figure . Such a correlat ion is indic ative, but not 
high, sugg es tin t he resence of other v ariables t h n intel-
ligence a s determinant of scholastic performan ce . Educ ators 
have long been interest ed i n t e ossib i ities of i lat "ng 
and mea s ring these var iable order to sup le ent ex sting 
dmissions techni ues , re lizing a did Freeman i n 31, the t 
"menta l tests are inade uat e P S selective instruments t the 
college levels, j t s any other sing e cr"ter ion · s in-
5 
de u te ." Beca se of this rea ization , man sub e q_ ent ef-
forts b rese rc ers in t he field of scholast "c prediction 
i crea sing l t r ned tow ard determin " st ati tica t e 
Sc o 
~az ie E. 1:'/agn er, "St d · es in _:r 
d Co ege ," · v rsity of Buff a 
a t "on of H " 
die s, 1934 , 9: 
1 6- 98 . 
4 enr Borow, " · t tistica l .Ana lysis of the Predictive 
Mea sure of Fr eshmen Academi c chievement i n use at the 
enns l va i a St ate C epe , " Un b · s ed thesis , l e nsylvania 
St at e Co e e, St ate Co . e e , Penn l van · a , 1942. 
5 F. ..... . reeman, 
Jour na l of Educ atio .a l 
"Predicting Ac demic Surv "val," 
eseqrch , 1931 , 2 3 : 12 ; 
II 
I 
I 
I 
7 
relationship of scholarship to other student records. There 
have been, consequently, a large number of studies designed and 
conducted to indicate the relationship between scholastic 
success and the pattern of preparatory school courses, the 
high school record, ability in subject matter fields and 
ratings of college candidates by teachers and principals. 
Pattern of high school courses. Heaton's summary sur~ 
vey of some of the main studies in the above mentioned areas 
indicates first that "the traditional pattern of high school 
courses is not necessarily the best guarantee of satisfactory 
6 
achievement in college." Evidence for such a statement is to 
be found in Fowler's appraisal of the Eight Year Study of the 
Progressive Education Association which states that: 
This study shows that the graduates of the schools 
making the most marked innovations made still higher grades 
in relation to the comparison group than did the graduates 
of the schools making the least changes in their programs. 
This indicates that even marked modifications in the 
secondary school program have not hindered the college 
effectiveness of the graduates.? 
" There is some contradictory evidence, as presented in a 
8 
study by ,Ross at Allegheny College which showed a "correlation 
6 Kenneth L. Heaton, "The Contributions of Research to 
the Redefinition of College Entrance Requirements," reprinted 
rrom ~ Educational Record, April, 1941, P• 152. 
7 Burton P. Fowler, "An Appraisal of the Eight Year 
Study of the Progressive Education Association,"~ 
Educational Record, XXII Supplement, 1941, 14: 115. 
8 C. F. Ross, "A Method of Forecasting College Success," 
School and Society, 1931, 34: 20-22. 
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too high to be accidental" between the a.mount of .language units 
a person had in high school and his college grades. Average 
college grades (70%) at Allegheny were accompanied by an ave-
r age of two language units in high school, whereas seven units 
of high school language was accompanied by an average grade 
of 84. The conclusion is that "students are not generally 
excellent because they take languages, but take -language be-
9 
cause they are excellent," with the interpretation t hat "they 
are not afraid to tackle a subject widely advertized as dif-
1 
1~ 
ficult and have the courage and stamina to avoid the easy ways. 1 
In spite of this report, a review of the literature on 
this subject by Harris is summarized by his statement that the 
various studies from 1930 to 1939 "add up to the conclusion 
that no subject or combination of subjects in any amount has 
11 
a very noticeable bearing on gr ades." 
Preparatory school record~ Anothe.r traditional emphasis 
in college selection has been the consideration of the high 
school record, which , as a single criterion of prediction has 
been perhaps the most usefully reliable. Many investigators 
9 Ibid. ' p. 21 
10 .!EM·, p. 22 
11 Daniel Harris, "Factors Affecting Gqllege Grades: 
A Review of the Literature, 1936-1939," Psychological Bulletin, 
1940 , 37 : 132. 
have concurred with Wagner's statement, made after an involved 
study of the efficacy of various predictive measures at the 
university level, that "of those investigators who compare 
prediction criteria, the vast majority find that the high 
school record is more closely related to success than any other 
12 13 
single criterion which they have studied." Borow cites 
average correlations for this relationship to be .55, which is 
14 
identical to the median coefficient found by Segel in a number 
of different studies on the relation of high school marks and 
college marks. Others present the relationship as even closer, 
15 
with Byrnes and Henmon finding the tour year high school ave-
rage to correlate with the first semester college average at 
.715. Heaton adds that "in e1ev~n studies made between the 
years of 1909 and 1932 correlations between average hi gh school 
16 
and college marks from .48 to .81 had been found." He goes on 
to point out, however, that these seemingly high relationships 
12 Wagner, 2£• cit., p. 198. 
13 Henry Borow, "Problems in Predicting College Per-
formance," Journal of the American Association of Collegiate 
Registrars, 1946, 22: Ib7 --
14 David Segel, "Prediction of Success in College," 
_. s. Office of Education Bulletin, 1934, 15: 69. 
15 Ruth Byrnes and V. c. A. Henmon, "Long Range Pre-
diction of College Achievement," School and Society, '1929, 
41: 877-80. 
16 Heaton, 2£• cit., p. 153. 
10 
II 
have often been misinter preted and a re often mislead ing i n that ! 
t hey obscure important variat ions in the grade pa tterns of 
individual students, and concea l the. f act tha t correlations be-
tween cour ses in related high school a nd college departments 
are generally lower than the more commonly known correlations 
between gener a l averages or class r anks . Supporting evidence 
17 18 
of this situation is cited in studies by Gilkey, Strang, and 
19 
the Segel and Profitt compilations of findings,which sh wed 
that at severa l different colleges there were definitely lower 
correlations between grades in similar subject matter courses 
taken in high school and college than between averages of all 
grades at the two levels. Such findings imply that the use of 
secondary school grades, even though of considerable val e for 
prediction purpose~ is still a f ar from perfect method and 
leaves much to be learned about the college entrant' s pro-
ficiency in the specific skills and knowledges necessary for 
success in his particular academic program • 
. . 17 Royal Gilkey, "The Relation of Success in Certa in 
Subjects in High School to Success in the Same Subjects in 
College." School Review, 1929, 37: 576-88; 
18 Ruth Strang, Personal Develo~men_! and Guidance in 
College and Secondary School, New Yor : Harper and Brothers, 
l 934, pp-:--95-96. 
19 David Segel and M. M. Profitt, "Some Factors in the 
Adjustment of College Students , " u. s. Office of Education, 
1937, 12: 13-35. 
II 
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Entrance examinations. In addition to previous scholas-
tic record and intelligence test s scores , considerable re-
li ance has been placed on the use of content examinations em-
phas izing mastery of secondary school subject matter. The 
use of such examinations is likewise limited by en only mode-
II 
r ate forec asting efficiency. Borow•s figure for this relation- 1 
ship is .50 , a correlation which "produces predictive effec-
20 
tiveness which is approximately 13 per cent greater than chance~ 
Segel had earlier found a medi an coefficient of .545 after 
grouping the results of many studies on the relationship of 
21 
general achievement test scores and college scholarship . 
Eurich and Ca in state that "various investigators have found 
the relationship between College Entrance Examination Board 
22 
Tests and general scholarship to range from .39 to .64. 
Because of the separate inadequacy of the above criteria 
many attempts have been made to combine them into more effec-
23 
tive composites. Durflinger , in a summary evaluation of 
several of these approaches , presents the following conclusions 
20 Borow, 12£• £11. 
21 Segel, 12£• cit. 
22 Elvin Eurich a nd Leo F . Cain, Encyclopedia of 
Educational Research, p. 849 
i 
23 Glenn w. Durflinger, "The Prediction of Coll ege 
Success - A Summary of Recent Findings" , Journal of the 
American Association of Collegiate Registrars, l943,""""!9: 68-78. jl 
I --~-~~==================~r== 
I 
1. Multiple correlation coefficients are rarely higher 
than .80, regardless of the variables used. 
2. An inte l ligence test, a good achievement test , and 
high school grade averages together usually bring the 
highest multiple r's. 
3. The median multiple r as found in the summaries is 
between .60 and .70. 
Evaluations £l secondary school authorities. Another 
common criterion usua lly included by college admissions officerB 
in applicant evaluation is the rating of candidates by the high l 
school faculty and principal. Experience with such recommen-
dations has left many college entrance committees very much 
in doubt of the general worth of this technique, although it 
is admissable that such reports are often of real value end 
that certa in measure s can be taken to improve their effective-
ness. Under ordinary operating conditions, none the less , they 
leave much to be desired a nd t here is more than sub j ective 
opinion to support a general impression on the part of many 
registrars that the judgement of s chool principals and teachers 
is not a sound basis for evaluating a studen~s readiness for 
24 
college work . A study by Blair showed the following relation-
ship between r ating s and college gr ades: 
Singl e ratings by principa l s 
s ingle ratings by teachers 
Single r atings by other persons 
0.321 
0.442 
0.193 
24 John Lewis Blair, "Significant l!.,actor s in t he Pre-
diction of the Success of College Freshmen" , Unpublished 
Doctor's thesis , University of Chicago , 1931, p . ~7 . 
I 
13 
25 
A l ater investigation by Heaton used a different approach to 
prove the same point. In comparing the records of groups of 
college students who had been "recommended~· "r.ecommended with 
reservations", "nonrecom.mended" , he found that l arge numbers 
of the latter two categories had made s atisfactory college 
records. 
As would be expected, the use of teachers rating s i s 
of value in combination with other indices , with the best 
26 
criterion , according to Hartson, being a combination of 
personal estimates and test scores. This combination has 
produced a correlation of .627 , which is still not high 
enough to warrant a high degree of confidence. 
Summary of traditional methods. In summary, the above 
mentioned approaches to the prediction problem have served 
to establish statistically the outward relationship between 
student's colle '":: e grades and other academic assessments. 
This bfief overv t ew will serve , without presenting an ex-
haustive review , to point out both their usefulness and 
limitations. It seems obvious , in the light of the 
25 Kenneth L. Heaton , "A Study of the Achievement of 
students Admitted without Recommendations of High School 
Principals , " (Lansing , Michigan, Cooperative Bureau of 
Educationa l Research), 1940 , 29 pp. 
26 L. D. Hartson , "The Validation of the Rating Scales 
Used with Candidates for Admission to Oberlin College , " 
School and Society, 1932, 36 : 413-16 . 
14 
I . 
-------- I, 
I . 
results of the considerable volume of r esea rch which ha s been II 
done i n t he above described a reas , that there is st ill ne ed 
of more and different approaches to t h e pred i ction problem. 
Realiz ing this , many of the recent workers have t ur ned t heir 
att ent ions from t h e extra-personal indications of scholastic 
readiness toward t h e more int r a and inter- personal causes 
of succ ess and f a i lur e. For some years now there has been 
increasing interest i n the identification and quantification 
of some of t he other-than-intellect ual condit i ons which con-
tribute to scholastic acc omplishment . St udents of educa tiona l ! 
mea sur ement , although still much conc er ned with tes ts of i n-
telligenc e d s i milar intellectua l qua lities , have lon~ been 
gr ow ing increasingly sensitiv conditions which f acilitat 
or militate aga inst t he expression of basic r aw intellec t . 
Many work ers have been concerned with id entify ing t hese 
variable s wh i le others have c oncentrated on devising means 
of me a sur ing t hem, with both r eal izing that t he improvement 
of ac ademi c prediction will progres s onl y t hrough the con-
tinu i ng effort s to pr oduce better t echn i ques and ins truments. 
Studie s of other- t tan-L._ ______ ____ _ , ___ _ f scho.1a r -
sh i p. An i nvest i gation of the literat ure f or r epor ts of 
prev ious considera tion of these int a n~?. ibles r evea l many 
different appr oache s wh ich eith er directly or indirectly 
I 
I 
II 
I 
'I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
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identify or assess attitudes , interests a nd other functional 
trends. It appears that from the l ate 1920's to the early 
1940's a great many researchers in academic prediction were 
thinking about and some were making active attempts to use 
measures of these qualities. Most of the survey summaries 
of problems of student selection include a reference to the 
need of better measures in this area. Many of the experi-
out the need of so doing. Recognition of the emphasis on 
27 
these f actors is given by t he Harris review of literature on 
ac ademic prognosis from 1930 to 1937 , which prompted the 
author to conclude, without mentioning specifics, that moti-
vation is second only in importance to scholastic aptitude. 
28 
Manning , a s did Harris , gave nodding recognition to the power 
of attitudes i n hi s s ug .; .,stion that any prediction formul a 
will be uncert a i n for ca:-, es where i ndividua ls are i ndifferent 
or upset by oth er causes. 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
27 D. Harris , "Factors Affecting College Grades: A 
Review of the terat ur e" , Psychologica l Bulletin , 1940: 37 : 5 • 
28 Frank L. Mannin , " ow Accur ately can we Pred ct 
cces s n College?" J ourna l of t he Ameri can A ~ i a · on o 
Coll egiat e Registrar sj 938 , 14:~-38. --
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An early exampl e of t his trend is t he st udy b 9 M y 
who , a s early s 1923 , listed f actors on which intellectua l 
achiev ement depends , inc lud.i ng among others , the industry 
or applica t ion a student will exert, interest in work, 
strength of incentive to learn, motives for being in college -
"another f actor we cannot me sur e." 
I n another early approach to the probl em Freeman 
examined , a long with I scores , such variables as interest in 
work , motivation and habits of study. He maintains that 
"~here a re other f actors contr ibuting to success or f a ilure , 
difficult , if not impossible , of mea surement for pur pos es of 
. 30 quant1tative analysis." 
Many other studies have empha s ized the i mportance of 
such forms of educationa l motivation as a re revealed in 
definit eness of college planni ng , seriousness of purpose in 
entering college and ab sor ption in the college progr am. For 
instance, Cr awford's31studies in this area show a di rect 
relat ionship, when I Q is partialled out, between degree of 
scholastic achi evement and seriousne s s of pur pose in goi ng 
to colle e. He attempted to f ind these other f actors by 
29 M. A. Ma y , "Predicting Academic Success , " Jounna l 
of Educat i onal Psychol ogy , 1923, 12 : (7 429-40~ 
30 Fr ank S. Freeman , "Elusive Fa ctors tending to Reduce 
Correlat i ons between Intelligence Test Ranks and College 
Gr ades , " School and Society, 1929 , 29 : 784-86. · 
31 A. B. Crawford , Incent ives to Stud~, New Haven , 
Connecticut , Yale University ress , 1929, p. 9 . 
17 
comparin groups of low aptitude-high achievement and high 
a titude-low chievement students. His conclusion g ives 
emphasis to a lack of interest in the second group , whose 
students were often doubtful of the wisdom of coming to 
college and entered courses without purpose or desire to 
study . The same students also exhibit ed poor study habits , 
poor~ planning of time , a nd difficulty of adjustment to self 
responsibility. In another approa ch , the same worker f ound 
that scholarship students received higher grades than students 
of an otherwise equated gr oup, with the suggestion t hat the 
increased drive from having t o ma intain a certain schola rsh p 
32 
st andard expla ins t he superiority f that group. 
Other studies of simi l a r design and purpose have been 
33 
conducted by Eckert, Ames and Pressey . The first named worker 
studied high and low schol rshi p groups at Buf f alo in order 
to identify qualitative differences and point out f actors 
useful for predicting future a chievement in college . She 
found t hat superior students often are younger , have more 
interests in the more scholarly profes sions and intellectual 
hobbies , and are more liberal in socia l , economic and re-
ligious int erests. She goes on to say that the superior 
32 A. B. Crawford, "Ef fect of Scholarships: A Study 
i n Motivation , " Journa l of Personnel Research," 1925-1926: 
4: 391-404. 
33 Ruth Eckert, "Studies in Articulat ion of High School 
and College , " The University of Buffa lo Studies, 1934 , 9 : 11-50 
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student differ not only ac demica l y , but also ' n persona ity 
trait socia attit udes , recreation81 i terests a voc -
ti a ob ·ectives. He " s a different outlook on life, and 
org izes his thinki g .nd ctiviti es to somewhat different 
34 
ends than does the student of limited s chola stic ability . " 
35 
Ames , in a correlationa l study relating thirteen f ctors to 
hi h school success , points out t e importance of traits of 
coo era tiveness, persistence , reli ability and sinceri ty a nd 
I· 
mai t a ins that these f actors constitute a students tend e c 
to conform to the school situation . Persistence and attitude 
toward scho , according to Ames , c rry the most wei h t f or 
36 
predicting school chievement. Pressey us ed i nterv iews , ca se 
studies and class inqu r y methods to investi ate crucia 
differences between g ood and o r students on tr its other 
tha I Q or academic experience . She interpreted her results 
as evidence of group differences in: interest in subject, 
dil gence, reading and st dy habits , physical condition and 
34 Ibid., p. 50 . 
35 Viola C. es , "Fa ctors Rel ated to High School 
Achieve ent , " .Jour n a l .Q!. Educ a tiona l Psychol 6'-y , 1943 , 34: 229. 
36 Loue l a Cole Pressey , "';Vhat are t h e Cruc a l Differ-
ences between Good and Poor Students , " Re sea rch Adventure in 
University Tea ching , Blo ming ton , I linois: P blic School --
P~bl.shin Com a ny , Pp 4-10. 
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/I 
general atti tudes. Although her method utilized subjective 
student testimonies instead of actual be~avior s amples , her 
findings are none-the-less relevat ory and further the 
identification of crucial differences between good and poor 
students. 
37 
Bear, in an early study of factors affecting the 
success of college freshmen, pointed out the import ance of 
"maturity of purpose". 
Whereas these studies reveal the need of having a 
serious purpose in going to college, others show that the same II 
frame of mind must continue after the freshman has been matri- j 
culated. The common opinion that laci of interest in work 
is a main cause of ~ilure is experimentally corroborat ed by 
the present writer's own limited investigation (see Chapter IIJ 
38 
page ) and was previously justified by Miner's effort. The 
common sense belief that there is some connection between a 
student's course grades and the value, interest, and enjoyment 
he finds in the courses was strengthened by Mallory and 
37 Robert M. Bear, "Factors Affecting the Success of 
College Freshmen", Journal£! Applied Psychology, 
1928, 12: 517-23. 
JB.J. B. Miner, "The Prediction of a Dis parity between 
Scholarship and Intelligence , " Journal of Applied Psychology, 
1925: 9: 357-63. 
I 
I 
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Olzendam, while Berdie accomplished much the same result in 
showing a significant relationship between grades and curricula1 
I 
satisfaction for engineering students. The combined evidence 1 
of these studies serves to reemphasize the importance of force J 
we might include under the blanket category of educational 
motivation. 
Also included within this category is the factor of 
interests, whose relationship to academic achievement has 
always been rationally recognized and occasionally subjected 
41 
to empirical analysis. Historically , John Dewey's Interest 
and Effort in Education defined the place of interest in the 
theory of education and set the stage for more formal analysis 
of the interest factor in all learning accomplishment . Actua l 
experimental attempts to assess the importance of interest to 
42 
scholarship were pioneered by Bridges and Dollinger, whose 
39 E. B. Mallory and H. Olzendam, "Student Estimates 
of College Courses Considered in Relation to Intere t , Amoun 
f r k erformed and Grades Received. " School and Sociill , 
1939, 50! 30-32 a 
40 R. F. Berdie , "The Prediction of College Achievement 
and Satisfaction." Journal of Appli ed Psychology, 1944 , 
28: 239-45. 
41 John Dewey, Interest ~Effort in Education, 
Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, Company, 1913, 96pp. 
42 J. W. Bridges and V. M. Dollinger, "The Correlation 
between Interests and Abilities in College Courses:' 
Psychological Review, 1920, 27: 308-14. 
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studies were among the first to establish the rela tionship 
between interests and ability in subject matter fields. They 
found the correlation between stated interests in courses 
and college grades to be f .25 . Thorndike~3in an evaluation 
of the Br idges and Do i nger study determined t he r ank of 
college grade and r ank of interest to correlate at .46 , and 
considered this figure to be low bec ause of chance errors 
in t he gr ades. He felt , i n f act , that eventual! "c r r elation 
between interest and ability will s urely rise considerably 
above .70" and that predictive va lue of interests will become 
increasingly greater. Enthusi asm for Thorndike's findings 
is somewhat tempered by the conclusions drawn from other 
studies in the same area. From his extensive investiga tion, 
Fryer st ates that : 
It would appear from all available dat a that the re-
lationsh o between educational interests and educationa l 
abilities- according to school grades is represented by 
an average correlation between .20 and .40 ••• whatever 
mathematical representation is t aken for this relationship, 
it is not high.44 
The previously mentioned work of Mallory and Olzendam45 
43 E ~ L. Thorndike , "The Correlation between Int erests 
and Abilities in College Courses , " Psychologica l Review, 1921 
28 : 374-76. 
44 Dougla s Fryer, "Interest and Ability in Educational 
Guid ance," Journal of Educational Research, 1927 , 26: 27-39. 
45 Mallory and Ol zendam, Q£• cit.,pp. 12- 15 
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produced similar result~ with the relationship between marks 
marks correlated with and enjoyment expressed being .33 while 
interest and value between .19 and .25. 
corroborates the modest correlations of 
. 46 
Langlie's contributioJ 
II 
these other studies ~ 
and further justifies the commonly held impression that stu-
dents more often than not do well in subjects which interest 
them. 
Whereas many of these studies rel ated grades to the 
studen~s expressed interest in or preference for certain 
courses and academic subjects , l ater efforts have often used 
different measures of interest as research instruments. 
I 
I 
Often the design involves comparing scores of published 1 
interest tests with various aspects of academic achievement. I 
47 I In 1934, Segel and Brintle produced evidence of a relationship 
between scores on the Strong Vocational Interest Blank and 
certa in academic subjects, with one possibly significant 
negative correlation of -.47 between engineering interest 
48 
scores and grades in history. Detchen has more recently 
46 T. A. Langlie , "Interests and Scholastic Proficiency' 
The Personnel Journal , 1930, 9 : 246-50. I 
47 David Segel and S. L. Brintle , "The Relation of 
Occupational Interest Scores as Measured by the Strong Interest: 
Blank to Achievement Test Results and College Marks in Certa in I 
College Groups , " Journa l of Educational Research, 1934 , 27: 
442-45. 
48 Lily Detchen, "The Effect of a Measure of Interest 
Factors on the Prediction of Performance in a College Social 
Sciences Comprehensive Examination" , The Journal of Educations 
Psychology , 1946 , 37 : 45-52. ---
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demonstrated that interests, as measured by the Kuder 
Preference Reco~ can be shown to be rel ated to success in 
various subject matter fields. By using a series of inter-
correlations between a soci al science interest inde , an 
aptitude examination and a comprehensive examinati on , a final 
correlation (.51) was established between interest and achieve-
ment in social sciences. This figure wo uld suggest substantial 
measurement by the interest test of factors in social studies 
achievement not measured by the aptitude test, whose corre-
lstion with achievement was.)) . Detchen concludes that: 
There is in these data important evidence for the 
counselor, for it is indicated that student performance 
is a combination of more than ability and past performance 
in a field of study. It is also indicated that these 
additional f actors ere not as i nt angible , from the stand 
point of measurement , as they have sometimes been con-
sidered . "49 
Other early studies , usually s ubjective and less 
revea ling, were, none-the-less , commendable attempts to identify 
char acter f actors of school success , and their contributions 
have undoubtedly provided r aw materi al for s ubsequent instru-
ment· tion. They include the work of such people a s Pressey, 
Sangren , Hughes, Fl emi ng , Tur ney , Steere , and Herriott , whose 
efforts show t he connection between grades and r atin s of 
students on traits of accur acy , conscientiousnes , amb it i n , 
:1 -
I 
industriousness , perseverance and the like . 5° 
The r ating sc ales so often used in such studies ha ve 
often been found to be of some value in colle ge prediction, 
and often provide useful supplementary information to that 
51 
secured by other measures . For i nst nee , Hartson constructed 
a r ating scale consisting of eight items , including r atings 
on attitude toward school work, habits of work , reliability 
and emotional stability. Ratings by teachers , principals 
and friends correlated with student s grades from .47 to .18 . 
Some approaches to the prediction problem have 
emphas i z ed the rela tion of one spec i fic personality t ra it to 
52 
academic achievement. Such attempts are represented by Ryan 's 
study of persistency, which he, better than others dealing 
with the same tr a i~ sh owed to be significant. The scores 
his subjects made on a test designed to measure persistence, 
correlated .48 with scholastic grades. I t is arresting that 
such a measure of persistence , requiring performance on items 
not specifically or exclusively related to activities demanded 
in scholastic endeavour , should y~eld a significant 
50 Goodwin B. Watson , " Cha r acter Tests and their 
Applications through 1930," Review of EducationalResearch , 
19 3 2 , 2 : 24 6 • 
51 L. D. Hartson , "Further V lidation of t h e Rating 
Scales Used with Candidates for Admission to Ober l in College, " 
chool and Society, 1937 , 46: 155-60. 
52 D. G. Ryans , "A Study of Observed Relationship be-
tween Persistence Tests Results , Intelligence Indices , and 
Academic Success," Journa l of "Educational Psychology , 1938 , 
29 : 573-80 . 
relationship with scholarship. It suggests that the measured 
trait of persistence is basic enough to determine behavior 
in many different situations. At the same time it would 
seem that any device which would measure this trait in re-
ference to a specific activity would be an increasingly valid 
measure of prognosis of behavior in that activity. Thornton 
deals with this point when he states that the implications 
of his research: 
Lead to the hypothesis that objective personality 
tests will have value as devices for predicting scho-
lastic achievement in proportion to the degree to which 
the tests approach in similarity the tasks and social 
relationships of the actual class room.53 
Others, agreeing with this reminder from Thornton, 
have attempted to devise such instrument~ including the 
product of this effort. w. H. Moore5it Hanover Colle e c on-
str cted an" c demic I nc l i at · o t " des i ed to i nd c te 
extent to which t dents will apply themselves in the r 
college work. His method involved asking questions of over 
and under- achievers regarding their f amiliarity with the 
institution's catalogue , their financial distractions, re-
creational preferences, health status and character traits. 
53 G. R. Thornton, "The Use of Tests of Persistence 
in the Prediction of Scholastic Achievement , " Journal£! 
Educational Psychology, 1941, 32: 266. 
54 w. H. Moore, "Measuring Student Motivation" 
Journal 2£ Higher Education, 1942, 13: 269-71. 
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The items were of the multiple choice, completion and checked-
statement variety. One hundred twenty-nine freshmen were 
J, 
tested in September, 1939, and at the 
the prediction value of the items was 
end of the first semester( 
determined with the 
following result : 
1 . An obtained multiple correlation of .76 between 
first semester rank in grades and the average of Academic 
Inclination, English placement rank or scholarship aptitude 
rank. The aptitude rank alone correlated .27 with ma rks 
and English placement ranked .49 with marks. 
Although the number of cases in the experiment was small ( 129) , :I 
the results were such as to signify t he value of the approach I 
and the need for further research. Dean Moore concludes tha t : 
Motivation , as an aspect of student success , deserves 
further investigation; and questionnaire responses have, in 
one college, which is not necessarily typical, given pre-
dictions sufficiently accurate to indicate the method is 
worth further study. 55 . 
One such further study has been contributed by Borow 56 
at Pennsylvania State in 1942· The four hundred items in the 
original form of his College Inventory of Academic Ad ,lustment 
were written on the postulate that measures of the persona lity 
attributes of scholarship wil l be most effective when develo ed 
from a strictly a cademic setting . The materia l for his items 
55 Ibid . , p. 271. 
56 Henry Borow , "A Psychometric Study of Non-Intellec-
tual Factors in College Achievement . " Unpublished Doctor's 
dissert ation , The Pennsylvania State College, State College, 
Pennsylvania, 1945 , 281 pp. 
I 
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was assembled from various sources of information regarding 
the behavior of academically well and poorly adjusted students, II 
and the items were assumed to deal with attitudes, aspirations 
and motives not directly measured by scholastic aptitude tests. 
From two thousand students, Borow selected smaller criterion 
groups (one hundred t t who . embers h d either over or 
under - a ch ~ . A r ~ c · d .c r ade-point v r a , 9Q edict d l -
by chol st · titud.e test . . p 
-" e ys f t r 
-
sponse of t es roups left ninety items in the final for 
of the questionnaire, which was divided into six categories of 
a cademic adjustment, includin : curricula r adjustment , .maturity 
of goals and level of aspiration, personal efficiency, study 
skills and practices, .mental health and personal relations. 
The effectiveness of the inventory in explaining the 
always evident disparity between academic potential and ful-
fillment is nicely demonstrated. Zero-order , partial and 
I 
I 
I 
multiple correlations were computed between 
scores on the College Inventory of Academic 
scholastic aptitude test scores. All parts 
except part six (personal relations) showed 
grade-point r atios, II 
Adjustment and the jl 
of the Inventory I 
low but significant 1 
correlations with first year grades , with the composite Inven-
tory scores correlating .30 with grades. The multiple corre-
lation of six weighted sections of the Inventory and freshmen 
achievement was .)8. At the . same time, the composite Inventory 
scores correlated a negligible .03 with total aptitude test 
II 
II 
II 
scores . The multiple correlation for Inventory scores plus 
aptitudes scores and gr edes wa s . 60 whereas t he aptitude I 
test al one showed a grade correlation of .49 . A- furth er vali-
da t ion of t he Borow instr ment wa s effected by comparing 
scores of criterion group members on the six sections of the 
Inventory , and find ing signific ntly different patterns 
of response by t he two groups to all but the l ast section . 
l l of t hese results se em to j ust i fy Borow's comment t ha t : 
Vherea s many personalit y trait tests a nd questionnaires 
have given evi dence of little relat ionship to t he calibre 
of academic performance , instruments which are developed 
and validated directly wit hin the schol st ic setting 
exhibit consider ably more promise i n this regard . 57 
The design and t heory of the present study a r e in many 
aspects similar to t he Bor ow experiment . T e attempt i n 
each study has been t o devise instruments which will measur e 
tra i t s , att itudes and h bits i nsof ar as t h ey function i n 
specifica lly scholast ic and academic situ tions. The statis -
tica l pproaches and genera l exper imental p ans a re much 
alike. The loc le a d po ul tions of s t andardizat ion are , 
of cour se , diff er ent. T e ma in difference lies in t e nature 
of the experiment al instruments t emselves. 
n addition t o t hese ot her approaches t o identifying 
and measuring non-intellectual as ects of c llege scholarship, 
57 Henry Borow , "The Measur eme t of . cademic . dj stment,' 
J our na l f t he • er ·can .ssocia tion of Collegiate ReQ strars, 
1947 , 2:-274-86. 
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there have been during t he e st w years sever al i nterestin . 
pr ojects invo v· n t s e of per so a ity m a ur ment f r 
re iction p r oses. Iot a e h e Sar ah Lawr enc e Colle 
e f t e "Inspection R rscha ch" t est a an ad " c t 
other test s and technics in eva ating student pot ent i al. 
The " s ecti n or c ac " ie ds a "uantitative r at "ng of 
the st dent's gener al adj tment, per s onalit y, stab"lit and 
per sona integration. Monr oe , in her report to the 47 
nvita tiona Conference on Testing Problems ,defines adj ust -
ment ''simply as t he bility of t he person to funct ion 1 
II 
re sonabl wel within t h e limits of h "s own capacity with- I 
out serious i ner tension or di stress. n58I t is her c nt enti n 
t h t mee sL r e of t _is abi ity , or st ility , s va ab e 
when add ed to other infor mation mor e dir ect ly co cerned with 
a c demic rediction. · Her oi nt , whi ch t he result s seem t 
bear o t , is t h t ,ood ad ustment score on the Ror scha ch 
indica te the pr esence of t bos e cor e cha r a ct eri stics whi ch 
en ble f ul expre s si n of whatever s pec i a l powers the in-
dividua l m y ossess. er evidence is prod ced from a three 
year pr oject of com ring and comb i n "ng t he Inspection 
Rorscha ch wit h t he Ameri can Council on Education Psychological 
58 Ruth Monroe , " cademic Success and Persona l Adjust-
ment i n College , " Series I of Reports of Committees and 
onferences , Vol. 12, No . 32, American Council Qg Education 
Studies , October , 1948 , p.)2 . 
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Examination ( ACE) , in respect t o a c demi c pr ediction. The 
Rorscha ch a dj ustment r atings show neglig ible corre l a t on 
with ACE scores, yet , sur pris ingly enough exhibit a mor e 
positive correlation ( .49 ) with academ 'c gr ades than d d the 
ACE ( .39 ) It is noti ceable that the Ror scha ch is more a c -
cur te in predicting f ailure , where s t he ACE pr oves better 
for forecasting superior work . None the less , taken 
separ ately , a high ACE s core i s by no means cer t i n in-
dic ati on of success , nor is low d j stment r ating any 
guarant ee of f a 'lure . The data become more meaningful when 
comb i ned , for in combinat ion the err ors of one measure are 
often a ccounted for by results on t he othe r . In terms of 
percentages , student s above the median Rorscha ch adjustment 
s core did subst antially better work , a s a group, when the 
CE score wa s a so h i gh a nd not as well when t he AC• was 
below the class median. Students with poor Rorschach scores 
and low ACE scores were usually poor a cademic risks , whereas 
students with high intellectual r atings but poor adjust ment 
scores were often either quite successful or dramatic 
f a ilures . 
A study by Thompson5~nalysed Rorschach dat a i n terms 
of semester grades a nd verbal aptitude test scores for one 
59 Gr ace M. Thompson , "Non-Intellective Factors a nd 
Grades : The Group Rorschach," Th e American Psychologist , 
1947 , 2! 415, No. 10 . 
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hundred-twenty eight student s in general psychology. The 
thirty- four best Rorscha ch items correlated .52 with 
psychology grades . After f a ctor analysis , twenty appa r ently 
"non-intellective" items in combination with the aptitude 
test prediction gave a resultant multiple correlation co-
eff i cient of .74 with psychology grades. It would seem that 
"these non- intellective Rorscha ch factors may be considered 
a partia l index to motivation , if motivation is defined a s 
the tendency to excel in grades when aptitude is held 
. 60 
constant." 
61 
A companion study by Altus used instead of the Rorscha ch 1
1 
a genera l adjustment test, with items related to food aversio~ 1 
disgusts , activity preferences and controlled associations. 
Th is test wa s combined with a study habits inventory and a 
verbal aptitude test to produce a multiple correlation of .76 
with semester grades in psychology. The aptitude test a lone 
yielded a correlation of .60 and the a dj ustment test a cor-
relation of .34 with the grade in psychology. The author' s 
conclusion states that "if such tests , when isolated , can 
be kept truly intellective, a l a rge step will have been 
I
ll 
60 Thompson, loc. cit. I 
61 William D. Altus, "Non-Intell ective Factors and Grades; I 
Study Habits a nd Adjustment Tests , " The American Psychologist, I 
1947, 2: 415, No. 10. 
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taken in grade prediction, and in the measurement of a 
62 
specific type of motivation." 
Although the author s peaks of a "specific type" of 
motivation, his adjustment instrument , as well as the Ror-
schach, still seem to measure qualities of motivation which 
are more generalized in their objects of reference, or a t 
least are not directly sighted toward the more specifically 
academic motivations. These Rorschach studies, along with 
other means of measuring personality tra its related to 
academic achievement, apparently tap some basic , all per-
vasive traits which underlie and engender individually 
idiosyncratic behavior in many different situations. The 
value of such tests for college prediction , particularly 
when they are manipulated clinically r ather than psychomet-
rically , is being well established a nd their usefullness will 
undoubtedly increase. It will increase partia lly in pro-
portion to the extent t o which the personality mea surements 
are themselves improved and also in proportion to the develop-
ment and improvement of supplement ary mea sures of motivation 
whose content is related specifica lly and narrowly to the 
academic situations in which the behavior being measured 
takes place. 
62 Altus, loc. cit. 
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Relationship of present study t o previous approa ches. 
There have been many attempts , therefore, to mea sure physi -
cal, sociological and psychological variables, and to deter -
mine their relationships , per se , t o academic success . Th ese 
attempts have considered such possible influences as varia-
tions in ag e, health, home environment , use of time , employ-
ment , study habits , and extra curricula activities. Other 
studies have explored the relationship between scholastic 
success and personal cha r a cteristics of persistence , level 
of aspiration, energy output, and of varying forms of 
motivation. 
T~ese other-than- intellectual determinants are many 
and varied, and exert influence not only as entity forc es , 
but in varying combinations which are difficult to describe 
and even more difficult to weigh or mea sure. 
None the less, the results of such approaches have 
been generally encouraging in that measurements of the above 
listed vari ables, when used i n combination with the more 
conventiona l instruments and sources of information , have 
occasiona lly raised the aggregate forec a sting efficiency 
to a higher level than any single procedure can a chieve. 
Such results have served to stimulate further experiment a l 
effort, but a s yet workers have by no means approached 
correlations of the magnitude deemed possible by Ma~who 
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I stated in 1923 that: 
In the last analysis, we are seeking a combination of 
traits and elements which will correlate as much as .90 
with a cademic success - such a correlation will probably 
not be obtained until we can measure some of the more or 
less intangible traits of character and personality.63 
It should be remembered that the consistently low 
correlations mentioned throughout this chapter are not en-
tirely due to the inadequa cy of the predictive mea sures , but 
are also a reflection of the nature of the criterion concerned. 
It is to be remembered that academic grades are in many ways 
unsatisfactory measures of scholastic a chievement, and that 
correlations of the magnitude mentioned by May will not be 
closely approached until more valid and reliable grading 
systems have been established . Although much needs to be 
done in this area of a cademic a ssessment , it it not the 
essentia l concern of this study. 
This study is an attempt to add to the r apidly in-
crea sing volume of research directed toward May's s uggestion 
to mea sure some of the int angibles. It is predicated on t he 
underst anding that selecting students who will profit from a 
college experience is not a simple problem and that pl ans of 
selection must consider broad pa tterns of personal attributes . 
I ts approach is an attempt to cut a cross the many predisposing 
63 May , ££• cit. , p. 440 
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f actors which other workers have isolated for quantific ation, 
and t o design an instrument which will i n some way t ap the 
interrelated influence of the sepa r ate determining elements 
a s they are funneled by the college situation into individu 1 
motivational pat terns. The forms of such pa tterns are 
1 necessarily nebulous and difficult to describe , but are 
considered herein to be most acc urately labelled as attitudes. 
The instrument , therefore , is a mea sure of how a student 
feels about a number of situations a nd conditions, ob j ects 
and events,in so f a r a s feelings constitute hi s attitudes 
j toward his college experienc es. The use of the word attitude 
for this thesis follows Allport's definition: 
attitude is a menta l and neur a l sta te of readiness , 
or ganized t hrough experience , exerting a directive or 
dynamic in~luenc~ upon .the individua ls rgsp nse to ob ects 
and s ituat1ons w1th wh1ch it is relat ed . 4 
The mea surement of attitudes in the a ttempt to improve scho-
' lastic prediction is defended in chapter III and i s mention ed 
here i n order to better illustrate the relat i onsh ip of this 
I 
research endeavour to previous ones in t h e field, a nd to 
better identify it a s a different approa ch to mea suring some 
of the more int angible elements of academic success at the 
college level. It should be emphasized that the pur pose 
64 Gordon Vi • • llport, Attitudes, A H ndbook of Social 
Psychology , 0 rl Murchison , Editor , .. forcester , Ma ssachusetts , 
Cla rk University Press , 1935 , p.lO. 
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of the experiment a l instrument is not exclusively that of 
predict ion. It i s expected , i n f a ct , t ha t it s true s eful ess 
w"l be in d "agnostic proc edures of _uidan ce work . It is the 
interest of t he writer to not only supplement t e predictive 
power of bi t t tests b t to pr ovide an instr ment whi ch wil 
h elp i n meeting t he s ch ool s respons ib i i t of so iciting high 
i ndivid a l effectiveness . The m tivationa l f orc es of a cademic 
s ccess are not o 1 to b e mea red , b t must e c vered , 
dr wn out and released by enlightened guidance , stimula · 
t ea ch " g a nd provocative ec uc at na ead er s · p. 1any of t he 
previous entio ed r esearcher s have so spoken, a s "d 
Hardin H ghes inc mmenting on h i s sttdies · n . 926 , e n 
The s chool people exercise as much c are to sec r e 
individua a ch ievement compa r b e t ab " i f r 
c C evin a s test ma kers have t aken to pr d ce r -
l i ab e "n strument f measur ements, the discrepanc "es 
poi ted out · n t h i paper will be greatl red c ed.65 
t is p rtially i n res ect of t hi s point of vi e ' that t he 
present testing instrument i s designed , i n hop es t hat it 
will prove usefu as a guidance instrument i n di agnosi and 
subseouent treat ment of th~ se attit des wh "c mi i t a te a "ns t 
comp et e self-realization . 
65 ardin Vl . Hu~hes, "W y Intelligenc e Scores re not 
More Highly Predict i ve of chool ,.,uccess , " Educationa l 
Adminis tration and Supervision , 926 , 12: 48. 
I 
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HAPT~R II 
ON TR T TIO' OF THE .JXPE I MEl\TT STRUMEN 
A sumptions b·a sic to the instrument. The preliminary 
plan ing f or the desi n and construction of the thesis in-
strument is based on the a ssumption that attitudes are 
partial determinants of one' s academic behaviour at the 
col lege level . It is t herefore assumed t h t such phenomen 
as attit udes do ex i st and can be mea sured. It is not 
ne cessary to delve too deepl y into t he nature of attitudes 
in order to accept this assumpt ion , for psychology , i n its 
striving to explai n behaviour , and education in its ettem t 
to mould it , are dependent on a conce t of such det erm ning 
tendencies a s attitudes, habits and traits. These det er-
mining tendencies, s ays Allport : 
e not matter s of direct observation , but on y 
of i nf erence. The i nference , however , is altogether 
compulsory , for not only do t he observed dat a le ad i nevitably 
in that direction , but without it psychology could not 
advance beyond the st ag e of recording unintell' gib e 
discrete a cts and separ te sta tes of consc' ousne s. 1 
Genera lly s t ated, at t itude s are effe ctively tinged tendencies 
to respond in a cer t a in manner to certa i n circumst noe s , 
objects or events . ttitudina l tendencies usually have 
1 Gordon W. Allport , Persona l ity , A Psychological 
Interpret ation , New York: Henry Hol t and Compa ny, 1937 , 
p. 290. 
,, 
fairly well defined objects of reference and are ord inarily 
either favor able or unfavorable , causing one to approa ch or 
withdraw fro~ psychologically , t he situation in which the 
trend , previously latent , becoffies dynamically activated. 
This implies that in order to underst and the dynamic 
determinism of attitudes one must be very attentive to the 
nature of the situations in which they occur. This point 
of view is an important aspect of the rationale basi c to 
the construction of t he items of the experimental instrument. 
The immedi ate problem would seem to be, then, to 
clarify the nature of the attitudes with which we are con-
cerned , and then to construct a · device of sufficient sensi-
tivity to reflect the degree to which a person possesses 
those attitudes. 
It has been suggested that the ment al sets which 
constitute a predisposition tow ard a cademic success are 
reflections of a certain type of maturity level. The 
nature of that type of maturity is necessarily nebulous , 
but is as sumed, for the present purpose, to consist of a 
combination of tendencies which might be descriptively 
labe led es scholastic maturit~. It becomes necessa ry, 
therefore, to indicate the existence of such a combination , 
and, at the s ame tim~ to describe rather thoroughly that 
combination both in terms of its analysed elements and a s 
an operating whole. 
'I ,, 
,, 
Before undert aking this necessary t ask, it might be 
well to determine if others feel that a concept of "scholastic 
maturity" is a useful one , or whether it is merely a phrase 
signifying nothing more than separ ate tra its which are more 
.meaningful when considered individually. The answers to t he 
question r ange between those two possibilities , with many 
people a ccepting the assumption that scholastic maturity i s 
practically synono.m.ous , for prediction usage, to such phases 
of growth a s socia l , emotional or intellectual mat urity . 
The many studies relat ing mea surement of genera l personality 
traits to scholastic success would seem to i mply this 
acceptance. Carrothers, for example, speaking of maturity 
as a criterion for college entrance , seems to be foll owing 
this approach when he suggests that "since many coll ege 
failures can be traced to immaturity , social, phys ical, and 
.mental, it is believed that this criterion is worthy of 
thoughtful consideration."2 
Although hard put to describe it , others fee l that 
there does exist , a s a functioning whole , a personal i t y 
compound which might be called educational or schola stic 
maturity. It is recognized a s a combination of .many other 
2 G. E. Carrothers, "Criteria for Selecting College 
Students , " N. E. A. Department of Secondary School Principals 
Bulletin, 1946 , 30: 86. 
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aspects of chara cter, but is none the less considered to have 
an identity of its own and to be , oftentimes, the causal 
factor of scholastic differences between students who, when 
compared in other respects , seem equally endowed. 
There is in the literature occasional reference to 
this idea. Ruth Eckert;3in her chapter entitled 11 The Problems 
of Intellectual Maturity~' lists some twenty elements and syn-
thesizes them as "a scientific or objective attitude toward 
problems." Her study .maintains that college professors often 
attach a fairly definite meaning to the phrase "intellectua l 
maturity" , and that it is considered by them to be different 
from I Q or age and seems more closely related to social 
maturity. Furthermore, it often evidences itself in high 
school and that certa in subjects may require mor e of this 
maturity than ot her , which need on y bright e 
~ lt .OU . 
it , Wrenn and Be 
t hey make o ~t em t t o define or explain 
4 
use t he term "scholastic maturity" in 
their book, Student Personnel Problems. At any rate , there 
is evidence that educators recognize the usefulness of 
the concept of "schola stic maturity" ~ which in itself i~ 
3 Ruth Eckert , "Studies in Articulation in High 
School and College" , The University of Buffalo Studies, 
1934 , 9: 105-22. 
4 Charles G. Wrenn and Reginald Bell , Student 
· Personnel Problems, New York: Farrar and Rinehart , . 42. 
il 
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challenging enough to promote f urther investigation of the 
possibilities. fo r its mea s rement . 
Schola stic mat urity is to be considered a s a com-
bination of many personality factors . In establishing i ts 
theoretical existence , it is necessar y to consider this aspect 
of combinedness as a synthesis of motivationa l elements 
which oper ate a s a whole and only in relation to certain 
tota l situations . For a lthough t his type of maturity is 
structured on one's socia l, emotional and mental trait s, 
those tra i ts operate differently in different situations 
and become interrelated i n constantly changing combinations . 
Consequently , the var i ous tra its of a persona lity operate 
in an academic sit ua tion in a way which becomes uniquely 
dynamic in determin ing one's a chievement with in that mil eu. 
To the suggestion that schola stic maturity is the same , f or 
scholastic prediction purpose , a s ot her forms of maturity, 
can be opposed t he common evidenc e of i ndividuals who are 
emotionally mat ure but academic ally unsuccessful , of those 
who are socially mature, but i ntellectually undeveloped , 
and of those who are i ntellectual g i ants but social striplings , 
and all the vice- verse s of these possibilities. 
There is no need to multiply illustrations , for it 
becomes evident t ha t traits which affect scholastic ad justment . 
shoul d be measured a s they function within a schola stic setting . 
To measure a phenomenon ca lled schola stic me turity is to 
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measure traits of m turity being expressed in a scholastic 
situation. Remove the situation a nd the trait , a s such , 
disappears , for it is the specific situa tion which molds 
the determining tendencies within a personalit y into a 
particula r combination. This combination determines behavior 
as long a s the particula r situation exists. Gh nge the 
circumstances and the combination reforms into new patterns. 
In summary it may be said that the present instru-
ment is designed to mea sure attitudes determinant of scho-
l astic success a nd failure at the colleg~ level. The 
r ationale behind thi s approach is that a student's attitudes , 
or, how he feels, toward certain college activities a nd con-
ditions a re the closest indic tors , next to a concrete 
behavior s ample, of his actual subsequent performance in 
those activities. It is recognized that many condition s may 
affect student scholarship and research has already shown 
many positive relationships , but careful analysis of 
behavior and present personality theory suggest that it is 
not the conditions alone , but the individual's feelings , 
conscious or unconscious , contingent to these condit i ons 
which are the immediately predisposing determinants of how 
he responds. It is suggested that attitudes , in many cases, 
compose the common factor cutting across, so as to inten-
sify or diminish, the determining i nfluence of other con-
ditions of scholarship . It is suggested that a student's 
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knowledge of proper study habits is not as indic tive of t he 
extent to which he practices t hos e habits a s a re hi s f eelings 
about their import nee; his home environment is n ot in itsel f 
a decisive factor in his schola r ship, but becomes so throu h 
the student~ ' s entient response to it. Such char acteristics 
a s persistence , promptness , and industriousness are not in 
themselves guarantees of a cademic success , but become s o in 
so f a r a s their exist ence is reveal ed in the individual~ 
attitudes t oward a cademic a ctivities demanding su ch traits. 
It is believed th t an instrument which measur es the ffec-
tive quality .of a student's academic activities wil l partia lly 
me sure the energies which influence schola stic achievement 
at the college level . 
Ba ckground sources for test items. In the const r uction 
of t h e proposed test , an attempt has first been ma de to examine I 
human beha vior in academic situations in order to formul ate 
attit ude test items which will cut acros s a broad pattern 
of predi sposing tra its. Thi~ appro ach follows the suggesti on 
of Neal Drought in letter quoted by Heaton which states that: 
A realistic a pro r. ch to the problem (of college 
entrance requirements) requires two sorts of i nvestigat i ons: 
first, clear and precise st a tement of the ab ilities , skills 
and disciplines necessary ~ or the pursuit of college work ; 
and second . new indic es of the extent to which those abili~ ' 
ties , skills and disciplines have been developed. 5 
5 Kenneth L. Heaton , "The Contributions of Research 
to the Redefinition of College :JJ:;ntrance Requirements," i reprint fr om Th e Educational Record, 1941 , p. 151. 
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The first task then, has been to gather materia l for 
formul ating the "statement of abilities , skills and dis-
ciplines necessary for the successful pursuit of colleg e 
work . " most fruitful source of information for this pur pose 
is t he abundant literat ure reporting research concerned with 
success and f a ilure in college work , for such research pr o-
vides da t a relative to the cha r a cteri stic differences between 
students of high and low schol8rship. Th e procedure ha s 
been to extract from the reported research a list of certa in 
tra its, char acteristics and areas of behavior which seemingly 
contain the elements of schola stic success and f a ilure. Thi s 
pproach, plus t he solicited testimony of college teache r s, 
personnel workers and guidance officers has served a s the 
background source of information for items in the first 
tria l form. The preliminary step for writing items, theref ore, 
involves the sta tement of general performance area s wherein 
crucia l differences between good and poor students ex i st. 
The area s are not necessari ly all inclusive , but serve a s 
guideposts around which to construct test items . These 
general rea s may be summari zed in the fol l owing manner . 
Most authorities agree tha t one of t he essent i e ls of 
success is a genui n e interest i n coll ege work and scholast ·c 
pursuits . This intere st may be subsidi r y to a bro der 
ultimate goal, or may b e a source of s ati sf a ct ion i n i t se f . 
Wh t ever its form, i t usu l y exist s to cons i der able degree 
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in the su erior student and is noti ceably l a cking in t he p or . 
T e su erior tudent a lso has in mind f a irly well defin ed 
pur oses for his being i n c llege , Pnd def irit 8 educ ati na l 
objectives whi ch he ha s c ons ci ously planned and toward which 
he is intentional l y working. On the c ontrar y, t he poor 
student is usua lly cha r act er ized by a vaguene or absence 
of pur ose or de sign f or both his pres e t and fut ur e s t t s . 
The super "or st udent likewise r elates hi s present col lege 
course t o h "s tent ative or definite voc ationa l pl en. He 
considers and conducts his pr ogram s part of long r nge , 
life work endeavor. The poor student is c a r a cteristically 
short sighted in t his respect , conducting his c ollege career 
a s an isolated uni t wi t hout any clear cut conc eption f its 
rel tionshi p with future activities. 
There is general agreement concerning the import ance 
of a student's attit de toward coll ege in general, toward 
the part i cula r course he is t aki ng and towa rd t h e specific 
activities in whi ch h e indulges . It is believed t hat 
t h ese three a spect s of attitude influence a student's effort , 
concentration and feelings of satisfa ction or dissatisfaction 
wi t h success a nd r a ilure . Th e a ttit ude or t he superiDr 
student is usually cha r a cterized by evident interest in a nd 
recognition of the i mportance of ea ch of t he t hree above 
n amed a rea s , while the poor student is often doubtful of the 
v lue of college, not i mpr essed with t he import ance of his 
particular c ourse and unenthusi st ic about m st specifi 
a cad emi c a ctivities. The ttitude of the f or mer ' s positive , 
resulting in an ' nterested eager feeling of i mmediat e need 
for scholasti c success. The attitude of the l a tter might 
be termed neutral or ne ative , unaccompanied by fe elin s 
of n eed of schola stic succes s for its own sake. 
£~ y studie s mention the rel ationship between a cademic 
success and per sonal adjustment to the college situation. 
The successful student pos sesses thos e traits which enable 
h i m t o take the responsibility fo r completing his own work, 
s electing his own friends , making his own decisions , managing 
his own money, associa ting with a variety of social groups 
6 
a nd adj usting to the r ules and rout ines of college. These 
forms of behavior are the reflect ion of many tr ait s which 
constitut e general matur i ty , such a s self responsibi l ity , 
initiative , independence , resourceful ness , and adapt ability. 
There have been ma ny studies of the effect of cert a in 
study habits a nd s ki lls, with some evidence t hat cert a in 
pr a ctices differentiate the good a nd poor students. Bri efly , 
good student s sually rea d bett er , use t he librar y effect i vely 
and ~requently, study i ndependent ly a nd pr actice t he l aws of 
efficient l earning. 
6 Ibid.' p. 168 
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Finally , many studies i ndicate an important area of 
difference which might be called mental efficiency. This 
power i s logically a combination of the oth er f actor s of 
scholastic success . It i ncludes t he propensity to think 
r ationally a nd the di sposition to we i gh the implications and 
applications of information acquired in one' s studies. 
Superior students appa r ent ly po ssess these abil i ties to a 
greater degree than i nferior ones. There is" s me evidenc e 
that such ability can be cultivated and that it ha s important 
relationshi p to a chievement." 7 
Specific differences. The next step prepar atory to 
item construction has been to analyse into smaller behavior 
units these broader general area s of difference between 
students of high and low schol arship. This analys i s i s 
expressed in a list (page ~ of statements under 
each genera l area just mentioned$ These statements are 
intended to more precisely describe the characteristically 
different behavior tendencies of the two types of student 
with which this experiment is concerned. The st a tement s 
are in the writer's own wording, and may consequently be 
criticized as subjective and wit h out scientific ba sis . In a 
sense such criticism i s just. Th e listed statements, however , 
7 ~. , p. 161. 
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W&re suggested by examination of the research dealing with 
academic success and failure, and are thereby based on con-
clusions from statistically determined data. It thereby 
seems defensible to consider the statements as being 
objectively determined, and concordant with their intended 
purpose. That purpose is to enhance the effectiveness of 
the ultimate test it.ems by tapping only those areas of dif-
ference which are scientifically suspected of being crucial, 
and ignoring all aspects based only on unfounded opinion. 
It should be noted that the following lists do 
not contain the actual test items, but descriptions of behavior 
around which the trial items are subsequently formulated. 
EDUCATIONAL MATURITY 
The suoerio£ student 
1 . recognizes the va lue of his 
college courses in relation to 
his vocat iona l and other plans. 
2. t akes char ge own education by 
personally making inquiries, 
plans and arrangements. 
3. is education conscious -
aware of differences between 
colleges, curricula , degrees. 
• conforms willingly to 
educational demands on his time 
and energy . 
5. habitually inquires about 
information which is new to him. 
6. realizes that much knowledge 
is as yet (by him) unexplored. 
7. manifests interest and 
activity in intellectual matters 
eyond course requ irements. 
8. possesses values primarily 
concerned with the job of 
growing in intellectual and 
cultural stature , in adding to 
is cognitive experiences. 
9. ·reels a genuine (pleas ure 
reducing ) interest in his 
courses a nd the ctivities 
involved. 
The inferior student 
1. is unaware of the functions 
of education . Doubts its value 
2. t akes little or no 
initiat ive in seeking infor -
mation about and organizing hi 
program of study, c l ass 
schedule, etc. 
3. has littl·e knowledge about 
the nature of various schools 
and incomplete concept i on of 
the meaning of degrees , cur -
ricula, etc . 
4. lacks intensity in h is 
efforts to learn . 
5. seldom pursues new knowledg~ 
beyond a superficial level. ~ 
6. is unaware of t he limitatio l 
of his knowledge. 
7. is interested only in 
getting t hrough or meeting 
the cat alogue requirements. 
8. is concerned primarily with 
pleasures of the moment . 
9. exper iences but little 
satisfaction a t success. 
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EDUCATIONAL MA1"'URITY 
~ superior student 
10. works willingly for 
deferred rewa rds. 
11. his criterion of success 
is in doing his best. 
The inferior student 
10. works well only on work 
which is immedi ately inter-
esting or t angibly rew arding. 
11. hi s criterion of success 
i s out-doing others. 
12. is challenged to active 2. r efers t evad b 
thinki g by a pr oblem situ t ion. B tuat i n • 
ds t he e q er f 
rinc l e a s mor e import ant t han 
memorizing f actual det a il . 
14 . strives to discover possible 
applic ations of cla ss room 
le r ning. 
15. criticizes and evaluates 
information presented i n 
course work. 
16. a ccepts evidence 
ob j ectively. 
17. is inclined to seek out the 
causes of events and situations. 
18. is awa re of his prejudices 
and bia ses. 
13. is mainly c oncerned with 
the memoriz ing of f a cts f or 
s ake of passing exams . 1 
14. makes little or no att empt ! 
to see the appli cability of 
theory study to pr actice. 
15. arbitrarily accepts or . 
rejects statements by tea chers ~ 
and tests. 
16. is ant agonistic to evidencJ 
which runs counter to his 
belief. 
17. is i ndifferent and in-
curious to cause effect re -
l ationships. 
18. is frequently unaware of 
his own prejudices. 
19. or ganizes and integrates 19 . course information is un-
course mat eria l in logical order . a ssociated , la cks logica l 
organization. 
20. establishes and foll ows 
learning threads, (such as who , 
when, what, why) 
21. reacts to r eading assign-
ments by a sking self pertinent 
questions. 
20. makes no attempt to direct 
or control his learning. 
21. re ads pa ssively , without 
definit e objects of search 
i n mind - without a ttempting 
to find answers to definite 
questions. 
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EDUC TIONAL MATURITY 
The superior student 
22 ment ally considers a 
problem before taking action. 
23. is sensitive to the in-
completeness of present day 
knowledge in many fields. 
The inferior s tudent 
22. characteristically att a cks 
a problem by "tria l and error" 
methods. 
23. is unaware of the limita-
tions of knowledge in various 
fields (everything ha s been 
done before, nothing is new.) 
VOCATIONAL ST TUS 
1. ha s made vocationa l choice 
consisten t with abilities 
and interests. 
2. vocational choice is 
primarily result of h is own 
free decision. 
1. has no vocational pl ans. 
2. plan represents super-
imposition of parents wishes. 
3. is energetically a nd 
actively interested in his 
vocational choice. 
3. seems apathetic , indifferen 
toward his life work . Jl 
4. if vocational choice is not 
yet made , his attitude is one 
of search, exploring interests 
and opportunities. 
5. has eliminated some 
possibilities on ba sis of 
experiences in school and out . 
6. is clearly aware of various job requirements, training 
needed , opportunities and 
conditions for work. 
4. adopts a passive wa iting 
attitude and makes no effort 
to investigate possibilit ies. 
5. lacks knowledge of h is 
vocationa l aptitude and 
limit ations . 
6. is unaware and unconcerned 
about necessary requirements 
and tr ining in various jobs -
disregards such anal sis. 
I 
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STUDY SKILLS JU~ HABITS 
The superior student 
1. usua lly does his studying 
in the library. 
2. makes frequent use of 
library resources and other 
references in studying. 
3. studies independently 
4. plans in advance for 
specific times to study 
and tentative deadlines for 
completion of assignments. 
5. attempts to relate present 
reading to previous study 
experiences. 
6. tries to integrate his 
knowledge into topical units. 
7. exhibits traits of per-
sistence and perseverence 
in ac ademic work. 
The inferior student 
1. seldom uses the libra r y f or 
study pur poses. 
2. limits study to minimum 
required texts. 
3. depends on supervised study I 
hall and tea cher guidance. 
. I 
4. studies ha pha zardly without 
prearranged plans or definite 
time limits . 
5. makes no attempt to relate 
his various studies. 
6. fails to organize his 
information. 
7. is vacilla ting and incon-
stant in his studies. 
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S rvey of methods of mea s uring a ttitudes. Before con-
structing items a round t he ide s cont ined in these lists , it 
bec ame necessary to decide pon what forms of item were mos t 
adapt able to t hi s type of mea surement. Thi s decision wa s 
made after a study of the various techniques common to 
attitude met hodology . 
8 
According to McNemar, the first attempts at att itude 
mea surement i nvolved the presentation of a' priori sets f 
questions about an issue. The responses to the items were 
arbitrarily weighted with numerical va lues and the s um of the 
so.ores was considered indicative of the respondents' at titude. 
Refinements to this method were offered by Thurston e 
9 
and Cheve , who increased the va lidity of such methods by 
arran ing st atements, according to the opinion of j udges, 
on an eleven point "favor able-unfavorable" scale. One's 
attitud~ tow rd an issue , is, on the Thurstone scale, de-
termined by the median of the scale val e of his checked 
st atements. Thurstone' s main contribution, a ccordin t o 
Traxler , is tha t "he h s restricted t e field which each 
8 Q,uinn McNemar , " Opinion-Attitude Methodology, " 
The Psychologi cal Bulletin , 1946, 43: 289- 374. 
9 L. L. Thurst one nd E. J . Chave , T e Measurement 
of Att i tude, Chicago : ··Tn iversity of Chicago Press, 1929, 
96pp. 
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instrument is designed to measure - an approach which lends 
10 11 
definiteness to the measurement of attitudes." Remmers and 
Silence have applied the Thurstone methods of scale con-
struction for me~suring attitudes toward broader objects of 
reference, evidently assuming that generalized attitudes 
exist and can be measured in their relationship to broad 
classes of objects or situations. 
The main objection of the Thurstone type scale is 
based on the questionable validity of assuming that attitudes 
can be measured on a single continuum and on the possibility 
that different motives may produce varying responses to 
different items on the scale, thereby causing ambiguity. In 
spite or such weaknesses, the technique has been widely 
used since its inception in 1928. 
An innovation by Likert obviates the need of setting 
scale values on the basis of equal appearing intervals. In 
' the Likert technique a priori statements are mad~ about th& 
issue or situation concerned, and the respondent checks one 
of five responses to indicate the degree ot his approval or 
disapproval with the statements. Items in the scale ere 
10 Arthur E. Trexler, Techniques of Guidance, New York: 
arper and Brothers, 1945, p. 165. 
11 H. H. Remmers and E. B. Silence, "Generalized 
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ttitude Scales," Journal ..Q! Social PsychologY, 1934, 5: 298-312 
retained on the criterion of internal consistency. McNemar 
sugges$that although both the Likert and Thurstone techniques 
have strong and weak points, "some combination of these two 
competing techniques for scale construction would be better 
12 
than either one alone." It is thought that the use ot both 
systems in the standardization or e scale would more mearly 
insure the selection of items belonging to a single dimension. 
This would seem to be a reasonable assumption and the com-
bination is probably adaptable to the measurement of attitudes 
toward many situations. 
The methods so far mentioned have all involved the 
respondent's answering questions about himself. This is 
perhaps the weakest feature of such devices, and the one that 
has been most criticized. The answers are often determined 
less by accurate self appraisal than by a .knowledge or what is 
socially accepted, a faulty knowledge of self and wishful 
thinking. Many devices have been designed to offset these 
types of error, such as emphasizing in the instructions the 
purpose of the test, or attempts at outright camouflage, but 
reason for doubting the validity and accuracy of what people 
say about themselves on such an attitude test still exists. 
Because of this, some scales involve the rating of an 
individual by someone with whom he is well acquainted. Such 
a device seam to include most of the weaknesses it is 
12 McNemar, .2.£• cit., p. 308. 
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intended to offset , plus the possibi l ity of "halo" effect . 
t would seem to be a part·c l a rly unreliable ins rument for 
att •tude guaging. 
13 
A variation suggested by Pa ce presents a described 
situation with a choice of several described responses. The 
respondent's indicated choice i s considered as indic ative of 
his attitude . Such a devi ce might be usef ul , b ut is sus -
ceptible to t h e same errors of prevarica tion a s mentioned for 
t he previous techniques . Unfortun tely , a person ' s t heoretical 
response to a theoretical situati n offers no guar antee of how 
he will actually behave i n rea l life circumst ances. 
14 
Hartshorne and May have attempted to mea sure attitudes 
by presenting real life situations in which the subject 
exhibits his feelings in a behavior sampling type of approach . 
Such a method possibly comes closer to true represent tion 
than pencil and paper devices, but by its nature is limited 
as a practicable process for measuring complex combinations of 
feeling toward situations made up of numerous inextricable 
but differing sub-situations , such as campus life. In the 
measurement of candidates for espionag e work in o. S. s., 
13 C. R. Pa ce , "A Situation's Test to Measur e Social -
Political- Economic Atti tudes ," Journa l of Social Psychologl_ 
1939, 10: 33 -44 . 
14 M. A. May and H. Har tshorne, "First Steps Toward A 
Scale for Measuring Attitudes," Journal of Educationa l 
Psychology, 1926, 17: 145-62. 
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the expense and equipment involved in this type of examining 
is j ustifiable , but t hese same requisites make it impossible 
for use in selecting large numbers of college students. 
n a ttempt to eliminate subjective sources of error 
15 
wa s proffered in 1943 by Proshansky's suggestion of using 
projective technique s for attitude measurement. His device , 
an adaptation of Murray's Thematic Apperception test , ha s shown 
promise , but, like all projective technique s , is still in the 
experiment a l stage , with as yet inadequate dat a rega rding 
validity a nd reliability. Projective methods are perhaps the 
most promising of all personality measuring instruments, for 
such nondirective vehicles of self expression seem much better 
designed to revea l the unique combinations of an individual's 
personal dynamic s than do the conventiona l question-response 
instruments. This seems particularly true in regard ~o dealing 
with emotional components and consequently with attitudes. The 
burden of proof rests in establishing adequately interpretative 
scoring of the innumerable possible responses to a constant 
stimulus situation. ~ecaus e of this, it is possible that the 
self projection method will rema in more therapeutically useful 
than metrically precise. Nevertheless, it might be possible 
to construct attitude testing items which are projective 
15 H. M. Proshansky, "A Projective Method for :b.he Study 
of Attitudes," Journal of Abnormal Psychology, 1943 , 38: 393-95 
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in nature , but still directed tow ard certain specific scholastic 
situations. Sentence completion items might prove useful . 
This brief inspection of the major types of instrument 
used in attitude measurement leave the impressi on that there 
is still much to be done i n the fie l d of attitude a ssessment. 
It is evident that t h e current devic es are ma inly verb a l in 
na ture , and involve , according to McNema:~; nth e simple matter 
of asking people questions about an issue in order to elici t 
a response wh ich is interpreted a s the respondent's opinion 
16 
about or a ttitude toward the g iven issue." The .ma in weakness , 
as mentioned before, is in the di s crepancy between verb ally 
expressed attitudes and a ctua l behavior . Bec aus e of this 
continued discrepancy , we must concur with Traxler's comment 
tha t "in recent years there have been many attempts t o study 
17 
attitudes, most of which have not been very successful .~ 
18 
McNemar is even more pess i mist ic , fee ling t hat during t he 
wa r years no great contributions have been made concerning 
problems of methodology , validity or reliability i n attitude 
measurement. 
~ trial instrument. Th e techniques t o be used in 
l ar g e scale measurement of' student a ttitudes are necessarily 
16 McNemar , .9.£· ill· , P. 290. 
17 Traxler , ££• cit ., p.l05. 
18 McNema r , ~· cit. 
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limited by several practical considerations. They must be 
adaptable to limitations of expense, time and administrative 
facilities. In view of this, a pencil and paper type 
instrument, usable in group or individual situations, seemed 
most practicable for the purposes of this experiment. It was 
decided that, as a preliminary step, items should be framed 
for a trial instrument in five different forms, the first form 
19 
being a variation of the device used in tae Allport-Vernon 
Study ov Values. In this technique the subject indicates 
numerically the extent to which he agrees and disagrees with 
forty statements which are based on the previously listed 
differences in student behavior. Not only does he indicate 
the extent of his own agreement with the statements, but also 
the extent to which he considers his parents and his friends 
agree and disagree. 
There were several reasons for experimenting with such 
a three pronged device. In the first place, the making of 
three responses to a statement provides more possibilities 
for determining significant combinations of answers. The 
degree to which a person concurs with a statement may not 
in itself be as significant as the sum of his agreement 
reinforced by that of his parents and friends. At the same 
19 Gordon Allport and Philip E. Vernon, Allport-Vernon 
Study of Values, Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1931. 
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time , it is a s possible that diff rences between the 
recorded responses of the subject , his friends and his pa rents 
may provide evidence of conflict inimical to academic a chi eve-
ment. It ha s been suspected by some clinical psychologists 
that st udents who are under cons iderable pressure to do well 
in college may express resist ance by pur posefully not exerting 
their best effort. This mechanism would often be unconscious, 
to be sure, but such a conflict might fe a sibly be expressed 
on the suggested item form. It also seems fea sible that 
requiring a student to g ive not only his response, but a lso 
what he considers would be the response of his parent s and 
friends , provides possibilities for the detection of pro-
jected at titudes which might n ot be revealed by a more 
conventional technique. 
The second item form is based on the method used 
20 
in the Per sonal Audit by Adams and Lepley . Th e subject 
indicates amount of agreement with t hirty-seven statements 
concerning his personal reactions to many college related 
situations and conditions . The third and fourth technics are 
ordina r y multiple choice types of i tem in which the subject 
indicates numeric ally his order of preference for severa l 
possible completions to a stat ement. The fina l form is 
20 Clifford R. AdJams and William M. Lepley, Personal 
Audit , Chicago: Science Research Associa te s , Inc . , 1945. 
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21 
based on the Problem Check List by Mooney, and requires the 
subject to check only those entries, on a list of stated 
complaints, which apply to him personally. 
The trial instrument, "Measurement of Student Opinions," 
(Appendix B) was administered to the freshman class at a 
New England women's junior college in the spring of 1948. 
The following report describes and summarizes this 
preparatory experiment. 
Purpose: This experiment was conducted for the purpose of 
testing a number of items for the measurement of attitudes 
related to scholastic success in college and to determine 
which form of item is most effective for measurement of 
attitudes toward certain academic situations. 
Materials: The materials included mimeographed copies of 
the trial instrument, records of the subjects first semester 
marks, and scholastic aptitude scores. 
Subdects; The subjects were one hundred ninety members 
of the first year class of a women's junior college. The 
scholastic record for· each student was converted into a 
grade point ratio by dividing the sum of- the products of 
grade honor points and credit hours for each course by 
the total number of semester hours. An all ! average would 
21 Ross L. Mooney, Problem Check~' College Form, 
Columbus, Ohio, Ohio State University, Bureau of Educational 
Research, 1941. 
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be 4.00, an all C average would be 2.00 etc., with the 
possible range extending from 0.00 to 4.00. On the 
basis of grade point ratios the criterion groups at 
twenty-five high and twenty-five low scholarship stu-
dents were established. The high scholarship students 
all had a grade point ratio of 3.00 or above and the low 
scholarship students all had 2.00 or below. An attempt 
was made to equate these groups in:·;terms of intelligence 
by pairing off approximately equivalent scores achieved 
by members of the two groups on the American Council on 
Education Psychological Examination, 1946 Edition. 
The trial test responses of the members of the two 
groups were then tabulated and each item was analysed in 
terms of percentage of response by each criterion group. 
By use of Edgerton's Table of Standard Errors and Pro-
bable Errors of Percentages for Varying Numbers of Cases, 
the critical ratio for each part of each item was com-
puted. Examination of these critical ratios indicates 
t~e discriminatory power of the separate test questions. 
Results: A detailed listing of those test items which 
proved discriminative is presented with the trial in-
strument in Appendix B. It was found that in the first 
group of items there were twenty-one which discriminated 
between the criterion groups at better than the 5 per cent 
I 
-~j~ 
II 
'I 
I 
level of confidence. Of these, eight showed ~ criti-ca~ -r~ij 
-- -~ -n-
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higher t han 3.00 and six showed a critical ratio between 
2.56 and 3.00. Several items fell just short of the 1.96 
standard. In the second section of the test there were 
fifte.eJ.l items which discriminated at or above the 5 per 
cent level of confidence, of which eleven showed a critical 
ratio higher than 3.00 and only one between 2.56 and 3.00. 
There were six items which fell just short of the 1.96 
standard. Because the tabulated responses on parts three 
and four of the trial instrument indicated a lack of dis-
criminative power, the critical ratios were not computed. 
The critical ratios for section five {check list) were also 
not computed at this time, but the tabulated responses in-
dicated that the form had enough promise to merit inclusion 
in the proposed revision of the instrument. 
Conclusions: The results seem to indicate that the first 
purpose of the experiment, to construct test items for 
the measurement of attitudes related to scholastic success, 
was fulfilled. 'I'hirty-six, and possibly forty-seven items 
appeared to be valuable in terms of their design. The 
answer to the question ofl which item form is more effective 
is less conclusive. Actually, a few more items came out 
of the first (IFP) form, but not enough to definitely es-
tablish its superiority. Furthermore, there are several 
eases where one form failed when the other succeeded 
(see Appendix B). 
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This , of course , wa s a satisfactory outco~e, and suggested 
that both forms should be used in the construction of the 
fina l test. 
Comments: It is to be admitted that the small size of 
the criterion groups limits the val ue of t he resul ts and 
reduces the degree of significance of t he dat a. Perhaps 
a more serious shortcoming , however, is that the instru-
ment , intended to measure attitudes which predispose one 
to success or f a ilure , was administered in the s pring, 
after the students had already received severa l sets of 
.marks. It is to be expected that student respon ses to 
many of the items woul ·d be a ffected by wheth er or not 
they had done well in their courses. For i nstance, the 
response to item number three {schools of today do a 
good job of preparing a st udent for college) would very 
probably be answered in April in terms of one ' s scholas-
tic a chievement up to that time , and might have been 
answered differently i n he ea r ly Fal • Schedu i n 
c d · tio t lis case, ade the .n i t t .":ng A ~ 
. ndato:r.y -
In spite of the limit tions of t he sa p e and the 
above mentioned weakness i n procedure, t he results wer e 
such a s to encourag e revi sion of t he instrument a nd 
f urt her investigation of its poss ibil ities. 
65 
Revision of the instrument . Th e previously report ed 
. experiment on the tria l instrument provided suggestions for 
many improvements in its form, administration and method of 
scoring, a nd a lso made evident cert a in area s of adj ustment 
inadequatel.Y covered by the test items. Wherea s the items 
of the tria l instrument , "Measurement of Student Opinions," 
had been ba sed on the areas of adjustment and worded a round 
the listed discription s of behavior (p. : • ) , no actual chart 
of area coverag e by specific items had been made. Such a 
chart was now constructed and items were categorized within 
each at tit udinal area of reference as seen in Table I. Areas 
which were seemingly not well covered by the existing items 
were supplemented by the addition of new items. Those 
items which t he experiment ha d shown to be i neffective were 
either disca rded, rephr a sed or otherwise modified. 
It is noticeable that the items for the trial instru-
ment were based largely on idea s acquired in the writer's 
reading s of the rese arch literature dealing with academic 
s uccess and failure. It wa s suggested that a valuable sup-
plement ary source of ideas might be t app ed by direct ly seeking 
student statements about causes of schola stic f a i lure and 
success. This s uggestion was followed by the administration 
of a three item questionna ire to one hundred s eventy coll ege 
stud ents and forty -seven high school seniors. The question-
nair e , answered anonymously , wa s designed t o reveal wha t 
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ABLE I 
C , SIFIC t~.T JO .. ' Ji' JT :;;r..~rt~ VITHTN • TTITUD L T.i.: OF REFERENCE 
CCORDING TO TEM NUMBER fiTHIN PARTS 0 THE FI r_ L TIJ"STRUMENT 
Val ue of e: 
coll ege 
A B C 
1 1 9 
10 10 11 
26 27 19 
27 26 
32 
Scholastic 
work 
A B C 
b b b 
22 18 1 
23 23 10 
24 24 25 
34 28 
37 
28 
Marks 
A B C 
2 2 12 
7 8 
8 9 
9 11 
17 16 
11 19 
18 21 
19 36 
21 
38 
40 
Qualifications 
for s uccess 
A B C 
9 15 -
15 
16 
25 
30 
39 
Vocational 
plans 
A B C 
4 4 13 
20 20 
Health 
A B C 
- 3 
16 
21 
Note: Th e numbers i n t his t able represent 
for parts , B, and C of the instrument , 
those items designed to mea sure attitudes 
toward the st ated reference areas. 
Teachers 
B C 
5 5 4 
30 30 15 
42 32 
43 33 
34 
Study habits 
Exams 
A B C 
14 7 5 
29 12 7 
31 14 8 
35 17 14 
36 22 17 
41 25 18 
44 26 22 
45 29 
35 
37 
38 
Emotional 
adjustment 
B C 
12 42 23 
43 24 
H gh school 
prepar a tion 
A B C 
3 3 2 
46 31 
Parents 
and college 
- B C 
13 13 20, 
27 
Spec ifi c 
courses 
A B C 
39 -
40 
41 
--==- = ==-
excuses and reasons students give in explaining academic 
failure. The questionnaire consisted of the following three 
items: 
1. Name any course in which you have received a low 
or failing grade. 
2. State briefly the reasons for failing. 
3. Why do other people fail? 
The responses to items two and three were stated in the 
respondent's own wording. These responses were tabulated, 
after a frequency count, into the categories shown in Tables 
II and III. 
Examination of these data provided suggestions for 
several new items and indicated the need for reinforcing 
certain areas of coverage. It is apparent, for instance, 
that students, at least those who took the questionnaire, 
often explain failure as being due to lack of interest in 
their school, course or subjects. It is also obvious that 
poor teaching and unfriendly teacher-student relations are 
frequently considered by the students as causative of their 
academic failure. It is realized that the reasons given by 
the students are often not the true causes of failure, and 
that the unsigned responses to the questionnaire include .many 
conscious and unconscious expressions of rationa1ization, 
hostility and defense. For the present purpose, however, it 
is not of concern that the responses may not represent truth. 
What is important is that they represent the student's 
I~ 
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TABLE II 
FREQUENCY COUNT OF 
REASONS GIVEN BY 4 7 HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS 
FOR FAILING OR UNSATISFACTORY ACADEMIC WORK 
Reason 
Unpleasant student-teacher relationship 
Lack of study 
Lack of interest 
Dislike of course 
Can't do tests 
Lack of intelligence 
Lack of concentration 
Don't try hard enough 
Don't care 
Too many outside activities 
Course depends on memory 
Inadequate background 
Can't do the subject matter 
Absences 
Illness 
Lack of time 
Outside work 
My own fault 
Courses required 
Frequency 
21 
16 
13 
9 
9 
8 
7 
5 
5 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-=-~-~~= 
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TABLE III 
FREQUENCY COUNT OF 
REASONS GIVEN BY 170 COLLEGE STUDENTS 
FOR FAILING OR UNSATISFACTORY ACADEMIC WORK 
Reason 
Lack of interest in course 
Unpleas~nt student teacher relationships 
Poor habits of preparation, study, lack of effort 
Dislike of course 
Inadequate background 
Lack of time 
Tests too detailed , difficult and demanding of memory 
Lack of required ability 
Emotional upsets 
Course too difficult 
Course too abstract or scientific 
Outside interests 
Course impractical and irrelevant 
Physical complaints 
Outside work 
Lack of interest in school 
Required course 
Overcrowded classes 
Absence 
Lack of individual attention 
~ ., 
Frequency 
79 
79 
65 
27 
19 
15 
14 
14 
12 
12 
9 
9 
7 
7 
6 
6 
5 
3 
1 
1 
~ 
0. 
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l~t:elings about the situation, and are~,:~n~equently a re-
I 
flection ot his attitude toward that area of experience. 
A major change was now effected in the appearance of 
the instrument. Because it was decided to adapt the measure 
to machine scoring, it became necessary to revise its format 
and construct a separate machine-scorabLe answer sheet; for 
whereas the trial items on the "Measurement of Student 
Opinions" had been answered on the test booklet itself, the 
revision called for a booklet of items, with a separate 
answer sheet on which to record responses. This booklet, 
called "An Evaluation of Student Opinions" is in the form 
ot a printed six page folder (Appendiu.B) and is the in-
strument to which all subsequent discussion is related. 
"An Evaluation of Student Opinions" is so named in 
order to dispel the student's suspicions that it is a type 
of intelligence or aptitude test. It is emphasized in the 
verbal instructions given by the administrator that this 
instrument is not a test in the ordinary sense ot the word, 
but merely a means of tinding out how students feel about 
many college situations. It is intended that this emphasis, 
supported by the written instructions that "there is no such 
thing as a right or wrong answer in this opinion measurement" 
will help minimize the tendency of students to give what they 
think are the locally desirable responses rather than their 
sincere personal reactions. It is to be expected, in spite I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ll 
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I 
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of such attempts to encourage honest answers, that many 
students will still make equivocal responses. In anticipation 
of this probability, an attempt has been made to phrase 
statements to which neither agreement or disagreement would 
outwardly seem incriminating. 
This quality, however, is not the only characteristic 
of the items in this section, for many of them have been 
stated in such a way that under-achieving students would 
find it easy to excuse their poor recoras by agreeing with 
commonly voiced, socially acceptable rationalizations. It is 
difficult, and probably unprofitable at this juncture, to 
attempt a detailed analysis of the psychological rationale 
behind each item. Their effectiveness, or ineffectiveness, 
is to be evidenced by the degree to which they identify and 
discriminate between scholastically over and under-achieving 
students. For this experiment, the burden of proof of an 
item's value in terms of its purpose lies in the statistical 
analysis of the data. The psychological analysis of the 
effective items can ; and should be done after such items are 
statistically identified. 
The method of answering the items in Part A of the 
evised instrument remains essentially the same in that it 
till involves the making of three different responses to the 
ame statement. In the revised form, however, the use or a 
separate answer sheet necessitates substituting a numbered 
--=t- -=-=- _..:== --=-
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scale for t h e . llport - Vernon t echn i qu e of i ndi ca tin agree -
ment or dis agreement wit h st ~tement . As stated in t he 
instr ct · ons f or P rt 1: in the f o der ~ a mar k nder number 
5 on t e swer s heet sca les i nd i cate s st r on agre em t wit 
t h e corresp nding statements i n t e fo der. A ma r k n er 
number 4 sh ws some egr ee . ent , nder 3 sows a neutra 
f eeling , nder 2 indic ates disagreement nd under 1 o 
strong di s agreement . 
T e i tem f or m f or Part B f t h e r evi ed · nstrument i s 
essenti e y t e s me s it ha been . t he sec d sect i n f 
t h e tr" p i tr Tl e f ort - three · tems o t h · s f r m 
are s t t ement b t onese f , a nd t he s ubject i nd cat e ow 
mu c e agrees r disa , ree l . t 1 t he st a ment by marking 
in t .. e a r o r 8 e s pa c es of t e answe shee un r +he letter 
M if hem ch agrees, s . he agrees some , un 1 if h e er agrees 
a l it tle a nd unde r if e agree no a t a t e 
t ced t t the items of Sect · on B c 0 e f w, c te t, I 
m n of t h e s ame number ed items P::ut A. h e main d "f -
fer e ce i t e t wo et f s t a teme ts i s that wher e s t 
ite s of e r t ~ are ~ enera st a t ements of an i mper sona l 
na t re , t ho e of Pa rt B all ma ke t h e respondent t ~ e def · n i te 
s bje ct or t h e direc t ob "ect of r eference . Anot her differenc 
I 
, is t ha t the statement s in ~art B fte n a r e t he e a t "v f 
t eir c ou terp~rt s i P3 rt A, a fl..d in the r cases t h e m8an · n 
is rever sed r an opposi g emphas i s t han wa s _iven i art 
I 
--II 
1 r 
1
1 A is presented in ~-:t B. By such mani:la:~ng,~ H~s ~o:sible 11 
I 
I. 
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to approach different a spects of academic adjustment from dif- II 
ferent angles, and pursue the possibility, suggested by results jl 
of the experiment on the trial form, that items which are not 
effective in one mold may prove satisfactory in another. 
The items of Part C in "An Evaluation of Student 
Opinions" remain very much the same as they were in the 
original check list of the earlier measurement; with the sub-
ject marking on the answer sheet only those spaces corres-
ponding to entries which he considers are applicable to him. 
Part D ha~ been designed to investigate the value of 
having students rate each other on the items of the check 
list in Part c. It seems possible that a more accurate ap-
praisal of some of the conditions which militate against a 
student's academic success might often be given by others 
than the student himself. On Part D of the answer sheet, 
therefore, students are instructed to name five class mates 
whom they know well, and to rate each class mate on the items 
in the check list under Part C of the instrument folder. 
The present format of the experimental instrument, 
"An Evaluation of Student Opinions," is commercially printed 
by a photo-offset process, with the machine scorable answer 
sheets over-printed on IBM stock form I.T.S. 1100 B 164. 
1: 
I 
I 
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CHAPrER IV 
DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
Overview of the experimental plan. The plans and proce-
dures of the study have been designed to fulfill the originally 
stated purposes of the study, lp. 4-5 ) • Fulfillment of the 
first purpose involved the following intermediate 'steps: 
1. Administration of the experimental instrument in 
October, 1948 to a college freshmen population consisting 
of students who had taken the American Council on Education 
Psychological Examination (ACE) during the preceeding 
September orientation week. 
2. Recording of the student course grades and credit 
hours at the end of the first semester. 
3. Establishment of the distribution of ACE scores in 
terms of standard scores. 
4. Computation and distribution of student grade point 
ratios in terms of standard scores. 
5. Correlation of grade point ratios and ACE scores and 
prediction,by use of regression equation, of grade point 
ratios from individual ACE scores. 
6. Comparison of actual and predicted grade point ratios 
for each case in the tested population. 
7. Selection as criterion group members of certain cases I 
whose actual grade point ratio either exceeded or failed to ., 
attain the predicted grade point ratio by more than one 
probable error of estimate. 
8. Analysis of responses on the answer sheets by those 
cases selected in step 7, with computation of critical 
ratios of differences in percentage of response by the 
two groups to the items in "An Evaluation of Student 
Opinions." 
Jl 
I 
\i 
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The end result of this series of steps is expressed in 
the form of critical ratios of response to the test items by 
the experimental groups of over and under-achieving students. 
These critical ratios of response to test items are listed 
and discussed on pages 114 - 143. 
Fulfillment of the second purpose of the study has in-
volved the following steps: 
1. Establishment of scoring weights, on the basis of 
critical ratios obtained in step 8, for responses to it.ems 
of the experimental instrument. 
2. Scoring the experimental instrument answer sheets 
of the total tested population. 
3. Correlations of the following variables; 
A. Total scores on the American Council on Education 
Psychological Examination and the scholastic 
grade criterion. 
B. Total part scores on "An Evaluation of Student 
Opinions" and the scholastic grade criterion. 
!I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
C. Total scores on the American Council on Education - II 
Psychological Examination and total scores on 
"An Evaluation of Student Opinions." 
D. Total scores on the American Council on Education 
Psychological Examination plus total scores on 
"An Evaluation of Student Opinions" and the 
scholastic grade criterion. 
These intercorrelations are presented and discussed on pages 
107 -108 , 143-145· 
The nature £t ~ tested population. In planning the 
experiment, an attempt has been made to delimit the area of the 
study by removing as many uncontrollable ;variables as possible. 
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I In view or this, it was decided that the test population should II 
consist only of freshmen attending certain women's colleges. 
It was specified that the colleges should be essentially of 
the liberal arts, campus type institution, whose student~, for 
the most part, live on the institution property. Nine such 
institutions agreed to participate in the project, including 
seven women's junior colleges and one women's senior college, 
all in New England, and one women's senior college in the mid 
west. All of these colleges had administered the ACE examina-
tion during the first week of college in September, 1948. The 
freshmen class enrollment of these institutions ranges between 
150 to 325 students with the average being approximately 200. 
The total test populations, after weeding out special students 
and those whose recor~were imcomplete, comprised approximately 
1500 cases. The extent to which this group may be considered 
as a representative sampling of a larger population is largely 
a matter of conjecture, and it is not scientifically sound to 
maintain that the experimental results obtained with this 
group are the same as would be found in other groups from 
seemingly similar institutions. At the same time, it may be 
that the data produced by the participating colleges would 
be closely approximated in many such institutions throughout 
lthe country. Such an assumption must be based on some measure 
of comparison, and one immediately available means of comparing 
77 
the experimental population with a larger group is by comparing 
the experimental group distribution of scores on the ACE with 
national distributions on the same instrument. These dis-
tributions are presented in Table IV (p.84 ) and are plotted 
on the Normal Percentile Chart in Figure 1 (p ~5 ). Their 
interpretation is discussed more fully on page 83 and 86. 
Administration of the instrument. The experimental 
instrument was administered by the writer during the latter 
half of October, 1948, at six out of the nine participating 
colleges. In the other three colleges a member of the faculty 
conducted the administration. This process involved the pro-
viding of all students with an electrographic pencil, an 
answer sheet and a test booklet. Before reading the written 
instructions in the test booklet, the administrator stated to 
the students that the instrument is not actually a test, but 
a method of finding out about and measuring the way students 
feel about many college situations. It was made clear also 
that there is no. time limit, but that one should work rapidly 
and thoroughly and respond to every item. The administrator 
then read through, consecutively, the instructions and examples 
for Parts A, B, C, and D. If there were questions at this time, II 
!they were answered, and if not, the students were told to go 
to work right on through the whole test without 
for any further instructions. 
78 
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The time required for reading the instructions and 
administering the whole instrument to groups of one to three 
hundred stu'dents was found to be approximately fifty minutes. 
Fast workers finished in about twenty minutes, slow workers .· in 
about fifty minutes and the majority in about thirty-five to 
forty .minutes. 
~ basic ~ of the study. At the end of the first 
semester the writer visited eight of the nine participating 
colleges and personally recorded the basic data necessary to 
the further conduct of the study. This data included the fol-
lowing information pertaining to each student in the tested 
population. 
1. Name, age, secondary school attended and status of 
residence as being on or off campus. 
2. QqaJ~tative, Linguistic and Total ACE raw scores. 
3. Name, catalogue designation and semester hour value 
of each academic course taken during first semester 1948-49. I 
4. First semester letter grade for each academic course. I 
I 
~I 
I 
5. Membership on Dean's list or scholastic probation lisJ 1 
These data were now .made suitable for processing by 
International Business Machine by the use of numerical code 
symbols. Briefly, a code number was assigned to each oollege, 
and within each college to each student, academic course, and 
letter grade. The status of being on the Dean's list or 
probation list, or of being a student from a foreign land or 
'I 
1 so 
========================================================1========= 
,j 
a drop out from college was assigned a code number al so. By IJ 
this process, ell data necessary to the study was converted I 
into numerical form and subsequently punched in International 
' Business Machine bards. This process of coding renders the I 
data more flexible for analysis by machine procedure and 
enables detailed study of many possible relationships. 
CHAPrER V 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
I In order to assess the effectiveness of the instrument 
1 in identifying students whose attitudes predispose them to 
I academic success or failure, it first was necessary to 
' establish criterion groups of students believed to possess 
such attitudes. These criterion groups were established 
through the selection of students whose obtained scholastic 
records differed to a certain statistically determined degree 
from the redordl predicted for them on the basis of their 
obtained scores on the ACE test. Such a prediction was made 
!possible through ~he use of a regression equation based on 
!the product-moment coefficient of correlation between grade 
!point ratio standard scores and ACE standard scores. 
Once the criterion groups had been established, the 
differential analysis of responses by the groups to the items 
if I, 
II 
on the experimental instrument could be conducted. The 
detailed procedures for doing this are described in the 
following sections. 
Selection of criterion groups. Since the criterion 
groups were comprised of students who over or under-achieved 
their predicted academic level, it first b~came 
• 
I 
consider the instrument used in making 
If 
1: 
i' 
--- -- -- ~ 
--- -- -,, 
such li 
I! 
II different editions of the ACE test, {1942, 1945, 
; 1946, 1948) had been used by the· participating colleges, making 
l it necessary, before establishing a total distribution of ACE 
1 
scores, to investigate the nature of the different editions 
and to determine the degree of similarity between them. If 
they had appeared to be quite different, the need of es-
l tablishing a table of equivalent scores between the different 
editions would have been evident. 
Several considerations, however, indicated that the four 
editions used in this study are similar enough to obviate the 
need of establishing such lines of relationship. Firstly, 
examination of the test manuals of the four editions concerned 
revealed that all four instruments are very similar in both the 
nature and amount of content. The subsections are under the 
same titles, arranged in the same order, follow identical 
directions and are identically timed. There are the same 
number of items within each section on all four instruments. 
. I 
One very minor difference is to be found in the "Verbal Analo-
gies" section on page 14 of the test where~n there are four 
multiple choices for the answers on the 1942 edition and f'1ve I' 
I II 
!multiple choices on the subsequent editions. A copy of the 1948 ll 
l
edition is to be found in Appendix B. The conclusion that the !1 
different editions measure the same type of mental function is 
~ best evidenced by the fact that the same practice items are 
I! 
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used to introduce comparable subtests in all four editions. 
On the basis of this evidence, the gross raw scores on the 
different editions used in this study have been considered 
to be directly comparable. 
The distribution of the ACE raw total scores of the ex-
perimental group is presented in Table IV. For each frequency 
interval in this distribution the corresponding approximate 
percentage of nationally distributed scores is presented also. 
By plotting these scores on the Normal Percentile Chart 
of Figure 1, it was evident that the distribution of the 
experimental group scores was close enough to normal to be 
considered as such in further statistical procedures of the 
experiment. By examining the distributions of ACE raw total 
scores of the experimental group with a composite of the 
national norms for the four ACE editions concerned, it now 
was possible to make certain comparisons between the experi-
mental group and a larger population. The ACE scores for 
the experimental group were found to range between 9 and 168, 
indicating a broad range of ability comparable to the rang~ 
of the nationally tested population in four year colleges. 
The median scores are approximately 102 for the experimental 
group and 104 for the nationally tested population and the 
mean scores are closely comparable, both being between 
101 and 102. 
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TABLE IV 
RAW TOTAL SCORES ON COMBINED AMERICAN COUNCIL ON 
EDUCATION PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION (EDITIONS, 
1942, 1945, 1946, 1948) FOR EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
WITH COMPARABLE PERCENTAGES FOR A COMPOSITE 
OF THE NATIONAL NORMS 
ACE Raw F ~ For National 
-Soores Norms 
161 - 170 4 .26 .70 
151 - 160 11 .73 1.65 
141 - 150 26 1.73 3.50 
131 - 140 82 5.47 6.00 
121 - 130 148 9.87 11.15 
111 - 120 253 16.87 15.00 
101 - 110 290 19.28 17.10 
91 - 100 261 17.41 15.10 
81 - 90 196 13.07 13.00 
71 - 80 117 7.80 8.10 
61 - 70 61 4.07 4.90 
51 - 60 30 2.00 2.40 
41 - 50 12 .so .90 
31 - 40 5 .33 .40 
21 - 30 2 .13 .13 
11 - 20 1 .06 .03 
0 - 10 1 .06 .01 1500 99.99 99.99 
9 - H~S Mean : 101.6 Standard Deviation : 21.6 
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NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART By Arthur S. Otis 
Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Form Date Examiner Graphs by School City ---.------------------~------~~----~ 
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1 The distribution of scores on the Normal Percentile Chart 
show close agreement between the fifth and seventieth 
!percentile point~. At the upper percentile levels, however, 
IJ it is noticeable that somewhat higher scores were obtained 
l by the national population. 
1 These data suggest that the experimental population is, 
, for the large part, comparable to that found in many four 
1
1
year colleges, but that there are not, proportionately, as 
msny high ability students in the experimental group as in 
the nationally tested college population. 
On comparing scores of the experimental population, 
!which consists entirely of women, with nationally distributed 
\
lACE total scores for women .on the 1945 edition, it was 
I . 
!found that the scores of the. experimental population run 
slightly higher than the national norms. However, the norm 
Jscores on this particular edition were slightly lower than 
J in other years. 
j In the light of these comparisons, it can be tentatively 
1stated that the experimental group is somewhat representative, 
1or the general total college population,and more so ot college 
j1women. 
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over 11 The second step toward selection of academically 
and under-achieving students involved the establishment of a 
g~ade scale which would provide a common measure of academic 
accomplishment throughout the nine different participating in-
stitutions. In accomplishing this purpose, the general pro-
cedure was to obtain a distribution of letter grades within 
each institution, from which could be determined the modal 
letter grade. To this modal letter grade, a common uniform 
value would be assigned applying to all schools, and sequential 
numbers assigned for letter grades above and below the modal 
grade. 
In order to determine ·these letter grade distributions 
by machine processing, code numbers were arbitrarily assigned 
to each possible letter grade awarded by any or all of the 
participating colleges. The numbers arbitrarily assigned to 
letter grades were: 
A 10 ' 
A- 9 
B(- 8 
B 7 
B- 6 
Cf-
c 5 
c-
D(- 4 
D 3 
D- 2 
F 1 
The distributions of letter grades within each in 
institution were determined subsequently, and are presented in 
_j able V, A comparison of these distribution within each school, 
I 
I 
I 
- I 
I 
-
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TABLE V 
FRE UENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIO S 
I 
OF LETTER GRADES WITHIN COLLEGES 
" Frequency of Letter Grades 
College Totel No. 
Number F D- D Dt 0 B- B Bt A- A Grades 
1 11 21 45 57 502 121 69 41 33 19 919 
2 8 1 50 6 481 71 195 37 7 51 907 
3 16 6 22 9 242 116 156 93 45 35 740 
4 48 30 61 74 487 179 147 85 49 22 1182 
5 7 29 30 25 190 97 63 46 30 20 537 
6 22 44 72 70 607 254 250 137 78 42 1576 
7 21 106 357 215 29 728 
8 39 98 368 273 104 882 
9 19 99 221 232 69 .JJ±Q 
191 131 583 241 3555 838 1600 439 242 391 8211 
Percentage of Letter Grades 
Col..J.ege 
Dt Bf Number F D- D c B- B A- A 
....... -
1 l :i 20 2.28 4 . 90 6.30 54.22 13.27 7. 51 4.56 3.59 2.17 100% 
2 .88 .11 5.51 .66 53.03 7.83 21.54 4 . 08 .77 5.62 100% 
3 2.16 .81 2.97 1.22 32 . 70 15.68 21.08 12 . 57 6.08 4·73 lOO~b 
4 4.06 2.54 5.16 6.26 41 . 20 15.14 12.44 7.19 4.15 1 .86 100% 
5 1.30 5.40 5.59 4.66 35.38 18.06 11.73 8.57 5.59 3.72 100% 
6 1.40 2. 79 4.57 4.44 38 . 52 16.12 15 . 86 8.69 4.95 2.66 100% 
7 2.88 14.56 49.04 29.54 3.98 100% 
8 4.42 11.11 41.73 30.95 11.79 1001~ 
9 2.57 13.38 43.38 31.35 9 . 32 100% 
.. 
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using Normal Percentile Charts (Figures 2,3,4, Appendix A, 
pp. ; ,. indicated that they were similar enough to make 
unnecessary any reweighting of letter grade values within 
individual institutions. It was decided, consequently, to 
compute individual grade point ratios throughout the tested 
population on the basis of the same scale of letter grade 
numerical values used in the, step just described. Therefore, 
the academic records for all students now could be translated 
into a numerical value by multiplying each letter grade value, 
as determined above~ times the number of credit hours for 
each course, and summing these products to give the total 
honor points for the several courses taken by each student. 
These total honor points now could be translated into en 
average by dividing by the total number of credit hours. 
This average is called the grade point ratio, end represents, 
for the purposes of this experiment, the basic criterion of 
academic achievement. Although these individual grade point 
ratios were actually computed by machine procedures, the 
essential computations of the process may be represented by 
the following example based on the scholastic record of 
one student. 
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Course Credit Hours X Grade Value ... Honor Poi:tsl ! 
English 3 7 (B-) X = 21 : 
i 
Chemistry 4 X 5(C-) = 20 Math 3 X 5(C.f) = 15 History 3 X 6(B-) = 18 Typing 2 X 4(D/-) 
-
8 
Total credit hours 15 Total honor points 82 
Grade Point Ratio 
-
Honor Points 
- Credit Hours 
Grade Point Ratio 
= 
82 
I5 
Grade Point Ratio 
-
5.46 
By this process, the grade point ratios were computed 
for every student in the experiment. 
I total tested population is presented in Table VI, showing 
I scores ranging decimally from 1.73 to 10.00 with a mean of 
5.65 and a standard deviation of 1.26. A graphic presen-
: tation of these scores on the Normal Percentile Chart, 
i (Figure 5, Appendix A, p. 173 ) indicates that the distribution 
11 closely enough approximated a normal distribution to be con-
11 sidered as such in subsequent computations, making it un-
i 
I necessary to translate these grade point ratios into nor-
i 
1
1 malized standard scores. 
1 With the grade point ratios available for each student, 
II 
:,
1 
it now was possible to compute the coefficient of correlation 
between achievement and ACE scores, an essential step in the 
--,--
I 
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TABLE VI 
GRADE POINT RATIO RAW SCORES 
OF EXPERIMENTAL POPULATION 
Grade Point Ratio F 
Raw Scores 
9.70 - 10.19 5 
9.20 - 9.69 6 
8.70 - 9.19 13 
8.20 - 8.69 36 
7.70 - 8.19 38 
7.20 - 7.69 88 
6.70 - 7.19 116 
6.20 - 6.69 165 
5.70 - 6.19 216 
5.20 - 5.69 287 
4.70 - 5.19 200 
4.20 - 4.69 155 
3.70 - 4.19 73 
3.20 - 3.69 47 
2.70 - 3.19 21 
2.20 - 2.69 16 
1.70 - 2.19 11 
1493 
~ 
·33 
.40 
.87 
2.41 
2.54 
5.90 
7-77 
11.05 
14.47 
19.22 
13.40 
10.38 
4.89 
3.15 
1.40 
1.07 
.74 
99.99 
1 .73 - 10 Mean : 5.65 Standard Deviation : 
9f 
1.26 
II 
I m~
procedure to be used ultimately in the prediction of in-
l dividual grade point ratios from individual ACE scores. 
1 Although this correlation could be obtained directly 
1. from the raw scores ot each distribution, it seemed advisable 
let this point, in order to make the scores within each dis-
11 tribution directly comparable, and to facilitate the future 
construction of norm tables, to recreate the distributions 
into standard score distributions with identical means and 
j standard deviations. 
· using the formula: 
II 
This conversion was accomplished by 
s-o + /0 ~ 
C) 
1 where x is the raw score and c:r- is the standard deviation ot 
the distribution of raw scores. It should be noted that the 
II use ot this formula does not in any way change the shape ot 
li the distribution of scores, not does it af'teclt the magnitude 
correlations between the scores. r· the 
The conversion scores tor each of these distributions 
11 appear on Tables VII and VIII, Appendix A, pp. 162-163. 
I! The next step in the selection ot members of the 
il criterion groups was to obtain the product-moment correlation 
I 
ot the ACE standard scores and grade point ratio standard 
l scores. The formula used tor correlating these two distri-
butions . of' standard scores, each with an established mean of 
11 50 and a standard deviation of 10 may be stated as: 
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' Wherein: Z1 represents the ACE standard score. 
z2 
N 
represents ~he grade point ratio standard scores. 
represents the total number of cases. 
,I This formula may be reduced algebraically to. rea4: 
y;2 :=. £z,z. 2 -so fz, -soiz:z. t-2S06N 
/DON tl 
,, 
'i 
li 
I 
I 
I 
!I 
II 
and still further reduced to: 
Y/:z :: 2: Z 1 Z::z.. - .:2SOO N 
/oo N 
The numerical values for their corresponding symbols 
in the above formula may be substituted as follows: 
Y/:l.- t_ 373'72/S-33 - .2SOO (Jlf~!J) 
;oo(I'T-'1~) 
1 and reduced to: 
By use of this statistical statement of relationship 
j between scores on the scholastic aptitude test (ACE) and 
1 scholastic achievement (grade point ratio), it was possible 
I 
I to compute the regression equation for predicting, in terms 
of standard scores, grade point ratios from ACE scores. 
In consideration of the fact that the scores in this case 
are standard scores with identical means and standard 
deviations, the ordinary regression formula simplified to 
y : rx t My - rMx 
I Wherein: y : estimated grade point ratio standard scores. 
r :coefficient of correlation (.JO) between the 
ACE standard scores and grade point ratio 
standard scores. 
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Mx e Mean score (50) of ACE distribution. 
MY = Mean score (50) of grade point ratio distribution. 
x ~ A given ACE standard score. 
As an example, the estimated gra de point ratio for an 
standard score of 75 would be computed as follows: 
y : rX .;. My - rM:x 
Y • .)0 X 75 t 50 - .)0 X 50 
y • 22.50 .;. 35 
y - 57.5 
1 error may be statistically determined by computation of the 
I standard error of estimate according to the formula: 
I 
I 
Since the correlation between the distributions is 
the formula may be written: 
() £.STy - /bV 1 - (.3o)z. 
- <j.S If 
Before describing the final step in selecting the 
1
criterion groups of under and over-achievers, it might be 
jl 
1: 
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11 well to restate the previous steps. 
I' 
1
! In brief su..rnm.ary of the procedures leading up to the 
I 
11 actual selection of criterion group over and under-achievers, 
I I' the following steps were taken. 
1! 1. Distribution of ACE scores and grade point ratios. 
2. Conversion of the above distributions into 
standard scores. 
3. Correlation of the two standard score distributions. 
(t.30) 
4. Prediction of grade point ratios, within the 
established standard error of estimate, for corresponding 
ACE scores. 
The final step in the establishment of the criterion 
groups, then, involved the selection of those cases where the 
I difference between the obtained grade point ratio and the 
predicted grade point ratio was in excess of a tentatively 
determined magnitude of the standard error of estimate. 
II 
I 
II 95 
For trial purposes, this difference was arbitrarily established 1 
I ~ 
to be one standard error of estimate, which implies that in 84 
times out of a hundred any grade point ratio exceeding this 
1/ li.arl.t is a statistically significant deviate from its estimate 
by the prediction formula. 
II The actual identification and selection of criterion 
~~· group cases was facilitated by use of a plotted scatter 
j diagram of the correlational frequencies about the regression 
1l line of grade point ratios on ACE scores. Such a diagram also 
If 
'I 
===F====~-==========~================~-==--==· =FI:==9=6== ~depicts above and beyond the mere statistical symbol the degree 
of accuracy or efficiency of prediction from a certain co-
efficient of correlation between two variables. In this 
situation, the correlation of .)0 would imply a considerable 
degree of scatter. Figure 6 bears out this implication, 
with the plotted scores being distributed in a more circular 
than elliptic pattern about the regression line. In spite of 
the evident low predictive value of the ACE test in this 
population, a condition discussed on page 147 , it was still 
of sufficient sensitivity, when interpreted in relation to the 
statistically determined error of estimate, to be servicable 
for the selection of those students who grossly over or under-
achieved in respect to their predicted academic attainment. 
The scatter diagram was plotted on a graph on which 
the distribution of grade point ratio standard scores forms 
the vertical axis and the distrib.ution of ACE standard scores 
forms the horizontal axis. By plotting two points from the 
regression table of predicted scores the regression line was 
extended tangentially through the graph and parallels were 
extended through positions 9.5 grade point ratio scores 
above and below these two points. The area between these 
parallels represents, for any given position along the re-
ression line, that area within which would fall any score 
not exceeding its predicted score by one standard error of 
estimate. Then, by observing the position of a students 
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grade point ratio score, it was possible to determine 
it fell with the area predicted by his ACE score, or 
it fell above or below that area. 
The first condition for selection af a criterion group 
member, therefore, was that her position on the scatter diagram 
fall outside the area between the two parallels drawn 9.5 
grade point ratio scores on either side of the regression line. 
~ further condition for selection required that the score not 
only fall beyond the parallels but also that it should appear 
in either the lower right hand quadrant, for the under-achiever~ 
or in the upper le~t hand quadrant for the over-achievers. 
f his further refinement was made in order to insure the logical 
Felection of students whose aptitude, as represented by the 
lACE score, was not the obviously determining factor of scholastjc 
attainment. This measure was considered advisable because 1· 
it was thought possible that students of extremely high ap-
~ itude might exceed their predicted grade score because of 
superior ability alone, and that the effect of attitudes, 
~avorable or unfavorable,would be nullified or at least con-
cealed, in this particular soholast.ic setting, by the ability 
t
actor At the same time, it seemed possible that a student 
of ext:emely low' aptitude, as .measured by the ACE test, .might 
ot, in spite of most favorable attitudes, be able to meet the 
~ini.m.um local academic requirements. In either case, the 
98 
condition of over or under-achievement could be logically ex-
plained as the result of the intellectual rather than the 
attitudinal factor. Consequently, it was decided to select 
under-achievers from among those students who had scored above 
the .mean score on the ACE test, and to select over-achievers 
from among those students who had scored below the mean score 
on the ACE test. These two groups consisted then, of people 
who in relation to the total tested population were of high 
potential but low achievement, and o:r low potential but high 
achievement, and their positions on the sdatter diagram would 
be outside the standard error of estimate parallels in the 
lower right and upper lett quadrants of the graph. These 
conditions of selection were in accord with the basic hy-
posthesis of the study, for it was assumed that the apparent 
discrepancies between ability and achievement in the students 
so selected were due to differences in their attitudes to 
many aspects of the college situation. Examination of the 
scores of all fifteen hundred cases revealed slightly over 
one hundred cases in each of the above described diagram areas. 
For ease of further computation, exactly one hundred such 
cases were selected as under-achievers and exactly one hundred 
were selected as over-achievers. 
~ analysis .Q.t the experimental instrument. The 
next process involved conducting an analysis of the responses 
99 
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Since there were one hundred members in each group, the number 
of tallies from one group to a possible response on the answer 
sheet also represented the percentage of response by ~bat group 
to that possible answer. These group percentages of response 
could be readily compared now, and the critical ratios of the 
difference in percentage of response to each possible answer 
could be determined. 
The technique used for computing these critical ratios 
was based on the usual formula for the standard error of a 
'proportion. 
cJp - v EG - N 
p 
-
the percentage or proportion 
-
Wherein: 
q 
-
the difference between p and 1.00 
-n : the number of oases 
I 
1.~!=---
1 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
II 10i 
~~- ---
1 
-~1=== 
'I 
I In order to determine the signi:!'icance of the difference I 
i 
_j 
or critical ratio, between two percentages lp1 and p2), the 
standard errors of percentage, as derived above, were substi-
tuted into the formula for determining the standard error of 
the difference: 
UdiPF. y cJp, :t ..,.. C) pl. .2 
It was possible now to identify those responses on the 
answer sheets which had produced, through the above described 
technique, critical ratios of a magnitude considered to be 
useful in construction of the scoring key. The criterion of 
utility, for the purposes of this study, was determined to be 
a critical ratio of a magnitude of 1 or larger, for critical 
ratios of such a magnitude indicate that the obtained dif-
ference is larger than the standard error of that difference, 
and its occurrence may consequently be interpreted as due, 
with forecasting efficiency of approximately 84 per cent, to 
factors beyond the element of chance. 
On the basis of the critical ratios obtained by the 
process previously described, scoring weights for apparently 
significant responses to items were established. These 
scoring weights were determined by the levels of significance 
or confidence criteria statistically inherent in critical 
ratios of differing magnitudes. 
I! 
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In determining whether or not an item would differen-
tiate between the two groups, the difference in the number 
of individuals within each group making a response was 
evaluated in terms of the standard error of the difference. 
In order that this difference be such that it would occur 
by chance only once in a hundred times, the critical ratio 
must be 2.57 or greater. A critical ratio of 1.96 or greater 
indicates that the difference would occur by chance only five 
out of a hundred times. Critical ratios of a magnitude be-
tween 1.96 and 1.00 are not considered to be statistically 
significant, but according to Peatman, may "have real 
significance from the psychological or research point of view.nl 
Critical ratios of 1 or less indicate that the difference 
is likely to occur by chance factors alone. It would not 
be expected, of cour se, that any one item, be it statistically 
significant or not, would in itself provide a reliable basis 
for evaluating differences in attitude. On the other hand, 
a large number of items, even though of individually low 
statistical significance, might in combination prove useful 
land reliable. It can be expected that a student's responses 
to a long series of items, all providing critical ratios of 1 
or greater, might show a characteristic pattern of response 
1 John Gray Peatman, Descriptive and Sampling 
Statistics, New York: Harper and Brother~l94'/, p.40J. .I 
li 
II 
which would identify him, by total score, with the total 
score patterns of the crfterion group members whose responses 
had originally established the statistical significance of 
those items. 
The scoring key. On this expectation it was decided 
to assign a scoring weight of 3 to those responses where the 
critical ratio was 2.57 or greeter. A scoring weight of 2 
was assigned to responses showing a critical ratio between 
1.96 and 2.57 and a weight of 1 to those responses whose 
critical ratio was found to be between 1 and 1.96. The 
scoring weights assigned to the various elements of each test 
item are presented on IBM answer sheets, (Appendix B) from 
which the scoring keys were to be constructed subsequently. 
Since the items differentiated in either a positive or 
negative direction, it was necessary to construct two sets 
of scoring weights, one designed to reveal responses cherac-
teristic of those choiees, as revealed by the critical ratio 
computations, made preponderantly by the over-achievers, 
the other designed to reveal those responses which the 
critical ratio computations had revealed to be favored by 
the under-achievers. The former set of responses is referred 
to as the plus (f) answer key, the latter as the minus (-) 
1 answer key. 
I 
i 
II 
I 
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Test scores of the criterion groups. By using the 
scoring keys (Appendix B) cut to reveal the responses 
identified in the previous steps, the one hundred answer 
sheets of each criterion group were now scored. The scores 
were computed by adding algebraically the sums of the plus 
and minus key scores, and were recorded in terms of total 
score and part scores for Parts A, B, and c. 
At this point, an examination of the answer sheets re-
vealed a number of cases wherein students had failed to 
respond properly to Part D. It was decided, consequently, 
not to consider this section of the instrument in the present 
study. 
After scoring the answer sheets of the criterion groups, 
the total scores were distributed on a table ranging from 
the highest total score (f 60) to the lowest total score 
I-105), as seen in Table X. This distribution of scores re-
veals the degree to which the instrument identified members 
of the criterion groups. It was to be expected that a .majority 
of the under-achieving students should have minus scores and 
that a majority of the over-achievers should have plus scores. 
Examination of the distribution table substantiates this 
expectation. Of the 100 over-achievers, 88 had plus scores , 
whereas of 100 under-achievers 84 had minus scores. The 
range of scores by over-achievers extended from plus 60 to 
minus 34, with a mean score of plus 22 and a standard 
TABLE X 
FRE~UENCY TALLY OF SCORES BY CRITERION GROUP MEMBERS ON 
"AN EVALUATION OF STUDENT OPINIONS" 
I Score Over-achievers Under-achievers 
·· (.60 t69 XX 
/50 159 xxxxxxxxxxx 
140 t49 xxxxxx 
f30 tJ9 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX X 
t20 f29 XXXXXXX:X:XXXXXXXXXXXXX4X XXX 
flO tl9 XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXX I o .;. 9 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 
-10 -1 xxx:xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:x: 
-20 -11 X XXXXXXXX:X:XXXXXXX 
-JO -21 X XXXXXXXXXXXXX 
-40 -31 X XXXXXXX:X:XXXXXX 
-50 -41 x:x::x:x:x:xxxx 
-60 -51 x:x:xxxxxx 
-70 •61 . . xxxxx 
-80 -71 X 
-90 -81 
~00 -91 X 
~10-101 X 
Range • f6o to -34 
Mean • t22 .-04 
Range • -105 to tJO 
Mean = -26.79 
Score 
/:60 /-69 
t50 t59 
t40 t49 
t30 t39 
t20 t29 
/-10 /:19 
f 0 f 9 
-10 -1 
-20 -11 
-30 -21 
-40 -31 
-50 -41 
-60 -51 
-70 -61 
-80 -71 
-90 - 81 
-100 -91 
-110-101 
Standard Deviation = 20.9 Standard Deviation:26.15 
105 
I 
•I 
I 
i! :106 
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deviation of 20.9 points. The range or scores by under-
1 achievers extended from minus 105 to plus JO with a mean score 
1 
I 
i~ of minus 26.79 and a standard deviation of 26.15. 
! It is to be noticed that those scores included within 
II one standard deviation below the mean score of over-achievers 
lj did not overlap those scores included within one standard 
I 
I deviation above the mean score of the under-achievers. This 
~I condition signifies that the scores of approximately 68 per 
I cent of the members of each criterion group were definitely 
I 1 and distinctly separated along the total range of scores of 
the two groups combined. The critical ratio of the difference 
between the mean scores of the two groups was found to be 
14.57, a figure which indicated that the difference may be 
confidently considered as due to other-than-chance factors. 
It likewise indicated that the established scoring weights 
could be considered as satisfactory and that the scoring key 
needed no present revision. 
Scores of ~ total population ~ ~ experimental 
instrument. By using the established scoring key, the answer 
1 sheets for the total experimental population were scored, 
a step which would enable fulfillment of the second purpose 
of the study, which was to determine to what degree "An 
Evaluation of Student Opinions" augments the predictive 
. efficiency of the scholastic aptitude test. 
I . 
The distributions 
I 
! 
====================~========~===== 
I 
I 
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of total and part raw scores are presented in Tables XI, XII, 
XIII and XIV. 
Since it was desir,ed to .make scores on the experi.m.ental I I' 
instrument directly comparable to those on the ACE and to 
grade point ratio scores, the experimental test scores were I II 
'I II 
converted into a distribution of standard scores with a mean / 
of fifty and a standard deviation of ten. The formula for I 
this conversion was the sa.m.e as used previously in establishing I 
grade point ratio and ACE standard scores (see page 92 ) . 
These converted scores are presented in Tables XV, ~\ri, XVII 
and XVIII (Appendix A, pp. 165-169.) 
The second purpose of the study was fulfilled now by 
computation of the following correlations between the basic 
measuresof the experi.m.ent: 
1. Total scores on the American Council on Education 
Psychological Examination and scholastic grades: 
r =- .30 
2. Total and part scores on "An Evaluation of Student 
Opinions" and scholastic grades: 
r = .30 Total 
r = .20 Part A 
r = .25 Part B 
r = .26 Part C 
3. Total scores on the American Council on Education 
Psychological Examination with total and part scores on 
"An Evaluation of Student Opinions." 
r = 
r = 
r = 
r = 
-.02 Total 
-.01 Part A 
-.06 Part B 
-.07 Part C 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~~-i 
II 
1: 1 08' 
___ _! --- ------- II 
~ 4. Total scores on The American Council on Educati-: n-----r,: 
Psychological Examination, plus total scores on "An I. 
Evaluation of Student Opinions," and scholastic grades. If 
. R = -43 11 
--, 
TABLE XI 
RAW TOTAL SCORES OF EXPERIMENTAL POPULATION ON 
"AN EVALUATION OF STUDENT OPINIONS" 
fur! Scores F ~ 
-
1:60 1:69 7 .47 
/-:50 1:59 15 1.01 
f40 1:49 30 2.03 
tJO t39 80 5.42 
t20 t29 166 11.25 
tlO tl9 228 15.44 
0 t 9 260 17.62 
-1 -10 237 16.05 
-11 -20 184 12.46 
-21 -30 110 7.44 
-31 -40 79 5.34 
-41 -50 40 2.61 
-51 -60 26 1.66 
-61 -70 14 .85 
-71 -80 3 .20 
-81 -90 0 .oo 
-91 -100 1 .07 
-101 -110 1 
--.!.91. 1476 99.99 
Range • /-60 to -105 Mean • -.45 Standard Deviation 
109 
• 23.67 
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TABLE XII 
RAW SCORES OF EXPERIMENTAL POPULATION ON PART A 
"AN EVALUATION OF STUDENT OPINIONS" 
~Scores ! ! 
tAO t49 5 .33 
/-JO . t39 53 3-59 
f20 t29 148 10.02 
flO l-19 309 20.94 
0 t 9 382 25.89 
-1 .... lQ 259 17.55 
-11 -20 189 12.81 
-21 -30 83 5.62 
-31 -40 37 2.51 
-41 -50 10 .67 
-51 -60 1 .06 
1'47"6 99.99 
Range • l-48 to - 52 Mean = 2.438 Standard Deviation = 16.32 
-i=--
TABLE XIII 
RAW SCORES OF EXPERIMENTAL POPULATION ON PART B 
"AN EVALUATION OF STUDENT OPINIONS" 
~ Scores F :& 
-
t30 f:39 1 .06 {-20 f29 45 3.04 
t10 t19 388 26.29 
0 f 9 592 40.12 
-1 -10 318 21.54 
-11 -20 107 7.25 
-21 -30 21 1.42 
-31 -40 
147i 
.27 
99.99 
I Range : t32 to -38 Mean : 3.73 
I 
Standard Deviation : 10.21 
I 
I: 
!I 
i 
II 
,, 
11i 
Range : 
TABLE XIV 
RAW SCORES OF EXPER~ENTAL POPULATION ON PART C 
"AN EVALUATION OF STUDENT OPINIONS" 
~Scores F ~ 
t3 ~~ 7 .47 0 124 8.40 
-1 -J 308 20.88 
-4 -6 370 25.06 
-7 -9 267 18.09 
-10 -12 209 14.16 
-13 -15 102 6.92 
-16 -18 54 3.65 
-19 -21 16 1.08 
-21 -24 16 1.08 
-24 -27 2 .14 
-27 -30 1 .06 
1476 99.99 
t3 to -29 Mean :: ~6 •. €190 Standard Deviation : 
I! 
112 
5.116 
I 
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CHAPI'ER VI 
RESULTS - INTERPRETATIONS - CONSIDERATIONS 
The results may now be stated and interpreted in terms 
of the original purposes of the study, which were: 
1. To determine the effectiveness of a number of 
test items designed to measure attitudes of two types of 
student and to determine whether or not there· are dis-
tinctive differences, according to the measure, between 
the two types. The two types of student include: 
a. those who surpass, to a certain degree, 
academic potential as measured by a test 
of scholastic aptitude. 
b. those who fail, to a certain degree, to 
realize their academic potential as 
measured by the same test of scholastic 
aptitude. 
2. To determine the degree to which the resulting 
composite instrument augments the efficiency with which 
the scholastic aptitude test predicts academic achieve-
ment of college freshmen. 
Results related to the first purpose of the experiment. 
The results, in respect to the first purpose, become meaning-
ful by a presentation of those items end responses which were 
proven to discriminate between the criterion groups of over 
end under-achieving students. Those items, with their in-
dicetive answers, ere presented on the following pages. 
II_ 
-1 
LEGEND FOR INTERPRETING THE FOLLOWING LIST 
OF RESPONSES TO ITID\~ u~ER PART A OF 
"AN EVALUATION OF STUDENT OPINIONS" 
1. The items and corresponding responses for Part A 
are grouped according to the magnitude of the critical 
ratios produced by those responses. 
2. The letters 0 and U under Group indicate that 
the response is characteristic of either the over or 
under-achievement group. 
3. The letter I indicates that the response 
represents the respondent's own feeling about the 
statement, F represents what the respondent considers 
to be the feelings of his friends, and P represents 
what he considers to be the feelings of his parents. 
4. The scale numbers represent how strongly a 
group agreed or disagreed with the statement: 
5 - strong agreement 
-4 - some agreement 
-3 
= 
a neutral feeling 
2 = disagreement 1 
-
strong disagreement 
-
1:14 
II 
I' 
1t ITEM RESPONSES SHOWING CRITICAL RATIOS OF A 
MAGNITUDE EQ,UAL TO OR GREATER THAN 2. 57 
(Scoring Key Weight of 3) Jl 
I Item Part A 
I 
4. Students who have definitely decided about their life's work are 
much better off than those who haven't yet made up their minds. 
5. The main criticism of teachers is that they fail to see the 
student's point of view. 
9. The time taken by jobs outside of school, or school activities 
outside the class room, is one of the .main reasons students don't 
get better grades. 
12. Attitudes are the .most important factors in school work. 
l21. The need of always making very high grades in order to keep a 
scholarship would take much of the fun out of college. 
22. Since freshmen know so little about college subjects it's safer 
to follow the advice of someone older in choosing courses. 
133. It is impossible to do well in a course when you don't like the 
teacher. 
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I-== ITEM RESPONSES SHOWING CRITICAL RATIOS OF 
MAGNITUDES BETWEEN 1.96 AND 2.57 
(Scoring Key Weight of 2) 
Part A 
1. College education is the best way to prepare for one's life work. 
4. Students who have definitely decided about their life's work are 
much better off than those who haven't yet made up their minds. 
5. The main criticism of teachers is that they fail to see the 
student's point of view. 
9. The time taken by jobs outside of school, or school activities 
outside the classroom, is one of the .main reasons students don't 
get better grades. 
' 10. We are more likely to learn outside of school (or college) the 
things we really need to know. 
; 12. Attitudes are the most important factors in school work. 
I 
17. Marking on the curve is usually better for the teachers than for 
the students. 
20. College freshmen who haven't yet chosen their life's work are 
usually trying pretty hard to decide on something • . 
I 
F 
p 
I 
F 
p 
I 
F 
p 
I 
F 
p 
I 
F 
Group 
0 u 
5 
2 
-
1 
2 
5 
5 
1 
1 
p 5,3 2 
I 
F 1 
p 
I 
F 2 
p 2 
I 3 
F 
p 
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I 1.96 - 2.57 
Part A 
21. The need of always making very high grades in order to keep a 
scholarship would take much of the fun out of college. 
22. Since freshmen know so little about college subjects it's safer 
to follow the advice of someone older in choosing courses. 
25. It takes more natural ability to be popular than it does to get 
high grades in ell your courses. 
I 
F 
p 
I 
F 
p 
I 
F 
0 
2 
p 4 
u 
3 
5 
26, In terms of practical value, much of the time and effort put into 
school studies is not worth the trouble. 
I 5 
F 
p 
29. Doing an assignment with other members of a group is more beneficial I 
than doing it alone. F 
30. Doing well in school work requires a different makeup than in other 
kinds of work. 
p 
I 
F 
p 
31. You get more out of a subject by talking it over with other students I 
than by reading about it in a textbook. F 
p 
33. It is impossible to do well in a course when you don't like the I 
teacher. F p 
3 
36. Most students don't have time to be fully prepared for every I 4 
class every day. F p 
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1.96 - 2.57 
Part A 
37. Students would probably learn a s much under an unlimited cutting 
system as under the required attendance arrangement. 
38. Students who constantly get highest grades usually don't measure 
up as high socially. 
Students who read fast and learn lessons quickly remember as well 
as those ·who are slow workers. 
I 
F 
p 
I 
F 
p 
I 
F 
p 
41. Students who cut classes don't get their money's worth out of college. I 
F 
p 
42. Teachers are often poor in giving assistance to students needing help.I 
F 
p 
43. Dull and ineffective teaching is the main reason for student's poor 
scholastic work. 
44. The college schedule is too crowded with other activities to allow 
for adequate study. 
I 
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ITEM RESPONSES SHOWING CRITICAL RATIOS OF 
MAGNITUDES BETWEEN 1.00 AND 1.96 
(Scoring Key Weight of 1) 
Part A 
1. College education is the best way to prepare for one's life work. 
2. People who had the best marks in high school and college are the 
most successful in their life's work. 
, 3. Schools of today do a good job of preparing a student for college. 
I' 
I 
' 4. Students who have definitely decided about their life's work are 
much better off than those who haven't yet made up their minds. 
. 5. The main criticism of teachers is that they fail to see the 
student's point of view. 
6. Difficult mental work, such as studying hard, is as tiring as 
physical work. 
7. People don't seem to admire students who get superior grades as 
much as they do the students who do well in other things. 
8. The students who get good grades are the ones who knc:m most 
about the subject. 
Group 
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Part A 
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1 
Item 
I~The time taken by jobs 
outside the classroom., 
I get better grades. 
\ 10. We are more likely to 
things we really need 
outside of school, or school activities 
is one of the main reasons students don't 
learn outside of school (or college) the 
to know. 
: 11. The social aspects of college life are really more important than 
the grades one receives. 
~~ 12. Attitudes are the most important f'actars in school work. 
I 
F 
p 
I 
F 
p 
0 
3 
3 
3 
I 5 
J!' 
p 
I 
F 4 
p 4 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3 
13. A student does better when his parents are concerned with his grades. I 1, 2 
F 2 
p 
14. Until an assigned theme or other home work is done, the thought of I 
it constantly keeps popping into one's head. F 
p 
15. Superior brains end intelligence. make college a lot easier. I 
F 
1
1
16. Success in college depends more on perseverance than on intelligence. : 
F 
p 
17. Marking on the curve is usually better far the teachers than for I 
I the students. F 
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- I 1.00 - 1.96 
Part A 
18. Schools would probably do a much better job of educating if they 
paid less attention to marks. 
19. Most any student who is reasonably bright end studies hard is able 
to make the scholarship honor roll. 
20. College freshmen who haven't yet chosen their life's work are 
usually trying pretty hard to decide on something. 
21. The need of always making very high grades in order to keep a 
scholarship would take much of the fun out of college. 
22. Since freshmen know so little about college subjects it's safer 
to follow the advice of someone older in choosing courses. 
23. Some courses are so naturally dull and uninteresting that it is 
impossible to do well in them. 
24. School work would be more valuable if students had more freedom 
in electing their own courses-. 
25. It takes more natural ability to be popular then it does to get 
high grades in ell your courses. 
26. In terms of practical value, much of the time end effort put into 
school studies is not worth the trouble. 
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1.00 - 1.96 
Part A 
27. Success in life is not particularly dependent on going to college. 
28. A good "literal arts" background is a better preparation for a 
career than subjects (like typing) which lead directly to a job. 
29. Doing an assignment with other members of a group is more 
beneficial than doing it alone. 
30. Doing well in school work requires a different makeup than in other 
kinds of work. 
31. You get more out of a subject by talking it over with other students 
than by reading about it in a textbook. 
32. Education is important because it prepares us for living with the 
best kind of people. 
33. It is impossible to do well in a course when you don't like the 
teacher. 
· 34. One indication of the wasteful duplication of effort in school 
subjects is the appearance of the same ideas and thoughts in 
several different courses. 
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1.00 - 1.96 
Part A 
35. Many good students ere unfairly handicapped because they don't do 
well on written, essay-type exams. 
36. Most students don't have time to be fully prepared for every class 
every day. 
37. Students would probably learn as much under an unlimited cutting 
system as under the required attendance arrangement. 
38. Students who constantly get highest grades usually don't measure 
up as high socially. 
39. Students who read fast and learn lessons quickly remember as well 
as those who are slow workers. 
40. It is important to get at least average grades, but the value of 
higher marks is much exaggerated. 
I 41. Students who cut classes don't get their money's worth out of 
college. 
42. Teachers are often poor in giving assistance to students needing 
help. 
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1.00 - 1.96 
Part A 
43. Dull and ineffective teaching is the main reason for student's 
poor scholastic work. 
44. The college schedule is too crowded with other activities to allow 
for adequate study. 
145. Most college courses see.m. reasonable in the amount of work required. 
46. College courses often assu.m.e a student has more background than he 
actually has. 
. Note: There were no items in Part A which failed to produce a 
response showing a critical ratio of a magnitude of 
1.00 or greater. 
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LEGEND FOR INTERPRETING THE FOLLOWING LIST 
OF RESPONSES TO ITEMS UNDER PART B OF 
"AN EVALUATION OF STUDENT OPINIONS" 
1. The items and corresponding responses for Part B 
are grouped according to the magnitude of the critical 
ratios produced by those responses. 
2. ·The letters 0 and U under group indicate that the 
response is characteristic of either the over or under-
achievement group. 
3. The letters M, S, L, N indicate how strongly a 
group agreed or disagreed about the statement: 
M • 
s • 
L • 
N • 
much agreement 
some agreement 
little agreement 
no agreement 
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ITEM RESPONSES SHOWING CRITICAL RATIOS OF A 
MAGNITUDE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN 2. 57 
(Scoring Key Weight of 3) 
Part B 
5. I would probably get better grades if I changed my attitudes 
toward teachers. 
11. I think scholastic achievement is emphasized too much. 
17. I am handicapped by being a slow reader. 
18. I find I can't do well in some subjects because the subject 
matter is so dull. 
23. I feel I may have chosen the wrong courses. 
25. Although I read and study lessons very slowly, I remember 
what I learn for a long t im.e. 
36. MY marks are usually pulled down more than they should be by 
tests at the end of the course. 
38. To be honest, I need considerable pr~dding to make me study. 
39. I like sciences, such as biology and chemistry. 
I 4.0. I like English as well or better than any other subject. 
41. I find languages to be the most difficult courses in a 
curriculum. 
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ITEM RESPONSES SHOWING CRITICAL RATIOS OF 
MAGNITUDES BETWEEN 1.96 AND 2.57 
(Scoring Key Weight of 2) 
Part B 0 u 
2. I want good grades because I feel that they have a definite N 
connection with success in life. 
). I feel that I have had a good scholastic preparation for college. S 
12. I am o:t'ten afraid the instructor will call on me when I'm L 
unprepared. 
17. I am handicapped by being a slow reader. M 
18. I find I can't do well in same subjects because the subject S 
matter is so dull. 
21. I would like to try for the kind of scholarship that depends N 
on keeping above a certain grade level. 
24. I would prefer a broader choice of su.b jeets than the ones to 
which I am now limited. 
N 
25. Although I read and study lessons very slowly, I remember what S 
I learn for a long time. 
M 
1 35. MY class standing would be much higher on an objective (true- M 
false) type of exam than on the written essay type. 
1 
41. I find languages to be the most difficult courses in a curriculum. M 
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ITEM RESPONSES SHOWING CRITICAL RATIOS OF 
MAGNITUDES BEftrEEN 1.00 and 1.96 
(Scoring Key Weight of 1) 
~ Part B 
1. MY success in life will very .much depend on my doing well in 
college. 
2. I want good grades because I feel that they have a definite 
connection with success in life. 
3. I feel that I have had a good scholastic preparation for college. 
4. I have definitely decided on what I'm going to do after college. 
5. I would probably get better grades if I changed my attitudes 
towards teachers. 
6. I can work harder and longer at mental tasks (studying} than at 
physical labor. 
7. I hesitate to cut classes for fear of missing something important. 
8. I admire the top scholars as much or more than the leaders in 
other school activities. 
9. I don't think the time I spend on extra curricula activities or 
outside work handicaps my grades. 
10. I am always able to find something valuable in every course I 
take. 
13. MY parents would be very upset if I got low grades in colleges. 
14. I find that I often have to forego things I would like to do 
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1.00 - 1.96 
Part B 
15. I don't think a superior student has to have superior brains 
or intelligence. 
16. I study pretty hard to get the marks I'm now receiving. 
17. I am handicapped by being a slow reader. 
20. I haven't yet really thought about what I'm going to do 
. after college. 
21. 
11 
1: 22. 
I would like to try for the kind ot scholarship that depends on 
keeping above a certain grade level. 
I often feel that college courses require an unreasonable amount 
ot time tor preparation. 
!' 23. I feel I may have chosen the wrong courses. 
26. I don't have time enough tor study outside ot class hours. 
,I 27. I think a college education is almost a necessity today, for 
I 
I 
any real chance of success. 
28. I enjoy the practical type of course more than the theoretical 
text book subject. 
30. I often feel that teachers make courses more difficult than 
necessary. 
I 31. I have a feeling my background is not adequate tor the courses 
I am taking. 
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1.00 - 1.96 
Part B 
32. I never do well in a course when I don't like the teacher. 
36. MY marks are usually pulled down more than they should be by 
tests at the end of the course. 
37. I often won't admit to my friends that I study as much as I do. 
39. I like sciences, such as biology and chemistry. 
41. I find languages to be the most difficult courses in a curriculum. 
jl 42. I would do better in school if it were not for more serious 
personal problems outside. 
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Items to which Responses Failed to Show Critical Ratios Q! ~ Magnitude of 
1.00 .21: Greater. 
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19. My marks would probably suffer if I didn't do a lot of studying just before exams. 
29. I get as much out of studying an assignment by myself as from discussing it with 
a group of students. 
33. The interest of a course depends entirely on the teacher. 
34. I find that many teachers are not enough concerned with the individual pupil. 
43. I feel that this college is just right for me. 
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LEGEND FOR INTERPRETING THE FOLLOWING LIST 
OF RESPONSES TO ITEMS UNDER PART C OF 
"AN EVALUATION OF STUDENT OPINIONS" 
1. The items and corresponding responses for Part C 
are grouped according to the critical ratios produced by 
those responses. All critical ratios in this section are 
of magnitudes between 1.00 and 1.96, except for item 8. 
2. The letters 0 and U indicate that the response is 
characteristic of either the over or under-achievement 
group. 
J. The letter x indicates tbat the members of that 
group characteristically considered the statement con-
cerned to be representative of a handicap to their 
scholastic achievement. 
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ITEM RESPONSES SHOWING CRITICAL RATIOS OF 
MAGNITUDES BETWEEN 1.00 AND 1.96* 
(Scoring Key Weight of 1) 
Group 
1. Lack of interest in school. 
2. Poor preparation in high school. 
J. Headaches from studying. 
5 • Poor memory. 
Part C 
6. Subjects impractical - too much theory. 
7. Can't concentrate. 
8. Read too slowly 
' 10. Outside interests i nterfere with studying. 
11. Doubt slightly the desirability of going to college. 
14. Get nervous on exams. 
15. Don't see "ey~ to eye" with teachers. 
18. Trouble with written or essay type exams. 
19. Not enough connection between school subjects and life. 
22. Can't organize work carefully. 
0 u 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
x* 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
23. Home conditions upsetting x 
* Item 8 showed a critical ratio of 2.57. All other items in Part C showed 
critical ratios between 1.00 and 1.96. 
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1.00 - 1.96 
Ite.m Part C 
24. Serious problems outside of school. 
25. ?oor attitude toward school work in general. 
27. Parents too concerned with progress. 
2S. Not popular enough. 
29. Lack of confidence. 
)0. Problems concerning relationships with men. 
0 u 
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Ite.ms iQ which Responses Failed to ~ Critical Ratios of ~ Magnitude ~ 
1.00 .Q.t Greater. 
9. Could better spend time elsewhere than in school. 
12. Not interested in good marks. 
13. Uncertain as to future plans. 
16. Eyes get tired when reading. 
17. Not enough ti.me for studying. 
20. Parents not interested enough in my school work. 
21, Lo-ss of t im.e from colds and sore throats. 
Would rather be out making a living. 
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The advisability of any attempt to interpret fu»ther 
the responses to the items is questionable, for such interpre-
tation would necessarily be subjective. Without intensive 
interviewing and depth analysis of the over and under-achieving 
respondents to the items, there inevitably would exist the 
danger of reading into the results explanations for which there 
is no empirical basis. One evidence of this eventuality was 
forthccming from an attempt, made during the course of the 
study, to have teachers, guidance officers and members of 
the administration at several of the participating colleges 
give what they considered to be the responses of a student 
with "good" attitudes to the items on the experimental in-
strument. There was but little agreement in the responses by 
the nine members of this jury, a situation which confir.ms the 
advisability of not attempting present analytical inter-
pretation of why the over and under-achieving students an-
swered the way they did. It is to be recalled that the first 
purpose of the study was to determine the effectiveness of 
the test items in discriminating between academic over and 
under-achievers - a purpose which, according to the listed 
evidence just presented, seems to have been realized. 
A concomitant of the first purpose was to determine, 
I according to the experimental measure, whether or not there 
are distinctive personal differences between the two types 
of student concerned. It will be recalled that there was a 
I 
II 
I 
I 
1.34 
difference of approximately 49 points between the mean scores 
achieved on "An Evaluation of Student Opinions" by the criterion 
groups, and that those scores included within the range of one 
standard deviation below the mean score of the over-achievers 
did not overlap scores included within the range one standard 
deviation above the mean score of under-achievers. As pre-
viously stated (pJ.:06 ) this distribution of seores shows that 
68 per cent of the members of the criterion groups were de-
finitely and distinctly separated in terms of scores on the 
experimental instrument. Since the critical ratio of the 
difference between the mean scores of the two groups was found 
to be 14.5, the difference may be considered to be real and 
quite unlikely to have occurred by chance. In the light of 
this evidence, it seems safe to inter that there are distinc-
tive personal differences, according to the measure, in the 
two types of student concerned. 
Personal sketches of ~ types of student. These out-
wardly appearing differences may now be summarized. It is 
realized that. they are inferred only from the written re-
sponses to test items assumed to measure how the respondents 
felt about many academic and collegiate situations and con-
ditions. There is no proof that the responses made represented 
the true feelings of the testees. At the same time there is 
no proof that the responses were not candid. The following 
personal sketches are presented, therefore, as representative 
of the feelings of the subjects concerned. 
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The over-achieving student seems slightly more impressed 
with the value of college than her under-achieving counter-
part, although the difference is not clean cut. In fact 
both she and her parents feel, even more so than the under-
achiever, that one is likely to learn outside of school the 
things he really needs to know. The difference in the two 
types regarding feelings about the value of college seems to 
lie mo.re in the negative feelings of the under-achiever, for 
her responses definitely indicate that she doubts the de-
sirability of going to college, is not interested in school, 
and feels that she could spend her time better elsewhere. 
The over-achiever feels that good grades in college 
are related to succsss in life and consequently are to be 
desired. At the same time she seems to feel that the social 
aspects of college life are more important than the grades 
one receives and that marks in school are over emphasized. 
She feels that she studies diligently for the grades she re-
ceives and would be willing to work hard for scholarship awards 
dependent on maintaining a certain grade level. She definitely 
feels that she does not need prodding to make her study. 
The attitudes of the under-achieving student present 
several outward contradictions. She does not, according to 1 
I 
the responses, feel that the value of high grades is exaggerated,!! 
_lor that the social aspects of college are more important than II 
T 
I 
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! the grades one receives. At the same tim.e she feels that 
students who get the highest grades usually do not measure 
up as high socially. More in character, her responses in-
dicate that she does not feel that people who get good college 
grades are the most successful in life and students who do 
well in other things are more admired than those who make 
superior grades. In contrast to the over-achiever, she feels 
that the need for making high grades in order to hold a 
scholarship would take much of the fun out of college life. 
In regard -~ to attitudes toward academic types of 
activity, the over-achiever feels first that mental work, such 
as demanded in studying, is as tiring · as physical work. She 
does not feel that freshmen need help in choosing their college 
courses and planning their programs, nor do her parents and 
friends. She feels that she has chosen the right courses, and 
does not find any course so dull that it is impossible to do 
well in it. She would not prefer a broader choice of courses 
than the ones to which she is limited. 
On the other hand, the under-achiever does not feel 
that mental work is as tiring as physical work. She believes 
that freshmen need help from an older person in choosing 
courses, as do her parents and friends. She feels that she 
may have chosen the wrong courses, that some courses are so 
dull that it is impossible to do well in them and that college ~ studies would ::_:ore valuable if students had more freedom 
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li and a broader choice in electing their own courses. She 
strongly considers that college courses require an unreasonable It, 
II 
amount of time for preparation and believes she would learn 
more under an unlimited cutting system than under the system 
of required attendance. She enjoys the "practical" type of 
course, to a greater degree than the over-achiever, more than 
theoretical text book subjects. Finally, she feels that she 
has a poor attitude toward school work in general. 
Both types of student feel that many of their dif-
ficulties are the fault of the teacher. The difference in 
their attitudes toward teachers seems, therefore, to be a 
difference of degree rather than of kind, with the over-
achiever being somewhat less negative. She fee.:fl that teachers 
may sometimes fail to see the student's point of view , and 
are occasionally poor in giving assistance to students needing 
help. She admits not always seeing. eye to eye with the 
teacher and that dislike for a teacher can make it difficult 
for her to do well in a subject. 
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The under-achiever feels even more strongly that teachers ! 
do not see the student's point of view, are poor in hal ping 
students needing assistance, and that their dull and ineffective 
instruction is the main reason for students poor scholastic 
I 
work. In her opinion, teachers make courses more difficult 
than necessary. She feels that she could do well in a subject I 
I 
I; 
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if she dislikes the teacher, but that her lack of admiration 
for her teachers has been a definite handicap to her academic 
work. 
Regarding study practices, exams, and other such 
activities, the feelings of · the two types of student show 
considerable variance. The over-achiever feels to a certain 
i 
II 
extent that working with others is more beneficial than working I 
alone, but is not as much in favor of the practice as are the I 
I' 
II 
I! 
under-achievers. She apparently does not feel handicapped 
by the essay type examination but definitely feels that she 
I 
is handicapped by being a slow reader. She does not complain 
I 
of inability to concentrate, poor memory, nervousness on exams, 11 
She does not find t he collageil or difficulty in organizing work. 
schedule too crowded with other activities to allow for 
I 
adequate study, although her parents disagree with her on this I 
issue. In her opinion, the work demanded of her by her college I 
is not excessive, nor does she have to forego, because of 
school work, a great many things she would like to do, She 
hesitates to cut classes for fear of missing something im-
portent. 
The under-achiever is often more in favor of working 
with others. She definitely feels that she is handicapped 
by the written type of examination and that her class standing 
!would be much higher on objective type tests. She finds the 
college schedule to be too crowded to allow for adequate study, 
1 39 
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although her parents do not agree with her on this issue. 
something important. 
The over-achieving student is less committal than her 
opposite regarding some of the conditions and personal quali-
fications considered to be related to success in academic 
work. Neither type, in fact, feels that the time taken by 
jobs outside of school is a real reason for not making better 
grades. The over-achiever does not reveal, by her responses, 
whether or not she considers superior intelligence to be a 
factor in the acquisition of superior grades. She is also 
noncommittal as to whether or not it takes more natural 
ability to be popular than to be a good student. Both types 
of student, but especially the under-achiever, seem to feel 
that perseverance is a more important factor than intelligence 
in the achievement of academic success. 
The udder-achiever indicates that she does not feel 
that superior intelligence makes college work a lot easier. 
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She maintains that it takes as .much natural ability to do well 
scholastically as it does to be popular, but at the same time 
feels that doing well in school requires a different personal 
make-up than in other types of work. 
In relation to readiness for and attitudes toward col-
lege courses, the more successful student is again somewhat 
reserved in expressing herself. She does not reveal whether 
or not she considers that schools of today do a good job of 
preparing students for college, although her friends would 
seem to think that such is true. She does feel, to a degree, 
that she personally has had a good preparation and that her 
background is adequate for the specific courses she is taking. 
She expresses a liking for science courses and a definite 
aversion toward English, whereas the under-achiever expresses 
strong liking for science and English, but finds languages 
to be the most difficult in the curriculum. 
The negative deviate, however, does not believe that 
schools do a satisfactory job of preparing students for 
college, and that she particularly has had inadequate back-
ground for the specific courses in her college curriculum. 
She also seems to blame the college, feeling that the courses 
assume a better preparation than students actually have. 
The differences between the two types in their attitudes 
toward vocational planning are obvious and revealing. The 
over-achiever is positive in her feelings that students who 
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have well established vocational plans are better off than 
those who have ~ot yet made up their minds. She indicates 
that she has given considerable thought to her post-college 
career. The under-achiever does not consider a definite 
vocational plan to be advantageous. She also believes that 
most freshmen who have not yet made their plans are not trying 
very hard to do so. She has ma de no tentative vocational 
choice and reveals that she has not really thought much about 
the problem. She does not consider this uncertainty to be a 
handicap to her academic achievement. 
The two types of student also show apparent differences 
in relationship to their emotional and health adjustment. The 
over-achieving student is characterized mainly by a lack of 
the complaints made by the under-achiever. The latter feels 
that she would do better scholastic work if it were not for 
more serious personal problams outside of school. She is 
bothered by problems concerning her relationship with men, 
!upsetting home conditions and headaches from studying. 
Finally, there is some evidence of a difference in the 
parental relationships of these two types of student. Briefly, 
I 
the under-achieving student reveals a reaction to parental 
pressure not indicated by her counterpart. She does not feel 
i that a student does better work when parents are concerned 
I 
1 With her grades. She thinks, in direct opposition to the over-
! achiever, that her parents would be very upset if she were 
142 
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to get low grades, and that they are too concerned with her 
progress. I! I 
I 
~ second purpose of ~ experiment. The second purpose :; 
of the experiment was to determine the degree to which the 
composite experimental instrument augments the efficiency 
with which a scholastic aptitude test, The American Council 
on Education Psychological Examination, predicts acadamic 
achievement of college freshmen. The results, in respect to 
this purpose, can be determined by examination and interpre-
tation of the series of .intercorrelations between scores on 
"An Evaluation of Student Opinions," scores on the ACE, and 
the criterion for scholastic achievement. The correlation 
between scores on the ACE and grade point ratios was f.30 • 
. 1 The predictive efficiency of a correlation of this magnitude 
I
. 1 
is approximately 4.6 per cent above chance. The correlation 
between scores on "An Evaluation of Student Opinions" and 
grade point ratios was also .f.,JO, I t may be said, consequently, : 
that the ACE and "An Evaluation of Student Opinions" were 
equally efficient, for the population concerned, in predicting 
academic achievement. The degree to which the experimental 
II 
II 
II 
instrument augments the predictive efficiency of the ACE is 
1. John Gray Peatman, Descriptive ~ Sampling 
New York: Harper and B~others, 1947, pp. 459-60. 
it 
Statistics, I 
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evidenced by the multiple correlation showing the combined II 
efficiency of the two instruments in predicting scholastic 1 
achievement. The multiple correlation between grade point 
ratios and the combination of scores on the two predictive 
instruments was t-43. The predictive efficiency of a cor-
relation of this magnitude is 9. 7 per cent above chance.. It 
may be concluded therefore, that the combination of the two 
predictive i nstruments increases, by approximately 5 per cent, 
the forecasting efficiency of either instrument alone. 
The fact that the efficiency of prediction of the com-
bined tests is considerably greater than that of either taken 
separately is partially to be explained by the relationship 
between them. The correlation between scores on the ACE and 
"An Evaluation of Student Opinions" was -.017. A correlation 
of such magnitude provides inference that the two instruments 
are measuring quite different factors, a condition which 
makes plausible their increased predictive effectiveness 
when used in combination. Apparently each instrument measures, 
to a degree, different sets of those many personal qualit ies 
related to academic success. A general interpretation of tbe 
relative part played by each instrument can be made by saying 
that the ACE measures, within the limits of its effectiveness, 
the degree to which the college candidate possesses those 
skills and knowledges basic to academic achievement. 
==~=-~4======================================================----=======~~======== 
"An Evaluation of Student Opinions" measures,within the limits 
of its effectiveness, the degree to which the candidate 
possesses dispositions which allow the full and effeo~ive 
expression of those skills and knowledges, 
Reliability of ~ instrument. No statistical measure 
of the reliability of the experimental instrument can be 
offered at present. It is realized that such a measure is an 
important element in the evaluation of any psychological test. 
The proper approach for establishing the reliability or "An 
Evaluation of S_tudent Opinions" would have been to conduct 
a second administration of the test a short period of ··. t ime 
after the first testi~g, and possibly a third testing st a 
still later date. By such a procedure, it would have been 
possible to determine the degree of consistency with which the 
respondents answered the test items over both short and pro-
tracted time intervals. Crowded first semester schedules 
at the colleges participating in the study made impossible such 
an approach. To have retested the students after they had 
received their first semester grades would have altered, 
psychologically, the conditions under which the test was first 
given and for which it was designed. For these reasons, the 
test-retest technique for determining the reliability of this 
instrument must become an essential problem of subsequent 
research. 
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Another frequently used method of determining reliability / 
is to divide a measure consisting of many items into equal 
halves, and to determine the relationship of these halves by 
use of the Spearman-Brown formula. This method, according 
to Kelley, is frequently entirely satisfactory, but not 
necessarily so, for: 
k priori considerations may suggest that some items 
have larger relative chance factors than ot·hers, and if 
so they should be judiciously distributed between the 
halves, etc. The writer would emphasize that there should 
be full utilization of and dependence upon judgement in 
splitting a measure into halves, just as there has been 
such dependence upon it when drawing up the instrument 
in the first place.2 
The nature of the experimental instrument presents 
serious difficulty in making a division of its items into 
equal parts. The main problem is that not only do the item 
responses carry different scoring weights, but also that the 
items are concerned with several different attitudinal areas 
of reference. Furthermore, the expressed responses of Part A 
may represent not only the feelings of the subject himself, 
but what he considers to be the feelings of his parents or 
friends. Because of the complexity of this combination of 
circumstances, and after close analysis of the problem, it 
was the judgement of the writer that there is no satisfactory 
logical basis for effecting a division of items which would 
produce comparable halves. 
I! 
2" Truman Lee Kelley, Fundamentals of Statistics, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harvard University Press, 1947 , p.404.:; 
I, 
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For the present, therefore, the extent to which the 
instrument is reliable may be inferred only from the previously 
determined fact that the mean scores made by the two criterion 
groups showed a difference quite unlikely to have occurred by 
chance. Such a difference would not have been likely if the 
reliability of the instrument were low. 
Suggested usage .Qf the instrument. The use of "An 
Evaluation of Student Opinions" as a supplement to the apti-
tude test in the prediction of college academic performance 
has already been suggested. Before further discussion of 
such .usage, it might be well to answer an inevitable question 
from the reader as to why, in the first place, do schools 
se an aptitude test which correlates at only f.JO with grades 
and has, consequently, such seemingly low predictive effi-
ciency? The answer lies partially in the fact that this cor-
elation is probably an underestimate of the true worth of 
he ACE. There are several reasons for such a statement. In 
he first place, the low correlation between ACE scores and 
he grade criterion is partially due to the unreliability of 
he criterion itself. As mentioned previously, (p. 3 ~ ) no 
igh statistical measures of relationship between such variables 
ill be forthcoming until the methods and practices of as-
igning grades become more stabilized. Secondly, the obtained 
orrelation of f.30 bas not been corrected for attenuation. 
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Since the split-half reliabilities of total scores on the ACE 
3 
are as .high as f.95 to f.97, it is to be expected that a 
correction for attenuation would considerably raise the cor-
relation of f.30 between ACE scores and grades. Finally, 
an examination of the distribution of ACE scores indicates 
the presence in college of a number of students whose low 
aptitude scores would indicate, at least on the basis of 
academic potential, that they should not have been accepted 
in the first place. It also may be that the very high ACE 
scores represent students who actually do much higher level 
work but still receive the same superior grades as do those 
students, of less aptitude, who can none the less achieve the 
local threshold of academic excellence. The overall sug-
gestion being made is that, on one hand, there are students 
of prohibitively low aptitude being accepted and then given 
minimum passing grades, and on the other hand that there is 
not enough "ceiling" in the grading system to reveal the 
identity of very high ability students who are living up to 
their promise. Neither condition, if true, is to be condemned 
necessarily, and .may reflect an easily defensible policy of 
the schools concerned. It is mentioned as an additional 
explanation of the statistically low predictive value of the 
3 Arthur E. Traxler, Techniques of Guidance, New York: I 
Harper and Brothers, 1945, p.53. 
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ACE. In the light of these considerations, the ACE is not 
entirely responsible for its low relationship with grades, 
and by the same token its usefulness to the schools using 
it is probably greater than the correlational evidence would 
indicate. 
The administrative utility of "An Evaluation of Student 
Opinions," might be enhanced through use of a norm table, 
by which a student's attitude score could be evaluated .. in 
terms of its percentile rank. Table XIX, presenting t he 
percentile ranks corresponding to total scores, allows such 
an appraisal. By using these norms, in combination with 
norms for an aptitude test, an estimate may be made of both 
the inclination and ability of a candidate to do college 
work. 
By establishing a "cutting line" of scores, it would 
be possible to identify, by the aptitude test, those students 
who should not 'be accepted because of inadequate scholastic 
ability. Where, on the range of scores, such a line should 
"cut" would necessarily be determined in each college by 
the experience of the local administration, and observed 
within the bounds of that institution's policy and edu-
cational philosophy. A similar "cutting line" can be es-
tablished in the range of scores on "An Evaluation of Student 
Opinions." A tentative cutting score .might be made logically 
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TABLE X:OC 
PERCENTILE RANK CORRESP01~ING TO R.~W TOTAL SCORES 
ON "AN EVALUATION OF STUDENT OPINIONS" 
Score %ile Score %1le Seore %ile Seore %1le Score %ile 
Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 
.;. 60 99 {-30 91 0 47 
-30 10 -60 1 
/-59 99 {-29 90 -1 45 
-31 9 -61 .09 
.,!58 99 {-28 89 -2 43 -32 9 -62 .08 
I-57 99 {-27 88 -3 41 
-33 8 - 63 .08 1-_56 99 .f_26 87 -4 39 
-34 8 -64 .07 
.f_55 99 .f_25 86 -5 38 
-35 8 -65 .06 
.,!54 99 {-24 85 -6 36 
-36 7 -66 .06 {-53 99 1-_23 84 -7 35 
-37 6 -67 .05 
.f52 99 {-22 82 -8 33 -38 6 -68 .04 
.f_51 99 {-21 81 -9 31 
-39 6 -69 
.04 11 .f_50 98 {-20 80 -10 30 
-40 5 -70 .03 
.f_49 98 .fl9 79 -11 29 -41 5 -71 .03 /-48 98 .f_lS 77 -12 28 
-42 5 -72 .03 /-47 98 {-17 75 -13 26 
-43 4 - 73 .02 
.f_46 98 f:l6 74 -14 25 
-44 4 -74 .02 /-45 . 97 .f_l5 72 -15 23 
-45 4 -75 .02 
l-44 97 /-14 70 -16 22 -46 4 -76 .01 
f.43 97 {-13 68 -17 21 -47 4 - 77 .01 7_42 97 /-12 67 -18 20 
-48 3 -78 .01 1-_41 96 /-11 66 -19 19 
-49 3 -79 .01 /-40 96 f:lO 64 -20 18 -50 3 -80 .01 
.f39 96 f 9 62 -21 17 -51 3 -81 .01 
;t38 96 t. 8 60 -22 17 -52 3 -82 .01 
/-37 95 ~ ~ 59 - 23 16 -53 2 -83 .01 t36 95 57 -2~ 15 -54 2 -84 .01 
f.35 94 f 5 55 -25 14 -55 2 -85 .01 
l-34 93 .;. 4 54 -26 13 -56 2 -86 .01 
/-33 93 .;. 3 . 52 -27 13 -57 1 -87 .01 {.32 92 t 2 50 -28 12 . -58 1 -88 .01 
.. f31 92 f 1 49 -29 11 -59 1 -S9 .01 
-90 .01 
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at -26, the mean score for the under-achieving group. Students 1 
scoring below this point might well be considered as seriously I 
ill-disposed toward college work. Those students making scores 
between zero and -26 might also be considered as candidates 
for attention from the guidance officer, for their scores are 
below the mean in the distribution of scores in the total 
tested college population. 
It is felt by the writer that the greatest value of 
"An Evaluation of Student Opinions" is to be found in its 
usefulness as a technique of guidance. In fact, if it is 
properly utilized in counseling practice its predictive 
effectiveness will be considerably diminished, for the 
counselor will attempt to modify those attitudes, revealed 
by the item responses, which predispose an otherwise capable 
student to failing or unsatisfactory college work. In 
this attempt the counselor will possibly find it profitable 
to compare the responses of his client with those item 
responses listed earlier in the chapter. Since this list 
is arranged in order of the weighted significance of the 
responses, the importance of the counselee's answers ean be 
assessed readily and the stated item itself can be used as a 
departure point for whatever type of counseling is indicated. 
Limitations ~ suggestions !2! further study. 
Completion of the stated aims of the study bring to mind some 
of its limitations, and suggest several relat.ed problems for 
further investigation. This study has been limited to a 
carefully defined population, and its results must be inter-
preted and applied within the bounds of that definition. There 
is little doubt regarding the existence of weaknesses within 
the instrument itself. Many items should be restated or 
;otherwise revised, while some should be deleted and replaced. 
IThe effectiveness of Part D of the instrument is yet t o be 
determined. There is opportunity for intensive study, through 
further analysis of the responses on Part A, of student-parent-
friend conflicts and hostilities . The inst rument suggests 
opportunities for tracing changes of attitudes, under varying 
conditions and over differing. periods of time. Most 
Lnmediately interesting, perhaps, would be a series of 
parallel studies to determine the effectiveness and value 
of the instrument in secondary school and at several types 
of college and university. 
I 
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Raw 
Scores 
10 . 0 
9. 9 
9. 8 
9.7 
9.6 
9. 5 
9. 4 
9.3 
9.2 
9.1 
9.0 
8.9 
8.8 
8. 7 
8. 6 
8.5 
8.4 
8.3 
8 .2 
8.1 
8.0 
7.9 
7.8 
7.7 
7.6 
7. 5 
7 . 4 
7.3 
7.2 
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TABLE VIII 
C 01~ERSION TABLE OF STANTIARD SCORES FOR 
CORRESPONDING GRADEl POINT RATIO 
RAV SCORE 
Standa rd Raw Standard Raw St andard 
cores Scores Sc ores Scores Scores 
83 7. 1 61 4.3 39 
83 -7.0 60 4.2 38 
82 6 . 9 59 4 .1 38 
81 6.8 59 4.0 37 
80 6 . -7 58 3.9 36 
79 6. 6 57 3.8 35 
79 -6.5 56 3.7 35 
78 6 .4 . 56 3. 6 34 
77 6. 3 55 3.5 33 
76 6 . 2 54 3.4 32 
76 6.1 53 3.3 31 
75 6. 0 52 3.2 31 
74 5.9 52 3.1 30 
73 5. 8 51 3.0 29 
73 5.7 50 2.9 28 
72 5.6 ·50 2.8 27 
71 5.5 49 2.-7 27 
70 5. 4 48 2.6 26 
70 5-3 47 2.5 25 
69 5.2 46 2.4 24 
68 5.1 46 2.3 23 
67 5. 0 45 2.2 23 
66 4.9 44 2.1 22 
66 4.8 43 2. 0 21 
65 4.7 42 1.9 20 
64 4.6 42 1.8. 20 
63 4.5 41 1. 7 19 
63 4-4 40 1 . 6 18 62 
i64 
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ACE 
Score 
81 
80 
79 
78 
77 
76 
75 
74 
73 
72 
71 
70 
69 
68 
67 
66 
65 
64 
63 
62 
61 
60 
59 
58 
57 
TABLE IX 
PREDICTED GRJ1DE POINT P~TIO STANDARD SCORES 
FROM CORRESPONDING ACE STA.ND.ARD SCORES 
Grade Pt. ACE Grade Ft. ACE Gra de Pt . 
Ratio Score Ratio Score R tio 
59 56 52 31 44 
59 55 52 30 44 
59 54 51 29 44 
58 53 51 28 43 
58 52 51 27 43 
58 51 50 26 43 
58 50 50 25 43 
57 49 50 24 42 
57 48 49 23 42 
57 47 49 22 42 
56 46 49 21 41 
56 45 49 20 41 
56 44 48 19 41 
55 43 48 18 40 
55 42 48 17 40 
55 41 47 16 40 
55 40 47 15 40 
54 39 47 14 39 
54 38 46 13 39 
54 37 46 12 39 
53 36 46 11 38 
53 35 46 10 38 
53 34 45 9 38 
52 33 45 8 37 
52 32 45 7 37 
!J 
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TABLE .X:V 
TAB ~ OF STAN~ RD SCORES FOR 
OND ING 1W TOTA SCORES ON 
" lJ E LUA ON OF STUDENT OP NI O JS " 
Raw t andard Raw St andard Raw St andard Raw 
Scores cores Scor es Scor es Scor es cor es Scores 
61 76 40 67 19 58 -2 
60 76 39 67 18 58 - 3 
59 75 38 66 17 57 -4 
58 75 37 66 16 57 - 5 
57 74 36 65 5 57 -6 
56 74 35 65 14 56 - 7 
55 73 34 65 13 56 - 8 
54 73 33 64 12 55 - 9 
53 73 32 64 11 55 - 10 
52 72 31 63 10 54 -11 
51 72 30 63 9 54 - 12 
50 71 29 6 8 54 -13 
49 7 8 62 7 53 -14 
48 71 27 62 6 53 -15 
47 70 6 61 5 53 -16 
46 70 5 6 4 5 - 17 
45 69 4 60 3 52 -18 
44 69 23 60 2 51 - 19 
43 68 22 60 1 51 - 20 
42 68 1 59 0 50 - 21 
4 68 20 59 -1 50 -22 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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St andard 
Sc r es 
49 
49 
49 
48 
48 
47 
47 
46 
46 
46 
45 
45 
44 
44 
43 
43 
43 
42 
42 
4 
41 
Raw 
cores 
-23 
-24 
-25 
-26 
-27 
- 28 
-29 
- 30 
- 31 
-3 2 
-33 
- 34 
- 35 
- 36 
-37 
- 38 
- 39 
-40 
- 41 
-42 
-43 
TABLE XV {continued) 
CONVERSI ON TABLE OF ST~~A SCORES FOR 
CORRESPO ING R TOT L ORE ON 
" EVA DATION OF STUDEJ:ITT OPI NI ONS" 
St and ard Raw t and ard Raw t and Ard Raw 
Scores cores Scores Scor es Scor es Scores 
41 -44 32 - 65 22 -86 
40 -45 31 - 66 22 - 87 
40 -46 31 - 67 22 .;.88 
39 -47 30 -68 21 - 89 
39 -48 30 -69 21 - 90 
38 
-4-9 30 - 70 21 - 91 
38 -50 29 - 71 20 - 92 
38 -51 9 - 72 20 -93 
37 - 52 28 - 73 19 - 94 
37 - 53 28 -74 19 - 95 
36 - 54 27 - 75 18 -96 
36 -55 27 - 76 18 -97 
35 - 56 6 -77 17 - 98 
35 -57 26 -78 17 -99 
35 -58 26 - 79 16 -100 
34 - 59 25 - 80 16 -101 
34 -60 25 - 81 16 -102 
33 -61 24 - 82 15 -103 
33 -62 24 - 83 15 -104 
32 - 63 23 - 84 14 -105 
32 -64 23 -85 14 
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TABLE XVII 
C01~ER, ION TABLE OF T~ARD SCORES FOR 
CORRE POI'iJDING R ,. W SC RE OF PART B , 
'' A Tf:\TA .UATION OF STUDENT OPINIONS" 
St andar d Raw St andard Raw Standard 
Scores Scor es Scores Scor es Scor es 
85 12 58 - 14 33 
84 57 - 5 3 
83 10 56 - 6 31 
82 9 55 - 17 30 
81 8 54 - 18 
-9 80 7 53 -19 8 
79 6 52 -20 27 
78 5 51 -21 6 
77 4 50 - 22 25 
76 3 49 -23 24 
75 2 48 -24 3 
74 1 47 -25 22 
73 0 46 -26 2 . 
7 -1 45 - 27 20 
71 -2 44 -28 9 
70 - 3 43 - 29 18 
69 -4 L1-2 -30 7 
68 
- 5 41 -31 6 
67 -6 40 - 32 15 
66 - 7 39 - 33 14 
65 -8 39 -34 3 
64 -9 38 -35 12 
63 -10 37 - 36 
62 - 1 36 -37 0 
61 -12 35 - 38 9 
60 
- 13 34 -39 8 
59 
II 
168 
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11 
R w 
Scores 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
-3 
-4 
-5 
-6 
- 7 
-8 
- 9 
- 10 
TABLE XVIII 
CO NERS ON T \ · 1~ OF STAND ARD 'CORES FOR 
COR I.:S20N' )IEG ILF: S OR::LS Ol 
". -:--::: ~uJu 4TIO ,T o_ s Tu ~N o 
"t and r d Raw 
Scor es Scor es 
74 -11 
72 -12 
0 - 13 
68 -14 
66 -15 
64 - 6 
62 -17 
60 - 8 
58 - 9 
56 -20 
55 -21 
53 - 22 
51 ~ 23 
49 -24 
47 - 25 
45 -26 
43 -27 
-28 
- 29 
' 0 'J ..... " 
St andard 
Scores 
41 
39 
37 
35 
33 
31 
29 
25 
23 
1 
19 
17 
15 
13 
11 
10 
8 
6 
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Variable I 
Variable II 
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! Score Freq, Sub, Per 
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APPENDIX B 
In the columns a.t the right I will indicate how much I agree or dis-
agree with each ptatement, ahd also ho1,7 much, in ray opinion, my 
friends (f) and my parents (p) agree or disogree with the statements. 
AGREE DISAGREE 
STRONG AGREENENT IS .INDICATED BY 3 0 
MILD AGREEHENT IS IIJDICATED BY 
q,TRONG DISAGHEEMENT IS INDICATED BY 
MILD DISAGREEtiENT IS INDICATED BY 
2 
0 
1 
1 
3 
2 
,..__ 
B 8 sure cthat every an s~ver ts one of the above comblnat=.ons. There is 
1~,) such thing as a· right or 1,.,rrong B:ns\ver in this opinion measurement. 
P.n. honest opinlon is the best ans~ver, no matter·'whether it sho~o~rs 
s.greement,.or disagn.eement, . 
-. 
AGREE DISAGREE 
}~xn.mple .' 
A. Students should go to school ten months 
-- out of the year. 
(I) I 2 ,-- 1 
(friends) f 0 3 
---------+-------By this answer I show that I agree 
somewhat, my friends strongly dis-
ag~ee u~d my parents strongly agree. 
(parents) n 3 0 
----------1 
1. College ed;:teation is the best way to pre- I. 
pare >fCJ. .. one 1 s life t~rork. -1---- ------i 
2. 
3. 
• I 
People who had the best marks in high school 
t:md -,college are the most successful in their 
life"s job. 
·. 
Schools of today do a good job ·of preparing : 
a student for college. 
4. Stuc:ents \1Tho have definitely decided about 
their life's work are much better off than 
those who haven't yet made up their minds. 
5. Students 't-vho get good m.?rks are us"ally the 
ones who know how to get along well with 
the teachers. 
6. Difficult mental work, such as stud~ing 
hard is 8 s tiring as physical iv'Ol ... k. 
7. P~bple don't seem to admire students who 
get superior grades as much as they do 
+;he students who do well in other things. 
f 
--~----1·----
p 
Si!!:f==-·!==---.:.: -·=-::::I ~J&------~1 
=:='_-=- 1 
- ~----t--,.---
f · 
-1-----1-----l 
p 
I 
f 
p 
---- =- ======-==~-
I 
f 
--------1----·-
p 
I 
f 
p 
-
I 
--~----+------~ 
_!_ _____ I 
P I 
- -!=======- -======·.:-_! 
- PLEASE SEE REVERSE SIDE OF SHEET -
~. 
.' .. :·~ 
. (· · · 
People don 1 t seem ·to admire as much as th~y. 
should the students· who get superior :grades I 
.f 
p 
~ -
9. The ~ime t~k~n by jobs outside of ·school ··or I 
by ;:;chool activit ll? s ou tsid·e of .the classroom f 
is bne of the main reasons students don't get 
·'Pet·ter grades·. · P 
- -.. __ ":" __ . .. : ~· 
~~ r · 
... ..' , \1e .are more likely to ,learn outside of school I 
(o~ colle~e) the things we really need to 
know. · f 
p 
11. It gives one a feeling of victory to get t 
ciarks which are near the top of the class. 
.· 
., 
·12. It gives one an uneasy feeling not to do I 
as we-ll a.s most every one else does on a 
test or term mark. f 
~ p 
I 13. Pa:nents often sceru to be more anxious e.'oout I 
a student's marks than the stud~nt himseaf 
f 
p 
14. Until an c::.s s igned th·eme or other home ~vork I 
is done, the thought of it constantly keeps _ 
popping into one 1 s head. f 
p 
15. Superior brains and intellige~ce make col- I 
lege (or school) a lot easier. 
~ --- --~ 
16. The real bright students don 1 t have to work 
as hard as ordinary students in order to 
get ,good ma.rks. 
f 
p 
I 
f 
p 
17. Marking on the curve is usually better for I 
the teachers than it is for the students. 
f 
p 
.._...... .. 
AGRSE DISAGREE 
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18. Schools would probabl~ do a much better job of 
educating if t~ey paid less attention to marks. 
19. Most any student who is reasonably bright and 
studies hard is able to make the scholarship 
f honor roll. 
.. 
20. Collega freshmen who haven't yet chosen their 
life 1 s work are usually trying pretty hard to 
decide on something. 
I 
-f 
-
p 
---~-
I 
- ·· 
f 
- -p 
- -
I 
f 
- -
p 
--·--
I 21. The n cP.d of always making very high grade$ in 
order ~c keep a scholarship would take much of 
the enjoyment out of college. 
- -
22. Since fr ecvnen kno\,r so little about college sub 
jeqts it 1 s saf er to follow the advice of someon 
ol&er :n :..:;il.Jos i ng courses. 
.. 
23. Nea-rly every student ha s a.t least one subject 
he can't do well no matter how hard he tries. 
·J •• 
24 • . .School work \vould be more valuable if students 
had more fr eedom in electins t~eir cours es. 
·"' •. f 
' 
-
p 
-
- I 
e--
f 
--
p 
-
-
I 
--
f 
-----p 
--·-
I 
- ·--
f 
--
p 
AGREE DISAGREE 
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- ~~ 
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-
-
-
I 
-
·- · 
. =-----==-=:::..: 1----. .:. 
25. It takes more na ture.l ability to be por)ula.r 
than it doe~ to get high grades in all your 
cour·ses. 
-i_ . .. , 
26. In term~ of practical value, much of the time 
and effort put into school studies is not worth 
the trouble 
2?. Success in life is not particularly depen-
dent on going to school. 
--
f 
--
p 
- -
- -
I 
--
~ 
- -
I 
~ 
f 
- ··· 
p 
--
-
I 28. A good 11 libera.l arts" background is a. better 
preparation for a career than subjects (like 
typing) which lead directly to a job. - f 
-
p 
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29. Doing an assignment l1fi tl::f otbE?r members of a 
group i,s · more beneficial than doing it alone. 
I 
f 
p 
, AGREE DISAGREE~ 
----1-----1 
- -==- -======::t 
30. Doing well in school work requires a different I 
makeup tl1,an in other kinds of work. --r----+----1 
31~ Yo~ get more out of a subject by talking it 
'over wftn other students than by reading about 
it ~n a text book. 
32. Education is important because it prepares us 
for living with - the ~~st kind of people~ 
f 
p 
-
I 
f 
----
p 
l 
-
f 
., 
....... 
.. 
I 
I 
t 
.. I ' 
.-
j 
' 
-I -
' p 
33. Dislike for its teacher is the main reason 
~tudents don't like a particular subject. 
; 
:.~ 
- · ~ -I --f I 
- · I p 
-
I 34. One indication of the wasteful, duplication 
of- effort in school subjects is the appearance 
of ~he same ideas and thoughts in several ~ 
cottrses. 
---~----·------~ 
·. 
-35. Many good .. students are unfairly handicapped 
because they don't do well on written, essay 
;type tests. 
. f 
--·t----1----
p 
-F==~I-=== 
I 
f 
---11----~-------
-~- - ·f=:. ===!-====-· 
36. The resul :·~ s of examinations often don't give I I 
a fair picture of how much a student really -- r---- ----
kn0\18. . f ! 
0? .. Go or'!. etud ::;nts ust:.al:L~· don 1 t like to admit that 
they do mkch studying. 
----
-·~ .--.·--: 
33. Studcn ts who cor:et a t!1:'ly got higtJ.est grades 
usually dorr1-t me-a:sur-c- u~-a s "'111e;h socnrlly. 
39. Students who read fast and learn lessons 
quickly remember as ~ie .ll a.s those who are slo't>r 
workers. 
40. It is important to get at least average· grades, 
but the value of higher marks 1s much exag-
gerated. 
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Indicate how much you agree or disagree with the statements by 
circling the M if you much agree, the S if you agree some, the L 
if you agree a little, and the N if you agree not at all. Answer 
every eta tement. Give your· frank · and. hone s·t opinion. 
1. M S L Nl 
·. ) .. : :·.: : 
My success ·in life will very much depend on. my doing 
2. M 
3. M S 
I 
S L Nl 
' 
well · in ··. college. · : ... _, 
I want good grades because I feel that they have a 
definite connection with success in one'~ ·~ife. 
L N' II feel that I have had a good ~cholast~c preparation 
1 college. - ~-
for 
4. H S L.N 1I have defi-nitely decided on what I'm going to do after 
1 college. 
5. lv'I s!;. N II would proba~ly g.et better .marks· if I were on better 
jterms with my teachers. 
6. H s 
7. M s 
8. M. S 
9. M s 
. , 
10. M s 
11. . . M S 
L N 
L N 
L N 
. 
L~ N 
L N 
L N 
~ 
I I can work .harQ.er and. longer at mente.l tasks (studying) 
1 than at physical labor. 
"" II usually plan fn advance f'or specifi~ times in which 
~o study my assignments • 
. , I admir•e the top scholars a.s much or me>~e than the lea-
jders in.other school activities. 
I I don't think the time I s ~end on extra curricula ac-
l -c1_vities ~r outside tiiJ'ork handicaps my gre..des • 
I J have .learned more of ~eal importa.nce outside of school 
t:l.an inside. 
I 
1 I don 1 t get much thrill out of getting one of the high€st 
marks in the class. 
J 
12. M s ~ ~ N 1 It wouldn't bother me much if I should get· one of the 
I lower term or test marks in the class. 
13. M S L N I My parents are not particularly· distresse.d if I don't 
1 get high grades. 
14. M S L N 1 I find that I often ha.vG to forego things I would like 
I to do because of my school ~l'lork. 
15. M S L N 1 I don't think a superior student has to have superior 
brains or intelligence. 
I 
16. M S L N 1 I study pretty well to get the marks I'm now receiving 
17. lvl S .L N I I don't like the 11 marking on the scale" system. 
18. M S L N 1 I think education is right in the important emphasis it 
· I puts on grades. 
I 
19. M S L N j My marks ~rrould probably suffer if I didn 1 t do a lot 
of studying just before the tests. 
I 
20 M S L N 1 I haven 1 t yet really thought about ~IIJ'hat I 1m going to do 
after college. 
I 
21 M S L N I t,ould like to try for the kind of scholarship that 
la.epends on keeping above a. certain gra.de level. 
I 
22. lvl S L N I In choosing my college courses, I found the catalogue 
description difficult to understand, (omit if question 
1 doesn't apply). 
I 23. M S L N I I find that there aren't any subjects I can't do well 
if I try hard at them. 
i 
24. lv'I S L N I I would much :>refer a broPder choice of subjects than 
the ones to which I'm now limited. 
25. M S L N 1 Although I read and study lessons very slowly, I remem-
1 ber- what I learn -· for a long time. 
1 
I 
26. M S L N 1 I . am as interested i.n my courses as in any of the other 
1 activ1ties in school life. 
27. M S L N 1 I think a. college education is almost a .necessity to-
1 day, for any real chance of success. 
28. "'M S L N I Practical subjects (typing, mechanics, etc.) are of 
1 more value to me than the academic ones, such as 
1 English and languages. 
29. M S L. N I I get as much out of studying a.n assignment by myself, ' 
as from discussing it with a group 'of students. 
30. M S L N 1 I can learn _ my lessons well enough but have difficulty 
putting Nhat I learn into practice. 
31. M S L N I I get more goad studying done out of school, than 
dur~ng the regular school ~ay. · 
32~. M S L N: Text books-would be more interesting .. ·"if the graphs, 
tables, and charts were omitted. ' 
' 33. M S L N 1 The interest of a course depends entirely on the 
teacher. :. --:. 
34, 
35. 
36. 
37. 
I 
M ~ L Nl I find that the same ideas keep coming up in different 
I courses. 
· 1 
I 
M S L N I My class standing would be much higher on an objective (true-false) type of exam than on the written essay 
type. I 
I M~ S L N 1 My marks are usually pulled do'm more· than they should 
1
be by tests at the end of the course. 
M. S L N I I often won 1 t admit to my friencts that I study as 
much as I do. 
I 
INSTRUCTIONS: Answer the follovving i terns according to your own per -
eonal opinion. ~ate the possible answers from 1 to 4 in order of 
your preference by placing: · 
1 beside the answer you prefer the most 
2 beside the next best answer 
3 beside the third best 
4 beside the least accurate amwer. 
To me, the main value of college is the 
preparatio~ it gives for: 
Success in school or college depends on: 
In going to college, I am moit concerned 
with: 
My teacher~ are poorest at: 
training your mind 
;· getting a job - ~, 
successful living 
-hap:IJY marriage 
_memory 
_planning 
- intelligence 
_teaching 
' preparing for my job 
~making contacts 
_getting good marks 
_ develop'ing knovJledge 
seeing the student's 
_ vier,rpoint. 
giving helpful criti-
__ cisms 
explaining new topics 
.=making me wa.nt to work 
• 
[ can usuallj study better: in a small group studying 
_together 
The reasdi for my not getting higher r 
srades is: 
I prefer most to be marked on the basis 
of: 
_in supervi.sed s tuc1y hall 
__ by myself 
___ in the library 
_inadequate IQ 
__ weak school background 
_poor reading 
___ outside activities 
objective (true-false) 
tests 
---the scale (or curve) 
--subjective (written exams) 
-teacher's opinion 
At the moment I would most prefer to be: ____ very popular 
on the dean's list 
-married 
----out making a living 
- PLEASE SEE REVERSE SIDE OF SHEET -
·• A 
: -~ . 
INSTRUCTIONS: In the fol.lowing i terns check only one of the several 
possible ansv-rers. Check .0 the one ·\vhich most accurately applies 
to you. 
In relation to future success in one's job 
I think that getting good grades is: 
T he kind of course I like. the least is: 
~ . , 
The kind of course I li~e the least it: 
The ki,nc~ of course I like the 1 east is~ 
The cours·es I least lH~.e would be inclu-
ded under: 
• 
I would find it moRt difficult to: 
of highest importance 
--important . .._ 
--not especially im-
--portant 
languages 
-sciences 
social studies 
math .. 
=languages 
__ his~ory 
art or music 
so·c1~l ~ tudies 
=~angtJ.ages 
commercial end trade 
--languages 
--economics 
translate something 
into English 
solve a problem 
- uncler-stand the 
--v-rorkings of a ·machine 
I .would be least· interested in a book ~bout: biology 
--his·tory 
I think scholastic achievement is 
empha~i~ed: . . ~ · 
--French 
far too much 
--about right 
=·not·, enough 
I 
• 
In the space provided, check ('/") those statements l"thich ap-
ply to you and which might represent a ha.ndicap to your scholastic 
achievement 
lack of interest in school __ ,_;:: 
----~poor preparation in high school 
_____ headaches from studying 
---=little, admiration for the teacher of a course 
_ podr memory 
- subj eots impra ctical - too much theory 
can't concentrate 
- -
read too slowly 
_ cou~d be~ter spend my time elsewhere than in school 
__ no:t ta~ing ps rt enough in class discussions 
_ out'side interests interfere vli th studying 
__ doubt slightly ~vhether or not I really v;ant to go to college 
__ .not intereeted in just getting good marks. 
don't know what I want to do 
get n~rvous on exam~. 
- · -
_don 1 t ._see 11 eye to eye 11 with the teachers 
_eyes get tired vihen reading 
not enough time for studying 
___ written or essay t yp e exams 
_not enough connection bet1.•reen school subjects and life 
__ parents not interested enough in my school 1rJork 
--
loss of time from colds and sore throats 
__ don 1 t organize \11i ork carefully 
____ home conditions 
_ ___ serious problems outside of school 
~orry about exams 
_t'lould rather be out making a living 
::;u: parents too concerned 1•11 , Jr.Y p.cagress 
____ not popular enough 
_la.ck of confidence 
___problems concerning my relationship with men 
·- -· 
. . .· ~: .. ·~ ·· 
..... ,,· .. 
·. ,. ·. 
··'"·"< .~ ••·. 
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MEASUREKENT OF STUDENT OPINIONS. 
. 
Preliminary form 
:..~ 
• NAME 
------------------
SCHOOL __________ _ 
DATE~·-------------
·. 
I 
I 
AN EV AL·UA TION OF STUDENT 
OPINIONS 
(PRELIMINARY FORM) 
BY 
EVERETT M. WOODMAN 
-
BpSTON UNIVERSITY 
.. 
' 
IMPOR~TANT NOTICE: Make no marks on this booklet. Use only the accompanying 
answer sheet for recording necessary information and answering questions. Do not write 
• in this booklet. 
All rights reserved. This foltler is not to be reproducetl in a11y form without pe,-,nissioll oftbe autbor. 
; Part A 
On the answ.er sheet I am to indicate my reaction to all of the following 46 statements . Each statement 
has three parts. The letter .l stands for how I feel about the statement, f stands for how my friends 
feel (to the best of my knowledge)-and p for how my parents feel (to the best of my knowledge) . Using 
the special pencil, make a solid black ·mark in one of the five answer spaces. A mark under number 5 
indicates strong agreement, under 4 shows some agreement, under 3 shows a neutral feeling, under 2 
indicates disagreement and under 1 shows strong disagreement. 
When not "sur~ of the way friends or parents feel about an item, simply fill in the closest probable an- -~ 
swer Answer every item and remember that there is no such thing as a right or wrong answer in this 
opinion measurement. An honest opinion is the best answer, whether it shows agreement or disagree-
- ~-
ment. 
Part A 
&xa~ple: 
', Students should go to school ten months out of the year. 
' (Notice how the example on the answer sheet ·shows that I agree somewhat, 
my friends strongly disagree and my parents strongly agree .) 
- -
Begin here: 
1. College education is the best way to pre{5are 
for one's life work. 
2 .. PeopJe who had the best marks in high school 
and cqllege are the most successful in their 
life•s work. 
3. Schools ~of today do a good job of preparing a 
student for college. 
4. Students who have definitely decided about 
their life•~ work are much better off than 
those who.haven•t yet made up their minds. 
5. The main ·criticism of teachers is that they 
fail to see- the student 1S point of view. 
6. Difficult mental work, such as studying hard, 
is as tiring as physical work. 
7 People don •t seem to admire students who 
get superior grades as much as they do the 
students who do well in other things. 
8. The students who get good grades are the ones 
who know most about the subject. 
9. The time taken by jobs outside of school, or 
school activities outside the classroom, is 
___.____ __ 
"' 
one of the main rea;,ons students don •t get 
• better grades. 
' 10. We are more like];1:to learn outside of school 
(or college) the thing·s-we really need to know 
11. The social aspects of college life are really 
more important than the grades one receives. 
12. Attitudes are the most important factors in 
school work. 
13. A student does better when his parents are 
concerned with his grades. 
14. Until an assigned theme or other home work 
is done, the thought of it constantly keeps 
popping into one•s head. 
15. Superior brains and intelligence make college 
a lot easier 
16. Success in college depends more on perse-
verance than on intelligence. 
17. Marking on the curve is usually better for 
the teachers than for the students. 

---E.art B 
\\ 
On part B of the answer sheet indicate how much you agree or disagree with the statements by filling in 
the space under M if you much agree, under S if you agree some, under L if you agree a little and under 
N if you agree not at all. 
Answer every statement. Give your frank and honest Opinion. 
1. My success in life will very much depend on 16. I study pretty hard to get the marks Itm now 
my-doipg well in college. receiving. 
2. I want good grades because I feel that they 17. I am handicapped by being a slow reader. 
have a, definite connection with success in 
.._ 
life. 18. I find I can't d? well in some subjects be-
cause the subject matter is so dull. 
3. I ~eel that I have had a good scholastic prep-
aratio~ for college. 19. My marks would probably suffer if I didn't 
' do a lot of studying just before exams. 
4. I have definitely decided on what Itm going 
to do after college. 20. I haven tt yet really thought about what I'm 
going to do after college. 
5. I would probably get better grades if I 
changed my attitudes toward teachers. 21. I would like t~ try for the kind of scholar-
ship that depen~~.on keeping above a certain 
6. I can work harder and longer at mental grade level. l 
' 
tasks (studying) than at physical labor. .:..~ 
22. I often feel that college courses require an 
7 I hesitate to cut classes for fear of miss- unreasonable amount of time for preparation. 
ing something ·important. 
' 23. I feel I may have chosen the wrong courses. 
8. I admire the top scholars as much or more 
than the ~aders in other school activities. 24. I would prefer a broader choice of subjects 
than the ones to which I am now limited. 
9. I don't :think the time I spend on extra cur-
ricula...activities or outside work handicaps 25. Although I read and study lessons very slow-
my grades. ly, I remember what I learn for a long time. 
10. I am :always able to find something valuable 26. I don't have time enough for study outside of 
in every course I take. class hours. 
11. I think scholastic achievement is emphasized 27. I think a college education is almost a neces-
too much. sity today, for any real chance of success. 
12. I am often afraid the instructor will call on 28. I enjoy the practical type of course more than 
me when I 1m unprepared. the theoretical text book subject. 
29. I get as much out of studying an assignment 
13. My parents would be very upset if I got low by myself as from discussing it with a group 
grades in college. of students. 
14. I fi:nd that I often have to forego things I 30. I often feel that teachers make courses more 
would like to do because of my school work. difficult than necessary 
15. I don't think a superior student has to have 31. I have a feeling my background is not ade-
superior brains or intelligence. quate for the courses I am taking. 
·..._ 
.___ 
32. I never do well in a course when I don't 
like the teacher. 
33. The interest of a course depends entire-
ly on the teacher. 
34. I find tJtat many teachers are not enough 
concerned <with the individual pupiL 
35, My class standing would be much higher 
on an objective (true -false) type of exam 
than on the; written essay type, 
36 •• My marks are usually pulled down more 
than they';should be by tests at the end of 
the course. 
37 I often won't admit to my friends -that.l 
study as much as I do. 
• I 
·. 
38, To be honest, I need considerable prodding 
to make me study 
39. I like sciences, such as biology and chem-
istry 
40. I like English as well or better than any other 
subject, 
41, I find languages to be the most difficult 
courses in a curriculum. 
42. I would do better in school if it were not for 
more serious personal problems outside. 
43. I feel that this college is just right for 
me. 
Part C (Personal Check List) 
110n the answer sheet under Part C fill in the answer space for those statements which apply to you and 
which might represent ~ handicap to your scholastic achtevement. Only fill in beside those statements 
which apply to you personally ·Leave the rest blank. 
\\ 
1. Lack of interest in school 16. Eyes get tired when reading 
2. Poor preparation in high school 17 Not enough time for studying 
.. 
3. Headaches from studying 18. Trouble with written or essay type exams 
4. Little admiration for the teacher of a course 19. Not enough connection betwee:t school 
subjects and life - ~-5. Poor ·memory 
6. Subjects impractical - too much theory 20. Parents not interested enough in my 
school work 
7 C:tn •t .concentrate 21. Loss of time from colds and sore throats 
8. Read too slowly 22 . Can •t organize work carefully 
9. Cquld better spend time elsewhere than in 23. Home conditions upsetting 
school 
10. Outside interests interfere with studying 24 . Serious problems outside of school _., 
/ 
11 Doubt slightly the desirability of going to 25. Poor attitude tow.ard school work in general 
college 26. Would rather be qut making a living 
12. Not interested in good marks 27 Parents too con~rned with progress 
13. Untertain as to future plans 28. Not popular enough 
14. Get netvous on exams 29. Lack of confidence 
., 
15. Don •t see "eye to eye" with teachers 30. Problems concerning 1 ~lationships with men. 
.. 
(Read all three instructions below before answering Part D) 
1. On Part D of the answer sheet rate five of your classmates on the same 30 items of the Personal 
Check List you have just examined under Part C. 
2. As before, mark the answer space beside the number of only those statements which you think rep-
resent a handicap to the particular student you are rating. Leave all other spaces blank. First rate 
student No. I all the way through the check list. Then rate student No. II and so on. 
3. Be sure to print the actual names of the five freshmen according to the instructions on the answer 
sheet under Part D. 
"MEASUREMENT OF STUDENT OP INIONS" 
Interpretation of value of the items. 
1. In the first group of items (IFP) twenty-one 
discriminated between the criterion group at or better 
than the 5 per cent level of confidence, i ncluding items 
number: 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, 
25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31, 35, 40. 
2. In the second group of items {MSLN) fifteen items 
discriminated between the criterion groups at or better 
than the 5 per cent level of confidence, including items 
number: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 14, 15, 16, 20, 23, 27, 29, 
33' 36. 
3. The following items of the first form (IF?) showed 
differences not revealed by corresponding items on the 
sec ond form (MSLN): 7, 10, 17, 18, 19, 22, 24, 25, 26, 
30, 40. 
4. The following items of the second form (MSLN) · 
showed differences not revealed by the first form ( IFP): 
1, 2, 9, 16, 23, 33, 36. 
5. In the following items both for.ms showed adequate 
differences : 3, 4, 6, 14, 15, 20, 27, 29, 36. 
6. In the following items neither form showed 
adequate differences: 5, 8, 11, 12, 13, 21, 32, 34. 
II 
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General Instructions 
This examination is different from the ordinary !it hool examinations to which you have been accustomed. 
The plan for each of these tests is as follows. First, you are given cletailecl instructions about the test, so that 
you know just what you are expected to do. Then you have some pmctice problems. Then you go to the test 
proper. This is the procedure for each of the six tests in this examination. The total examination requires 
an hour. 
The six tests in this examination represent a yariety of tasks. Three of them involve thinking of a 
quantitative sort, while the other three require more linguistic ability . If you find one test hard, do not be dis-
couraged ; you may find the next test easier. Nevertheless you should do your best on all the tests. 
People differ markedly in the speed with which they can do these different tests. The tests are ·long 
enough to keep everyone busy for the whole time, and you are not expected to complete the tests in the time 
allowed. By noting bow many questions you can answer in a certain length of time, we can determine your 
speed on each kind of test. You must begin to work on a test promptly when the examiner calls the starting 
time and stop immediately when he says "Stop." Do not begin a test until the examiner gives the starting sig-
nal for that particular test . Do not turn back to a test after the time for it has expired. You are to work on 
each test during, and only during. the specified time as announced by the examiner in charge. 
You are to re<::ord your answers on a separate answer sheet rather than on the pages of the test booklet. 
Instead of writing clown your answers, you will record each answer by blackening the space between a pair of 
lines. Do not make any marks o1· record any ansu•e1·s on the pages of this test booklet. 
Your answer sheet will be scored accurately if you observe carefully the following directions: 
1. On the answer sheet, find the section which corresponds to the practice problems or to the test proper 
on which you are working. 
2. Then find the row of answer spaces which is numbered the same as the question you are answering. 
3. Then find the pair of dotted lines which corresponds to the answer you choose and blacken the space. 
:.\ifiSPLACED ANS\VERS ARE COUNTED AS \VRONG ANS\VERS. 
4. Indicate each answer with SOLID BLACK PENCIL MARKS drawn vertically between the two 
clotted lines. Solid black marks are made by going over each mark two or three times and by pressing firmly 
on the pencil. 
5. Make your marks as long as the dotted lines. 
6. If you change your a11swer, erase your first mark completely. 
7. I\·'lake no unn ecessary marks in or around the dotted lines. 
8. Keep your answer sheet on a hard surface while marking your answers . 
9. Make no folds or creases in the answer sheet. 
10. No scratch paper is allowed for any of these tests. The answer sheet contains a special section which 
may be used for scribbling. 
11. Fold the pages of your test booklet back so that only one page is visible. Place the test booklet to 
the left. Keep the answer sheet under the test booklet so that the answer spaces being marked are as close as 
possible to the questions being answered. 
(Omit the next paragraph unless the tests are to be machine-scored.) 
The examination will be scored by an electric test-scoring machine, which makes use of the fact that a 
solid black pencil mark will carry a current of electricity in the same way that a copper wire does. LIGHT 
PENCIL MARKS MADE \VITH A HARD PENCIL WILL NOT CARRY A CURRENT OF ELEC-
TRICITY! The machine will not give you a correct score unless you indicate your answers with solid black 
pencil marks made with the special pencil which is provided. Do not use any pencil other than the special one 
provided. The machine cannot distinguish between intended answers and stray pencil marks. If you are 
careless in erasing or if you leave unnecessary marks on or near the pairs of lines, such marks may be counted 
by the machine as wrong answers with the result that your score will be lower than it should be. 
Wait until the examiner gives the starting signal for the first set of practice problems. 
1948 Edition 
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Arithmetic · 
PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
In this test you will be given some problems in arithmetic. After each problem there are five answers, 
but only one of them is the correct answer. You are to solve each problem and blacken the space on the answer 
sheet which corresponds to the answer you think is correct. The following problem is an example: 
1. How many pencils can you buy for 50 cents at the rate of 2 for· 5 cents? 
(a) 10 (b) 20 (c) 25 (d) 100 (e) 125 
Find on the answer sheet the space label~d "ARITHMETIC, Practice Problems, Page 3." The correct 
answer to the problem is 20, which is answer (b ). 
In 'the row numbered 1, space (b) has been blackened. 
In the scco11d row, blacken the space which corresponds to the answer to the second practice problem. 
2. If James had 4 times as much 
much money has George? 
(a) $4 (b) $8 
money as George, he would have $16. How 
(c) $12 (d) $16 (e) $64 . 
You should have blackened space (a) , which corresponds to $4, the correct answer. 
Blacken the spaces corresponding to the answers to the following problems: 
3. In 5 days Harry has saved a dollar. What has his average daily saving been? 
(a) 20¢ (b) 220 ¢ (c) 25¢ (d) 30¢ (e) 40¢ 
4. John sold 4 magazines at 5 cents each. He kept 0 the money and with the 
other 0 he bought papers at 2 cents each. How many did he buy? 
(a) 3 (b) 4 (c) 5 (d) 6 (e) 10 
When the signal is given (not yet), turn the page and work more problems of the same kind. Work 
rapidly and accurately. Your rating will be the total number of correct answers. You may not be able to 
finish in the time allowed. 
Stop here. Wait for the signal. 
1948 Edition 
Find the correct answer to each problem below. Then 
blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet. 
1. Sam had 12 marbles . He found 3 more and then gave 6 to George. How 
many did Sam have left ? 
(a) 3 (b) 6 (c) 9 (d) 12 (e) 15 
2. If 30 tons of coal cost $21, what will 7 0 tons cost? 
(a) $9.80 (b) $42 (c) $45 (d) $75 (e) $98 
3. A has $320, 'B has 0 as much as A, ancl C has 0 as much as A and B 
together. How much have all together? 
(a) $400 (b) $480 (c) $500 (d) $520 ( e) $600 
4. Lemons sell . at 3 for 10 cents. How much will 10 dozens cost? 
(a) 30¢ (b) 40¢ (c) 45¢ (d) 50¢ (e) 60¢ 
5. A quarter ounce of gold is worth $4. How many ounces does $48 worth 
of gold weigh? ,. 
(a) 2 Jb) 3 .(c) 4 (d) 8 (e) 16 
6. In copy work :a typist's average time per page is 3 0 minutes. How 
many pages cai1 she copy in 49 minutes?. 
(a) 7 ~ (b) 10 (c) 14 ~· (d) 17 (e) 21 
7. Ii it takes 8 barrels of oil at $1.35 per barrel to sprinkle 0 mile of road , 
how much will oil cost for 5 miles? 
(a) $27 (b) $54 (c) $81 (d) $90 (e) $108 
8. :Marv and Helen receive $2.00 for making buttonholes. Mary makes 42. 
Hel~n 28. How much should Mary receive? 
(a) $.80 (b) $1.00 (c) $1.20 (d) $1.40 (e) $1.60 
9. A o-rocer bouo-ht 160 boxes of berries. From the first 8 boxes examined 
he l1acl to thr~w away 1 box. At thi s rate, how many boxes will he be 
able to sell? 
(a) 20 (b) 21 (c) 120 (d) 139 (e) 140 
10. If coffee loses 20% of it s weight in roasting, how many pounds of 
"Teen coffee must be bought to produce 8 pounds when roasted? 
"' (a) 10 (b) 12 (c) 16 (d) 18 (e) 20 
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17. A man owns 73 of a boat and sells ;J!,i of his share for $750. At this rate, 
find the value of the boat. 
(a) $1,000 (b) $1 ,125 (c) $1,250 (d) $1,500 (e) $1 ,750 
12. Soldiers march 2 feet 6 inches per step and tak~ 100 steps to the minute. 
How many feet do they march in 1/ 12 of an hour? 
(a) 1,000 (b) 1,250 (c) 1,320 (d) 1,500 (e) 1.600 
13. One third of an estate went to charity, and one half of the remainder 
wen t to each of two children. If each child received $5.000. what was 
the value of the estate? 
(a) $10,000 (b) $15,000 (c) $17,500 (d) $20.000 (e) $25 ,000 
14 . A schoolroom se.o<ting 35 pupils has 3 times as many single desks as 
double desks. How many single desks are there? 
(a) 17 (b) 18 (c) 19 (d) 20 (e) 21 
15. A dealer marked goods at $.60 a yard, but he sold them at a discount of 
20% and still made a profit of 20% of the cost. \ Vhat was the cost of 
the goods per yard to the dealer? 
(a) $.25 (b) $.30 (c) $.35 (cl) $.40 (e) $:45 
7 6. A newsboy buys equal numbers of two papers. He sell s r. ;~; of one kind 
and Ys of the other. \Vhat fraction of the totitl lmmber is unsold? . 
(a) 1 h (b) 7/ 48 (c) 2 h (d) 0 (e) 13 / w 
7 7. A square plot would contain 73 square feet more if each side were 
1 foot longer. How many feet long is a side of the plot? 
(a) 32 (b) 36 (c) 40 (d) 42 (e) 44 
18. If the average depth of 3 wells is 68 feet, and no one is less than 64 
feet deep. what is the greatest possible depth in feet of one of the three? 
(a) 68 (b) 72 (c) 76 (d) 79 (e) 80 
79. Fi ve lamp posts are placed along a street 35 yards apart. How motny 
yards is the first lamp post from the last ? 
(a) 95 (b) 140 (c) 175 (d ) 420 (e) 525 
20. J ohn and Henry start walking to meet one another from places 100 
miles apart. If.John walks at the rate of 3 miles an hour. and Henry at 
the rate of 4 m1les an hour, how many hours will it be before they meet? 
(a) 10 (b) 2 (c) 20 (d) 3 (e) 30 
Stop b erc. 
--------------------------------~~ 
Completion 
PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
Look at the followin~ definition . You are to think of the word that fits the definition. 
1. A contest of speed. 
B F M p R 
The word is race. The letter R is the first. letter in the word race. In the section of the answer sheet 
labeled "COMPLETION, Practice Problems, Page 5," the space indicated by R in the first row hks been 
blackened. 
. . 
Blacken the space corresponding to th~ first letter of the word which fits the followiri.g definitio!1 : 
. ! 
,; 
• T 
2. A place or building for .a thlehc exercises . 
C D G H 
The w·ord is gym1wsiu ·m. You shoulcl have marked the space indicated by G because it is the first letter 
in the word gynmasiun1. . 
Do the following examples 1ll the same way·: 
3. The thin cutting part of an instrument, as of a knife or a sword. 
A B D H W 
4. The wife of a king. 
F N p Q v 
5. A small or portable bed, as of canvas stretched on a frame. 
C G N P T 
When the starting signal is given (not yet), turn the page and work more problems of the same kind. 
Work rapidly because your rating will be the tota:l number of correct answers. You may not be able to fin ish 
in the time allowed. 
Stop here. Wait for the signal. 
1948 Edition 
Think of the word that fits the definition. Then mark 
the first letter of that word on the answer sheet. 
1. The part of clay between noon and evening. 
A B C E F 
2. A workman who builds or repairs wooden structures. 
B C F I K 
3. The artificial watering of farm lands to supply growing crops 
with moisture. · 
A E I 0 U 
4. A box or room for keeping food cool. 
D H N Q R 
5. A child in the first period of life . 
G H I L M 
6. A close clark prison, commonly underground. 
B D E F G 
7. A fabled marine creature with a woman's body ami a fish'~ 
tail. 
G I K M 0 
8. One who enters into, or ofi(!rs himself for. any sen ·ice of hi s 
own free will. 
D J K U V 
9. An artificial channel filled with water, for navigation . 
A B C E F 
10. A recurrence. as of an illness, after improvement. 
A D L R T 
11 . An enclosed sheet of ice, usually artificial , for skating. 
B E N - R V 
12. A book or list containing the names and addresses of the in-
habitants of any place. 
B D G H Q 
13. Prolonged inability to obtain due sleep. 
G H I J K 
14. A formal relinquishment of sO\·ercign p0\ver. 
A G J p Q 
15. A short, light musical drama. 
A G I 0 u 
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16. A space entirely devoid of matter. 
L N P R v 
17. A surface decoration made by inlaying small colored pieces 
in patterns. 
K L M N 0 
18. A specified or regular course of study. 
C M N 0 T 
19. The claw of a bird of prey. 
R S T u v 
20. The lading or freight of a ship or other vessel.· 
C D E G I 
21. A substance composed of two or more nretals or a metal and 
a nonmetal. 
A F L N T 
22. A lighted coal smoldering in ashes. 
B D E H I 
23. A very steep or overhanging place, as the face of a cliff. 
A H J P S 
24. The rules of decorum. 
.. 
E F G K N 
25. An exorbitant -·rate of interest. 
E G K R u 
26. A writing mimicking the language or style of an author. 
E G L P R 
27. A judicial writ or process requiring a party to do or forbear 
some act. 
A B E I Q 
28. The act of talking to oneself. 
R S T v y 
29. The doctrine that pleasure is the sole or chief gooc( in life. 
G H I J K 
30. • The structural make-up of an organism or any of its parts. 
A D E J T 
Srop h~re. 
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Figure Analogies 
PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
Look at the figures A, B, and C in Sample 1 below. Figure A is a large circle. Figure B is a small 
ci rcle. By w·hat rule is Figure A changed to make Figure B? The rule is ''making it smaller.'' )Jo\v look at 
Figure C. It is a large square. What will it be if you change it by the same rule? It will be a small square of 
the same color as the large square. Figure 2 is a small white square. In the section of the answer sheet labeled 
" FIGURE ANALOGIES, Practice Problems. Page 7." the space numbered 2 in the fir st ro\\' has been 
blackened to indicate the correct ans\ver. 
A B c 1 2 3 4 5 
'0 0 D • 0 D 0 0 
In Sample 2 below. the rule is : ' 'Turn Figure A upside down to make Figure B." ~ow look at Figure 
C and think how it would look when turned upside clown . It would look like Figure 4. The space numbered 
4 has already been blackened on the answer sheet. 
A B c 2 3 4 5 
! T T 1 i 
In Sample 3 below. the rule has two parts : " Make Figure B of the opposite color and larger than Figure 
A." Apply the rule to Figure C and blacken the space wh ich correopnnds to the correct answer. 
A B c 1 2 3 4 5 I J • 0 • D D • 0 0 
You should have blackened the space numbered 1. which corresponds to the large white sq"uare. 
Notice that the rule changes from one example to another. You are to do four things to each exercise . 
on this page and the next. 
a. Decide what rule is used to change Figure A to Figure B. 
b. Apply thi s rule to Figure C. 
c. Select the resulting figure from the five figures at the right. 
d. Blacken the space on the answer sheet which is numbered the same as the figure you have selected. 
Proceed to the four exercises he low. marking your answe1·s on the answer sheet. 
A B c 1 2 3 4 5 
4 D + 
sffi 8 EB D% B 
CD CD CD CD CD 
70 C) D D C) D 0 0 
vVhen the starting signal is given (not yet) , turn the page and work more problems of the same kind . 
\-\' ork rapidly because your rating will be the total number of correct answers. You may not be able to finish 
in the time allowed. 
Stop here. Wait for the signal. 
1948 Ed·ition 
ln each li ne below, fi nd the rule hy which F igure A is changed to make F igure B. Apply the rule to 
Figure C. Selert the resu lti ng figure at the right and blacken the corresponding answer space. 
A B C 1 2 3 4 5 A B C 
I I + 
""' 
/X+~~ _, ,• .. :16 c 0 [ 
@00o <@ ~ w 2~~ @ ~ . 17 
. 
3 --~L @ @@@ 0 ':0 18 -a e H 
v w · ··:' 0 00 § 8 <ID CP 0 db... ~ 4 19 ~ 
5 p q TI rrrrqniJ 20 ~ D hi 
6 .l j_ D D n D 6 D 21 l!:f ~ X 
7 0 :? 8 p 00 q 0 3 22 ~ \ t. 
8 [] I E:J ~ b ~ t ~ 23 ~ ~ n 
.. (j () i " [) I II ~ 0 [i 9~ Q ' ' ' 24 
-
10 -D ~ 6. ~ -= L ~ A 25-¢- . ~ 0 .A 
II CD CI) EJ [[] D fJ [] !d 26 [p d 0 
- z .. l : • N • 4 ~ q 12 - • I 27 • • 
13 ~ ~ '} 1 f ( 1 { 2s bl 0 ~ 
14 B- B "© 8 © [) tj ~ 29 + + r 
' 0• 
• S• t• 8· 8 30 ~ ~ 0 t ... 15 
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FIGURE ANALOGIE S 
1 2 3 4 5 
) o o · c D 
~·?V~ 
~ r:!J ¢ $ tzl 
-~ @ ~ {9 Lb 
~ ~ D 0 <> 
~ X + X X 
\ l !' ~ L 
~ ~ . H R N 
ri t, ~ ~ ~ :\ 
-
$ f1J ~ ~ ~ 
[J\}. fl\\0 
~ B + ~ ,.. 
~ ~ k? ~ ~ 
-7 (--( y >-- l 
~lk1~U1l,k( 
Stop h ere. 
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Same-Opposite 
PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
• 
The · word at the left in the following line is "many." 
1. many ( 1 ) ill (2) few (3) down ( 4) sour . 
One of the four words at the right means either the same as or the oppos-ite of ''many.'' The word 
"few," which is numbered 2, is the opposite of "many." In the section of the answer sheet labeled " SAME-
. 0 PPOSITE, Practice Problems, Page 9," space number 2 in the first row has been blackened. 
: Th~ word at the. left in the ·second example is "ancient." Select the one of the four words at the right 
that . means th~ saiizc a~~ or the opposite of "ancient." In the second row on the answer sheet, blacken the space 
which cori·esponds_ to the answer you have selected. 
2. ancient ( 1) dry (2) long (3) happy ( 4) old 
You should have blackened the space numbered + because 4 corresponds to ''old .. , which means the 
same as "ancient." 
In each of the following lines select the word that means the sa1ne as or the o ppos£te of the word at the 
left. On the answer sheet. blacken the space which corresponds to the answer vou have selected. 
3. deep 
4. awkward 
5. hot 
( 1) blue 
( 1) clumsy 
( 1) dry 
( 2) shallow 
(2) loyal 
(2) cooked 
(3 ) tense 
(3) passive 
( 3) red 
(4) watery 
(4) VOUU<Y 
- b 
( t) cold 
\ Vhen the starting signal is given ( not yet), turn the page and work more problems of the same 
kind. \Vork rapidly because your rating will be the total number of !=Orrect answers. You may not be able to 
fini sh in the time allowed.· .. 
S top her e. Wait for the signal. 
1948 Edition 
J?age 10 
In each row select the word at the right which means the same as or the 
opposite of the first word in the row. Blacken the space which corresponds SAME-OPPOSITE 
to the word you have selected. 
I. dismal ( 1) ready (2) furious ( 3) strong ( 4) cheerful 26. staid ( 1) frivolous (2) open ( 3) tabular ( 4) harsh 
2. gradual ( 1 ) graceful (2) immense ( 3) corrupt ( 4) sudden 27.devout ( 1.) devoid (2) revered ( 3) impious ( 4) sorry 
3. contemptible ( 1) despicable (2) unequal ( 3) flabby ( 4) incapable 28. feasible ( 1 ) notorious (2) impracticable ( 3) irascible ( 4) timid 
-t . moderate ( 1 ) modern (2) miry ( 3) extreme ( 4) men tal 29. contentious ( 1 ) con ten ted ( 2) collateral ( 3) tenacious (-+) quarrelsome 
5. docile ( 1) stubboni ( 2) hearty ( 3 ) tactile ( 4) mere 30. autonomous ( 1) dependent (2 )".clelectahle ( 3) gracious ( 4) atroci ous 
·-
G. anonymous ( I ) reconcli tioned ( 2) destrncti ve ( 3) nameless ( 4) synonymous 31 . sagacious ( 1) intimate (2) stupid (3 ) jaunty (-+) sati rica! 
7. eminent ( I ) emergent ( 2) obscure ( 3) indecent (-+) verrnicnlate 32. erudite (I) rGtund (2 ) capable ( 3) brave (-+) learned 
8. sublime (I) liberal ( 2) straight (3) exalted (-+) brisk 33. poignant ( I) repugnant (2) immortal ( 3 ) sharp (-+) erosi 1·e 
9. eternal ( I ) momentous ( 2) enraged ( 3) vigilant (-+) temporary 34. terse ( 1) verbose (2) different ( 3) spiteful ( 4) putrid 
10. turbulent ( 1) eastern ( 2) elective ( 3) interested ( 4) peaceful 35. devious ( 1) hopeful (2) strong ( 3) deliberate ( -+) indirect 
11. envious (I) spicy ( 2) brainless ( 3) covetous ( 4) vain 36. heterogeneous ( 1) lingual ( 2) meager ( 3) uniforn~ ( 4) organic 
12. adverse (I) admirable ( 2) detailed (3) opposed (-t ) rhyming 37. obdurate (I) subtle ( 2) beneficent ( 3 ) gloomy (-+) yielding 
13. fabulous (I) stalwart (2) frequent ( 3) indelicate (-+) incredible 38. auspicious ( 1) altruistic ( 2) fatuous ( 3) favorable (-+) autistic 
14. destitute ( 1) crazy (2) needy ( 3) desperate ( 4) injured 39. salient ( 1) cowardly ( 2) prominent ( 3) practical ( 4) loose 
15 . gaudy ( 1) enraged (2) inexact ( 3) slight (4) somber -tO. sporadic ( 1) novel (2) humane ( 3) violent ( -+) occasional 
16. gaunt ( 1) haggard (2) unhappy ( 3) front ( 4) dumb -+ 1. dilatory ( 1 ) academic (2) inward ( 3) prompt ( 4) credible 
17. optional ( 1) ocular ( 2) obligatory ( 3) reasonable ( 4) raucous +2. vapid ( 1) far (2) insipid ( 3) surly (-+) devoted 
18. romantic ( 1) facial (2) subdued (3) judicial ( 4) prosaic 43 . i1iggardly ( 1) lavish (2) prejudiced ( 3) bold ( 4) precise 
19. garrulous ( 1) present ( 2) childish ( 3) talkatiYe ( 4) sound -+4. desiccant ( 1) drying (2) obedient ( .3 ) cunning (-+) frightfu l 
20. energetic ( 1) apathetic (2) balmy ( 3) criminal ( 4) heroic 45 . recalcitrant ( 1) blooming ( 2) refractory ( 3) lofty ( 4) invisible 
21. seemly ( 1) poetic ( 2) scribbled (3) local (4) fit -+6. clement ( I ) clarified (2) mock ( 3) cruel (-+) untrue 
22-. subservient ( 1) later (2) haughty (3) dainty ( 4) ·fragile -+7. acrimonious ( 1) caustic (2) criminal ( 3) causal (-+)refined 
23.callous ( 1) desperate .( 2) sensitive ( 3) calamitous( 4) hollow -+8. captious ( 1 ) melodious ( 2) stout ( 3) hypercritica l (-+) boyish 
24. decrepit ( 1) infirm (2) tanned ( 3) virtual ( 4) disloyal +9. mendacious ( I ) harmful (2) truthful ( 3) young (-+) reluctant 
25. reti cent ,, ( 1) pliable ( 2) reserved ( 3) vacuous ( 4) dumb SO. indigenous ( 1) wholesome (2 ) inclin ed (3) stubborn (-+ ) native 
S top here. 
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Number Series 
PRACTICE P ROBLEMS 
The numbers in each series below follow some rule. F or each se ries you are to fi nd the Jl ext nmn ber. 
In the first series below. each number is :2 larger than the preceding number. The next 1111111ber in the 
series would be 14. Of the fi\·e answers at the right, answer ( e) is, therefore, correct. In the section of the 
answer sheet labeled ; ' ~U:-1I3ER SERIES, Practice P roblems, P age 11," space ( e) in the fir st row has been 
blackened. 
sheet. 
S eries 
1. 2 4 6 8 10 1:2 10 
(a) 
Ne x t .V u111bcr 
11 
(b) 
12 
(c ) 
13 
(d ) 
1-1-
( e ) 
Find the rule in the series below. and blacken one of the answer spaces in the second row on the answer 
2. 20 19 18 17 16 15 10 12 
(a) · (b) 
14 
(c ) 
15 
(d ) 
16 
(e) 
Each number in thi s series is 1 less than the preceding number. You should have blackened space (c), 
which ·corresponds to 1-1-, the next number in the series. 
Find the rul e in the series below. and blacken the space on the answer sheet which corresponds to the 
r.ext number. 
3. 10 8 11 9 12 10 9 
(a ) 
10 
(b) 
11 
(c) 
12 
(d ) 
13 
(e ) 
The series above goes by alternate steps of subt racting 2 and adding 3. You should have blackened 
space (e). which corresponds to 13, .the next number. 
In each series below, find the rule and blacken the space on the answer sheet which corresponds to• the 
next number. There is a different rule fo r each series. Go right ahead. Do not wait for any signal. 
4. 8 11 14 17 20 23 10 13 23 25 26 
(a) ( b) (c) (d ) (e) 
5. 27 27 23 23 19 19 15 16 17 18 19 
(a ) (b ) (c) (d ) (e ) 
6. 16 17 19 20 22 23 18 20 22 24 25 
(a ) (b ) (c ) (d ) (e) 
\Vhen the starting signal is given (not yet) , turn the page and work more problems of . the same kind. 
Vvork rapidly because your rating will be the total number of correct answers. You may not be able to finish 
in the time allowed. 
Stop here. Wait for the signal. 
1948 E ditiou 
Find the rule in each problem below and blacken 
the space which corresponds to the next number. 
1. 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 39 40 
(a) (b) 
2. 8 8 8 7 7 7 6 5 6 
(a) (b) 
3. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 0 2 
(a) (b) 
4. 6 9 7 10 8 11 9 7 10 
(a) (b) 
5. 21 20 22 20 23 20 24 16 20 
(a) (b) 
6. 10 12 16 18 22 24 28 30 32 
(a) (b ) 
7. 8 6 4 12 10 8 16 6 10 
(a) (b) 
8. 90 82 74 66 58 so 42 32 34 
(a ) (b) 
9. 15 15 13 10 10 8 5 2 3 
(a) ( b) 
10. 6 7 5 8 9 7 10 8 9 
(a) (b) 
11. 5 7 14 16 32 34 68 70 72 
(a) (b) 
12. 72 36 40 20 24 12 16 4 8 
(a) (b) 
13. 3 4 6 9 13 18 24 29 30 
(a) (b) 
-·-- .. 
14: 5 10 7 14 11 22 19 16 20 
(a) (h) 
-· 
..• 
15. 76 38 36- 18 16 8 6 - 1 2 
(a) (b) 
- .. -· -· 
41 42 43 
(c) (d) (e) 
7 8 9 
(c) (d) (e) 
3 4 5 
(c) (d) (e) 
12 13 14 
(c) (d) (e) 
24 28 29 
(c) (d) (e) 
34 36 38 
(c) (d) (e) . 
12 14 16 
(c) (d) (e) 
36 38 40 
(c) (d) (e) 
4 5 6 
(c) (d) (e) 
10 11 13 
(c) (d) (e) 
74 76 78 
(c) (d) (e) 
12 16 20 
(c) (d) (e) 
31 32 33 
(c) (d) (e ) 
24 32 38 
(c) (d) (e) 
3 4 . 5 
(c) (d) (e) 
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NUMBER SERIES 
16. 9 10 8 24 6 7 5 3 6 15 16 20 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
17. 17 14 7 21 18 9 27 15 21 24 45 81 
. (a ) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
18. 14 16 13 17 12 18 11 15 16 17 , 18 19 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
19. 1 2 5 11 12 15 21 22 24 25 27 30 
(a ) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
20. 3 6 5 5 8 7 7 6 7 10 13 14 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
21. 8 10 12 10 12 14 12 10 12 14 16 18 
(a) (b) (c ) (d) (e) 
22. 2 3 5 5 10 11 13 13 15 16 26 28 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e ) 
23. 44 40 42 14 10 12 4 0 2 6 7 10 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
24; 24 27 9 18 21 7 14 11 17 22 28 33 
(a) (b) (c) ( d) (e) 
25. 81 27 54 18 36 12 24 4 8 21 24 4S 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e ) 
26. 7 9 12 8 3 9 16 8 9 19 23 24 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
27. 22 16 11 7 4 2 1 1 2 4 7 11 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
28. 6 42 7 12 48 16 18 6 18 20 23 24 
(~) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
29. 95 92 46 42 21 16 8 2 4 6 8 10 
(a) (b) (c) (d ) (e) 
30. 8 6 12 14 7 5 10 5 6 12 15 20 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Stop here. 
' 
' 
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Verbal Analogies 
PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
Read the following words : 
1. foot-shoe hand- (1) thumb (2) head ( 3) glove ( 4) finger ( 5) clasp 
The first two won;ls, foot-shoe, are related. The next word is hand. It can be combined wit!;· OJiW of 
the remaining words in the row so as to make a similar pair, hand-glove. In the section of the . answer sheet. 
labeled "VERBAL ANALOGIES , Practice Problems. Page 13," space number 3 in the first row has been 
blackened. 
Read the following words : 
2. father-son mother- · ( 1) aunt ( 2) sister (3) child ( 4) daughter ( 5) mece 
The first pair is father-son. The next word is ·mot!ter. It can be combined with the word daughter to 
make the similar .pair, mother-daughter . In the second row .on the answer sheet, blacken space number 4, 
which corresponds to the word daughter. 
In each row of words, the first two words form a pair. The third word can be combined with another 
word to form a similar pair. Select the word which completes the second pair. On the answer sheet, blacken 
the space which corresponds to the word you select. 
3. sky-blue grass-
4 . ice-solid water-
( 1) OTOL111cl 
"' . 
( 1) hard 
(2) sod (3) path ( 4) blue (5) green 
(2 ) fire ( 3) iron ( 4) liqui cl ( 5) boat 
In the third row on the answer sheet, you shoulc-1 have blackened space number 5, which corresponds 
to green . In the fourth row, you should have blackened space number 4, which corresponds to liquid . 
. ; . Select the answers to the following problems and blacken the corresponding spaces on the answer sheet. 
Go right ahead. Do not wait for any signal. 
5. ear-mus1c nose- ( 1 ) face (2) pt;rfume (3) breath (4 ) tone (5) nmse 
6. cloth-dye house-
' 
( 1) shade (2) paint (3) brush (4) door (5) wood 
7. green-grass yellow- ( 1 ) silver (2) color (3) golden (4) china (5) gold 
8. cattle-hay man- (1) eat (2) drink (3) water (4) life (5) bread 
When the starting signal is given (not yet), turn the page and work more problems of the same kind . 
\ i\f ork rapidly because your rating will be the total number of correct ari~wers. You may not be able to finish iti 
the time allowed. · ' 
Stop here . Wait for,- the signal. 
1948 Ed iiion 
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In each row,- select the word which completes the second pair. 
the space whkh corresponds to the word you have selected. 
Blacken VERBAL ANALOGIES 
1. field-fence picture- ( 1) beauty ( 2) frame (3) color ( 4) an ( 5) paint 
2. confusion-order war- ( 1) guns (2) peace (3) powder ( 4) thunder (5) army 
3. wolf-sheep cat- ( 1) fur (2) kitten ( 3) clog ( 4) mouse ( 5) puzzle 
4. friend-love enemy- ( 1) companion (2) ten:or ( 3) defeat ( 4) bate ( 5) depart 
5. book-author statue- ( 1) sculptor ( 2 ) marble ( 3 ) model ( 4) magazine ( 5) man 
6. telephone-hear spyglass- ( 1) shout ( 2) telegraph ( 3) distance ( 4) see ( 5) lens 
7. lightning-light thunder- ( 1) fear (2) he~r ( 3) noise ( 4) quick ( 5) cyclone 
8. ski rr-body bark- ( 1) dog (2) bite ( 3) tree (4) leaf ( 5) shin 
9. automobile-garage plane~ (1) ait- (2) subn1arine (3) aviation ( 4 ) hangar (5) land 
JO.lioncclaw rose- ( 1) pink (2) smell (3) plant (-+) thorn ( 5) bush 
71. watch-dock suitcase- ( 1) travel (2) journey ( 3) trunk (4 ). strap ( 5) redcap 
12. wharf-steamer station- ( 1) ocean (2) trip (3) train ( 4) car ( 5) horse 
13. mountain-hill river- ( 1 ) stream (2) for~st (3) ocean ( 4) lake ( 5) country 
14. belt-waist collar- ( 1) dog (2) arrow ( 3) soft ( 4) tie ( 5) neck 
15. handle-hand pedal- ( 1) shoe (2) piano (3) bicycle ( 4) foot (5) glove 
16. recognize-ignore include- ( 1) enemy ( 2) invite (3) omit ( 4) refitse ( 5) believe 
17. inch-space minute- ( 1) full ( 2) time (3) mile ( 4) measure (5) hour 
18. victory-defeat glory- (1) shame (2) retreat 
0 
( 3) defense ( 4) death ( 5) desperation 
19. historian-facts novelist- ( 1) fiction (2) dates ( 3) history ( 4) writer ( 5) book 
20. committee-chairman team- (1) member (2) referee ( 3) game ( -+ ) guard ( 5) captait1 
21. rowboat-oar a irplane- ( 1) engine (2) pilot (3) propeller ( -1-) cabin ( 5) rower 
22. food-starvation au-- ( 1) breathing ( 2) suffocation ( 3) ventilation ( 4) capacity ( 5) nourishment 
23. leg-knee arm- ( 1 ) shoulder (2) wrist . ( 3) ankle ( 4) thigh ( 5) elbow 
24. imitate-invent copy- ( 1) art (2) write ( 3) pencil ( 4) originate (5) draw 
25. crowd-man herd- ( 1) flock ( 2) solitary (3) mat1y ( 4) cow ( 5) some 
26. horse-carriage locomotive- ( 1) bus ( 2) train ( 3) tracks ( 4) depot (5) wagon 
27. disease-crisis elrama- (1) novel (2) stage (3) plot ( 4) cure ( 5) Climax 
28. quality-best quantity- ( 1) more (2) worst ( 3) least ( 4) many ( 5) most 
29. coal-weight milk- ( 1) bottle (2) height ( 3) size ( 4) volume (5) cream 
30. peninsula-continent bay- (I) Biscay (2) ocean (3) port ( 4) boat ( S) land 
31. receptacle-cup cover- ( 1) lid (2) pot (3) container ( 4) kettle (5) pan 
, 
32. riot -duel chorus- ( 1) twins (2) music (3) duet ( 4) selection ( 5.) song 
33. scratch-mutilate hint- ( 1) hurt ( 2) accuse (3) reduce ( 4) exhaust ( 5) con;ply 
34. sawdust-wood flour- (1) bread (2) grain ( 3) mill ( 4) ground (5) sand 
35. disease-sanitation accident- ( 1) doctor (2) hospital (3) bandage ( 4) cleanliness ( 5) care 
36. bird-chirp cattle- ( 1) lo\v (2) cud (3) milk ( -+) graze ( 5) ~Jorns 
37. silk-satin cotton- (I) wool ( 2) calico (3) ribbon ( 4) weave 
0 (5) dress 
38_ future~past prophecy- ( 1) prophet ( 2) prediction ( 3) history (-+) literature ( 5) .present 
39. picture-paint symphony- ( 1) orchestra (2)- compose (3) opet-a ( 4} violin ( 5-) eon duct 
40. embrace-ally assault- ( 1) friend (2) love ( 3) rival ( 4 ) country ( 5) battery 
Stop here. 
SCORING KEY RESPONSES WITH WEIGHTED 
SCORING VALUE FOR EACH RESPONSE 
Interpretation: 
The plus answer sheets represent 
responses characteristically made by 
over-achievers. The minus answer sheets 
represent characteristic responses of 
under-achievers. 
Legend 2t Scoring Weights: 
Responses within red squares 
Responses encircled i n blue 
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0 
u 
1. Fi! 
p :: 
4 4 
~ 
I :: 
2. F H 
p ;: 
5 4 
I :: 
3. F H 
: p :: 
I 
3 
I 
3 
.. ' ' 
' .$" 4 
1 :: 
.i 4 .J 
lf'f\ .. -~ 
5. F :: 
6 F :: 
p :: 
4 3 
p :: 
s 4 3 
l :: 
I 
2 
2 
p :: 
1 
I 
5 4 .3 .2 
I :: 
.. 11. F ii 
1 
.5 
I :: 
/2. F i! 
4 .J 
I 
f 4 
I :: 
13.1 !! 
, :: 
.5 4 3 
I :: 
p :: 
.5 
I :: 
15. F ii 
4 .3 
I 
.5 4 3 
I I " 
16. F I 
PI 
5 4 3 
I :: 
I 
, :: 
I 
2 
I 
2 
2 
I s 4 3 2 
I :: 
.. 18.F H 
, :: 
1 
.5 4 
I .. 
/9. F !! 
p :: 
.5 4 
I :: 
.. 20.F ii 
p :: 
f 
1 
.. 2/. F ii 
p :: 
2 
3 2 
2 
m:: 3 2 
22. 1J] .. 
s 4 3 
zJ .. 
.. 23.F H 
p :: 
1 3 .2 
24.F !! 
p :: 
1 s 4 
I :: 
25. F ii 
p :: 
f 3 2 
.. '' 
.. 26.F 1 
1 .5 4'.3 z 
I :: 
.. 27. F H 
1 
, :: 
.54.3.2 
I :: I ., 
28.F i! 
p :: 
3 2 
.. 29. F I 
1 
I 
p :: 
p :: 
.5 
I :: 
31. r !! 
3 
4 3 
.5 4 3 2 
I :: 
.. 32. rH 
1 
I 
1 
1 
p :: ~: 
I :: 
, :: 
4 3 2 
)4_ F i! 
3 2 
p 
.5 4 .3 .2 
I :: .. I .. 
p :: 
p :: 
s II 
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p :: 
I 
1 
1 
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1 
s 4 3 2 
I :: 
p :: 
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p :: 
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I :: 
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p :: 
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f 
1 
Part B 
.. 
J I I 
I 
ii2 " I 
il3 " (J) " . ii 
!.4 " 
ij; " 
! ~ " 
. ~ 
to I 
h " 
h " 
b " 
'i4 " 
.. m 
I 
I 
"<D " 
I 
·is .. 
I 
I 
., 
b(l) .. 
~~ " (1) " 
1:9 " 
~0 " 
'-1.1 " 
I 
I 
. ~ s ':.::, 2z !! I 
~5 " (I) " 
lb " 
~7 " 
28 " 
2.9 " 
$.o .. 
I I 
I 
jz ,. 
3.4 .. 
}5 .. 
k .. 
Jc, .. 
J.9 .. 
~ .. 
~I .. 
I 
~z .. - !! 
~3 .. 
I 
I 
.. [iJ 
.. [I] 
I 
II II " If .. p .... "C :: :art :: :: 
.. " .. .. " .. .. 
:in tihe !box ii belbw priNt f~e ~am~s dir 
~ tr;es~t-en :; wh~ you ~no~! w~~ I 11 
Print a name beside each numeral. 
~~~~~~~--~~~~~ 
10 01 II 10 10 10 II 01 II oO 
ll~~~~~--~-,~~~~ 
" " .. " " " " " " ::...._ 
lll~~~~~----~~~~~ 
00 tt II II 10 II " " II II 
IV~~~~~--~~~~~ 
tt II oO o. 10 tl II 10 II .. 
v tt---tt---:-t--tt----tt------tt---tt~~~ 
.. II 10 II II II II II 01 
ysi~g ~:he :fhe~k List:l r~te : ~ac:~ :: 
: hbo~e-~:am~a s~udent !in t:he : bol\Jmn~ 
!~t ~heW i g!~ t. H Rate 1~tu~en~11 Hnd~jr 
.9ol~mn .. l, i.f. tuf.i.ent ll ,, ul)1,i,er i,C,i ol !.l,mn !i I, 1! et~~ .. 
Answer Spaces DO 
i2 .. 
l1 .. 
~ .. 
~ .. 
' .. 
1~ .. 
, 
~ .. 
~0 .. 
~1 .. 
~2 .. 
~J .. 
~ .. 
1:5 I 
/6. :: 
17. !! 
18. !! 
1.9. !! 
1: 
20. ii 
21. !! 
22.!! 
21. !! 
24.!! 
25.!! 
29. !! 
Jo.jj 
·NOT· .. 0 II II 
.. " " 
.. " " 00 II 10 
COlUMN 
rrrmrvv 
I. :: .. .. .. .. 
2, :: 
3. :: 
4. :: 
5.:: 
0. :: 
7. :: 
8. :: 
ta !! 
11. H 
tz. H 
13. H 
/4 !! 
15 11 
17 H 
18 1i 
19 1i 
20 !! 
21 H 
22 H 
2S !! 
27H 
28 ii 
29 H 
Jo H 
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Part B 
.. 
! ~ .. 
!3 .. 
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ilf .. 
+ .. 
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e .. 
~ I 
l.J 
h .. 
ia I 
t4 I 
.is I 
f:t .. 
¥.s 
Ys · H 
·. 
~o I 
2/ .. 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
T f 1 
.. <D 
M s L N 
2.t I 
~5 .. 
lb .. 
h .. 
28 I 
2.9 .. 
~o I 
I 
I 
MIN 1-1 S AN.JIA.JER /C EJ' 
j, I fl f ~ Part !O n 
jz I 
~ .... 
j~(i) .. 
j, fD .. 
~ t~es~Ten l: wh9r' you ~no~! wen 1. H 
Print a name beside each numeral. 
...:._" ---'---.. _!S_ T_. U_:. _0_~---'---: N_.l T--'-n ____:. .. _ .. 
~~~~~~~--~~----~ 
II 10 II .. to II 01 II II 00 
ll~~~~~--~~~~~~ 
COLUMN 
r rr mwv 
I. :: .. .. .. .. 
2. :: 
3. :: 
4. :: 
5. :: 
j7 f T T t 01 II II 00 " II II II " :: . :;,.,_ 7. :: 
4.o 
~I <D .. 
4.z I I 
43 .. 
I 
nr __ ~~~~--~~~~~ 
.. " " " " 
IV~!!~ .. ~ ..~.~.~. --~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. 
v rr--~~----:1""""---:7"--~-:--rr---:-:--~~ 
II II II 10 " II " II II 
ys i ~g t .he .~he~k List .~ r~.te . ~ac .~ 
lkboUe-rilam~~ s~udent lj n t lhe ltol Umn~i 
lrt ~he J ig i~t. H Rate ~tu1~!1~ l l Hnd1r 
Column I, student ll :.:. ~n1.l.~r .l~.: oll.l. mn !i I, Het<ll .. .. .. 
Answer Spaces DO 
it 
it I 
~ I 
~ I 
~() 
~ I 
lV .. 
~ .. 
io I 
!t I I 
~2 .. 
~J .. 
i.4(D 
15 .. 
/6. :: 
17. jj 
20. !! 
2/. ll 
2 
2$ 
24.1 
2 
2 
28. !! 
29.1 
.NOT· .. I I II
" " .. 
.. " .. 
.. .. " 
!0. jj 
11. H 
IZ.H 
11 H 
t4 H 
/5 li 
17 H 
18 H 
t9 n 
2o H 
21 n 
2Z H 
21 H 
24 H 
2s H 
2'H 
27 H 
28 ii 
t9 H 
Jo H 
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INTERNATIONAL TEST SCORING MACHINE KEYFORM-----.A '-,.\") .. ,- ( +~ 
TEST _____ ~ .. -----~ _____ KEY SCORING FORMULA--,------:-
DIRECTlOl\'S: In preparing a "rights" key, check all circles corresponding to the correct answer spaces and punch out these checked circle~, centering the punch ~o thut ull the circle ~ 
1s pun..:hcd out. Punch out <llso onl:' of the three pa:rs ot circle·; opposite e'1ch field th••t is used in the test. The 'A" circles are punched wh;.>n the test is toLe scored on the "A" control> \ · 
of the International Test Scoring Machine. The •n• and 1C" circles arc pu•1ched for the fields of a test which are to be scored on the "13" or ~c• control~. , 
In preparing an item elimination key, check and punch out circles corre~ponding both to correct answer spaces and to answer spaces Eot to be counted eithet· correct or incurred in the 
test. Item elimination holes are punched only in those fields which haYe one or mo~orrect answer spaces. 
0~0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Oooooooo c c 
groo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( · 
oOOOOOOOOO 
ono 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 ( 0 
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0000 
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0~0 0 0 ( ' 0 0 0 0 0 Ooooc ooooo 
8roo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
oOOOOOOO( ( 
ono 0 ( 0 0 0 ( 0 0 
0~0 0 0 0 0 0 
goooooo 
0 roO 0 0 0 ( oOO ( 00 
ono 0 0 ( 0 0 
00 
0 ( 
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000 
000 
0 
0 
0 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
0000 
0000 
0 ( 0 ( .· 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0 0 ( ( 
0000 
0000 
0~0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OooOOOOO( 000( floo 
groo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 0 0 0 Cf 0 0 
oOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
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Q o .o o- o c o o o o~ o o o o o~o 
io .( · o o o o· .. ( .o ·o o o o o o o g 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Oro 0 000 ( OOOOOOOOOOOo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ono 
00000 
0 0 0 ( ' ( 
o o o o ·o 
0 0 0 6 :b 
0 0 0'0 0 
ooo c ~ uooo 
OOOO.Q..O .. 00 
o o o o U( c. o 
0000000( 
00000000 
0 0~0 
ooo 
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_0 
0 ono 
000000 
000000 
o o e c 
0 0 ( (. 
00000 
00000 
0 0 0 0 
00 ( c: o 
00000 
000000 
000( · 00( 00000 
c .. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( ( - 0 
c-· ·'b c , ··o c o c o c o o c 
( 0( 000000000 
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0( 000( 0( 00 ( 0 
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0 ( ( rog 
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INTERNAT]ONAL TEST SCORING MAC.HINE KEYFbRM A r l; -.. !JI .:." ----,.. · t ~~ 
TEST___________________ ______ _ __ KEY ---- _ _ _ SCORING FORMULA. _ 
DIRECTIONS: In preparir .. -: a 0r:ghts• key, check at! circles ,·orre~ponuing to the correct >ll'S\vc.r sp~.c.,; una punch out t'1es.; chec\ei'l ur,:es, c.e 1•Pring the :;mnch so that all the drde 
i<> punched out. Punch out a! 'o one of the three pmr<> of c:-t1C.'S o )ros'te each field tbfl.t is used in tile te:t. T ne •Ar. c rcles are punched w ben ti-e tc t 1., to b~ scvrca on the • \r co·1trols ~ 
ot f'te lnternuLonal Test Scoring Machine. The •w av.u •c• circle r.re punched for t:.e fields of u test which are toLe ~\.:ored on the "BJ or •c• contro; •.. 
In pt·epar:ng <Ln item elim; 1ution key chn;k and punch out circles corresponding both to c.o1·rcct answe'" spaces and to answer spaces not to he cfJuntcd either correct or incorrect ·u the \ 
test. Item clim .. 'lation holes 11re punchc.d on!)· in those fields which huve one or nore correct answer .paces. 
o ~c ~ o o o o c o o o 0 o 0 o o o . ~ o o o o o· o o o o 
o o o o o o o o o o o o ··o ·cr· a ·.o ;·o o o o o o-· .. o .o ·o 
gtlJo c o o o o o. o o o o o o ~ c o o o o c o o o c c 
oOOOOOOOO( 000[) n OOOOOO..QOO. 0 
ono 0 0 0 0 0 ( ( 0 ( 0 ( 0 n ( 0 ( ( 0 ( () 0 ( 0 
()~ 0 0 
00 
00 
00 
00 
0 0 0~0 
o -o o o 
0 0 owg 
OOOo 
0 0 ono 
0~0 0 0 0 0 0 ( ( ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ooooooooooc ooooo 
gtlJo o o c. c o o o o o o o C o o 
oOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
ono 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 
0~0 0 0 0 0 0 ( ( () 0 0 0 0 0 (' 
oooc ooooo~oooooo 
gtlJo o o o o o o o o c o o o o o 
oOOOOOOOOOOOO( 00 
ono 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 ( 0 0 0 0 
o~o oc o c no o o c o c o o c 
0 0 l)' 0 ( 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
gtlJo o o o o o o o c o o o o o o 
oOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
ono 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( c 0 
0000000000 
0000000000 
OOOQ(,OOOO 
0 ( ( . 0 ~ 0 '· 0 ( . 0. 
o o c nun( o c c 
o o c no, n o o c o ooo~oli~ooo 
000000 000 
000000 000 
000000( ( 00 
0 0 0 0 0~0 
o o ·o o o o 
0 0- 0 ( Orog 
0( 00~.0 
0 0 () 0 u")o 
0 0 0 0 0~0 
oooooo 
0 0 0 0 Orog 
OOOOOo 
0 (' 0 (1 ( }')0 
00000 
0.0 0 0 0 o .. b o,· .. o o 
000 
000 
0~0 
0 0 ( () 0 
OOOCJO 
00000 
0· 
ooo 
0 OroO 
oo8 ( 0()0 0000 onoo 
0 ( 
0 c 
- 0000 
o· o o 
; 
0~0 0 Ooo 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
00['(00000 O()( 00 
ooooooooc · ooooo 
0000000 
000000 
0000000 
OOQOOOO 
OO(](((( 
0 0~0 
ooo 
0 OroO 0 roo o 8oo 
ono 0 
.I 
000000000 00000 
00000( 000 00000 
000000() 00 ( 0()( ( 
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INTERNATIONAL TEST SCORING MACHINE KEY -FORM A 
\, TESL._ --· . _ _ _ _ _ .'. _ _ --~ __ KE'.' .. . _ _ . _ _ ___ ---· ____ SCORING FORMULA. _ ---- _ . __ _ 
DIRECTIOl\S: In prepul·ing a "ri~{hts" key, cbeck uH c 1f<.les corr .!spoudir.:; to the co>-rect nuswc! sn,·cc•. 9.nd 1 uneh out theEe; d{ecked circles, cc!'tet;ng the punch so that u _ the Cirde o:; 
is punched aut. Punch out also one of the three p::.1rs of circles opposite each fie.d that is used in the test. '1 he • A8 e.rcles are punched when the te::t 'IS to be scored on the r A l controls 
of the hternutional Test Scoring Machine. The "B" and "C" circles ure punched tor the fields of a test which are to be scored on the 1B11 or "C" controls. -.!.. 
I•1 prcparil'g an .te'11 diP1il'<Jtion key che.:k und panch out circles correspondin<~ loth to co::-rect answer spaces and to answer spaces not to be coe'1ted eith£r correct or ir,correct in tlc 
tc t. Itc·n cliPliPntio·l ho.c> are punched only in those 'Jelds which huYe one or .:rtPre c >rrect a'lswer Spaces. 
.0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,o 0 Q 0 
o o c o o o ~ o o o o o ·o ·~UO 8roo 0 ( 0 0 U 0 0 ( ( ( 0 U O·'( 
o o c ( o o o ~Lo o o o o o o 
ono o o o c o Ur1 o o o o o o o 
o o o o o· o o o o -.t o o o o o o 
-- ,6 o o o o c--,~o_ .o·C c., o oQo o"o 
( ( 0 ~ 0 0 0 ( 0 ( 0 _o ( · Oro8 OOOUOO( OOO.Q..O OOo 
0 0 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 []O 0 0 ono 
Gu 0~ 
0 
0 roO 
oo 
ono 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
O.Q.O 
ouo 
000 
000 
000 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
OvO 
000 
000 
000 
000 
0 
0 
o n 
0 + 
0 
0~0 0 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Oooooooooooooooo 8roo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
oOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
ono 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0~0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Oooooooooooooooo 8roo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
oOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
ono 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0~0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Oooooooooooooooo 8roo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
oOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
ono 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00000 
00000 
oooo·o 
0 0 0 6 '0 
0 0 0'(. 
000 
0~0 
ouo O·O 
- 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 ( 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 0~0 
ooooog 
0 0- 0 ( Oro 0 oooo0o 
o o o c) c ro 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0~0 
oooooooooooooooo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Orog 
oooooooooooooooo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ono 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0~0 OJ)OOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
o ··b"·o-··o o o o o o o o o o o Oro 0 
ooooooooooooooo8 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o-o 0 0 0 ono 
; 
o o o o o o o o ·o o o o o o o~o 
oooooooooooooooo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Oro8 
ooooooooo.-ooooooo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ono 
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--------- - , ---; . . l)~ ·· ~ ·~ , )', l'OJ INTERNATIONAL TEST SCORING MACHINE KEY FORM A 
., 
TEST. ___ -· ---· ___ . __ ---· -~~-- ~ __ KE.Y .- . ·- _ _SCORING FORMULA_ _ 
DI{O::CTIOJ'<S: In prepanng a "rights• kc y, check all eire c::; lOriCS:JO"ldirg to tt1e lvrr,lt an•cwcr sp tees !1<1.! punch out thee cncckecl C1rdes, cclltc-ring the punch '10 th~ :t a !I t'1e ctrcle<::;:> 
i~ punched out. Punch ou,t ul~o one of _the t~ree patrs of c;;d~·· o,p:msite euch field that ~~ U!'t.J in t'1e test •. The "A' circ1es u"e pm.chcd w'wn t'1e V"~t i, to Jc scored on th~: "A" controls \ 
of the Internatwna, Test Scormg Machmc. fhe "B' and •en t -trc!es are punched for the f!eld5 of u test whtch ilre to be score<.; on the •n• or 1C" contrvh 
Jp preparing a11 item climinotion key check and pu1ch t•ut circles corrcspond'np 'loth to correct r•:-~swcr spaces and to answer r-pnccs !lot to be counted either correct or incorrect in the 
test. Item clim;.nation holes urc puncred only in those f1e 'ds which have OLe or ,,..o.·c• co~.-cct un~wer "-P'"ces. 
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